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PREFACE

In 1967 the first part of the book Thermodynamic and Transport Properties

of Chemically Reacting Gaseous Systems was issued at the "Nauka i Tekhnika"

Publishing House (Minsk), in which the results of the study of the thermo-

physical properties of dissociating systems of N204, A12Cl6 and Al2Br6 in an

ideal gaseous state were explained. In 1965-1970 at the Institute of Nuclear

Power Engineering (IYaE) of the AN BSSR (Belorussian SSR Academy of Sciences),

the Institute of High Temperatures of the AN SSR (USSR Academy of Sciences),

the State Institute of Applied Chemistry, the Odessa Institute for Engineers

of the Maritime Fleet, the Siberian Power Engineering Institute, and others,

a complex theoretical and experimental study of the properties of dissociating

systems of N204 * 2N02, 149 kilocalories per kg, and 2NO2 * 2NO + 02, 249 kcal

per kg, was performed. In these years in the IYaE AN BSSR single-circuit

schemes of AES (atomic electric-power stations) with a gas-liquid cycle operat-

ing on N204 were proposed, the possibilities of the development of gas-cooled

fast reactors with intensities of 400-600 kW/kg at maximum gas parameters of t

130-170 atmospheres absolute, 480-540 C, and temperatures of the jackets of

the TVEL (fuel elements) of 700-750 ° C. In recent years, proposals for the

development of the experiment BRG-30 AES with a gas-cooled fast reactor operat-

ing on N204 were developed and accepted. These circumstances caused the neces-

sity of an experimental study of the thermophysical properties of N204 in the

liquid phase, and the development of methods for calculation and experimental

checking of the characteristics of a dissociating gas with consideration of

its imperfect nature. Many years of research at the GIPKh (State Institute of

Applied Chemistry) made it possible to ascertain an extensive class of con-

struction materials which demonstrated a high corrosion resistance and are

to be subjected to further dynamic tests in a medium of N204 at gas parameters

of up to 200 atm. abs. and 700-750° C.

This book is devoted to a more detailed and deeper study of the thermo-

physical and corrosion characteristics of dissociating nitrogen tetroxide on

the basis of the latest cxperimental investigations. Engineering methods of



calculating the most important properties of chemically reacting systems in

a dense gaseous state have been developed and are presented.

Tables of thermophysical properties, results of an investigation on

radiation-thermal resistance, and recommendations with respect to corrosion-

resistant materials in a medium of dissociating nitrogen tetroxide are pre-

sented.

The calculated thermophysical characteristics of N204 presented and their

experimental validation make it possible to perform a thermodynamic analysis

of cycles, thermal and gasodynamic calculations for a nuclear reactor, turbo-

machines, heat-exchhnge apparatus of power plants, and to determine the techni-

cal and economic indices of an AES operating on a dissociating coolant.

The study of the mechanism of radiation-thermal and thermal dissociation

and recombination of N204 made it possible to refine the constants of the rates

of the reactions, and to develop methods for calculating the parameters of the

cycle and the characteristics of the units with a consideration of the kinetics

of the chemical reactions.

At the present time, a primary check of the methods developed has been

performed and the importance of the consideration of the kinetics of the chemi-

cal reactions in N204 in the development of highly economical AES has been

demonstrated. Probably these results will constitute the basis of a third book

on thermodynamic and transport properties of dissociating gases.

Tht book was prepared by a collective of authors of the Institute of

Nrlear Power Engineeiing of the AN BSSR and the State Institute of Applied

Chemistry. The Preface and Introduction were written by A. K. Krasin and

V. B. Nesterenko; Chapter I by V. B. Nesterenko, M. V. Mal'ko, and G. V.

Nichipor; Chapter II by M. A. Bazhin and V. B. Nesterenke; Chapter III by

B. C. Maksimov, Yu. G. Kotelevskiy and G. Z. Serebryanyy; Chapter IV by I. K.

Dmitriyeva, L. V. Mishina, and I. I. Paleyev; Chapter V by B. G. Maksimov; and

Chapter VI by A. M. Sukhotin and N. Ya. Lantratova.
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CONVENTIONAL SYMBOLS

P, V, and T are pressure, volume, and temperature, p and Z are density
and compressibility factors; R is the universal gas constant; M and m are
molecular weight and molecular mass; U, H, and S are internal energy, enthalp,,

and entropy; Cp is heat content at constant pressure; Cv is heat content at

constant volume; Kc, Kp, and K are constants of equilibrium via concentration,

partial pressure, and volatility of the components, respectively; f, a, and y

are volatility, activity, and activity factor; a and are degree of dissocia-

tion and degree of development of the reaction; x and n are the molar fraction

and the number of moles; vi represents stoichiometric coefficients; Ik is the

rate of the k-th chemical reaction; q is the specific heat flux; j and g are

tne flux of moles; r is the latent heat of evaporation; r/k and a are the

parameters of intermolecular reactions; U is the coefficient of dynamic vis-

cosity; X is the coefficient of thermal conductivity; Dii is the coefficient

of binary diffusion; w is the acentric Pitzer factor; and X is the Riedel

factor.

The subscripts i, j represent the i-th and the j-th components of the

mixture; k is the value of the quantity for a pure gas; i is the value for

this gas in the mixture; e is the equilibrium value of the quantity; c is the

value of the quantity for a pure gas having a volume and temperature of the

mixture and the same number of moles as the gas has in a mixture represents

reduced quantities taken at very low pressures; m means molar [M = m]; s repre-

sents saturation; pl represents melting [n = pl]; kip represents boiling

(Ron = kip]; isp represents evaporation [Hcn= isp]; cr indicates a critical

state [HP = cr]; tr.t reprejents the triple point [Tp.T = tr.t]; eff represents

the effective properties; f is the "frozen" component; r, the "reaction" com-

ponent; o represents standard conditions; T 298.150 K and P = 1 atmosphere;

0, T represent an ideal gaseous state.

V
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INTRODUCTION

The development of steady-state and transport power engineering, including

nuclear engineering, is essentially based on the application of water vapor

(steam) as a working fluid. Technical and economic investigations of recent

years have demonstrated that in thermodynamic cycles operating on steam econom-

ically optimum parameters and limiting values of efficiency have been achieved.

Thermodynamic characteristics of cycles and the physical-chemical properties

of steam are such that considerable limitations exist with respect to the unit

capacity of single-shaft turbo units [].

At the present time, the problem of the search for new coolants for

nuclear reactors oporating on fast neutrons, which would make it possible to

accomplish simpler cz:hemes for heat conversion than in nuclear reactors with

sodium cooling, and to have better physical characteristics than in fast re-

actors with steam cooling [2, 3], has become extraordinarily urgent.

Tne Institute of Nuclear Power Engineering of the AN BSSR has been

assi'gned the problem of searching for new gaseous _oolants and working fluids

making it possible to obtain better thermodynamic characteristics of cycles,

a Srearer unit capacity of single-shaft turbo units than in use of steam, and

to dtvelop gas-cooled nuclear reactors operating on fast neutrons with high

physical and thermophysical characteristics at the level of temperatures and

pressures developed in reactor building and power-machine building [3-7].

As one of such working fluids and coolants, chemically reacting systems

have been proposed, in which reversible chemical reactions occur, accompanied

by thermal effects of chemical reactions and a variation in the number of

moles [8-12]. The increase in the number of moles during heating and the de-

crease in it during cooling leads to an increase in the efficiency of the

thermodynamic cycle, and the presence of a thermal effect in a chemically

reacting system provides for high thermal properties for it because of the

transfer of a considerable quantity of heat by means of concentration diffusion

[5-7].

r . t.
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Out of a large class of chemically reacting systems [5], in which reactions

occur with an increase in the number of moles and absorption of heat in the

dissociation of the gas, the best-studied is the system N204 t 2NO2  2NO + 02.

In 1963-1969 in the IYaE AN BSSR, IVT (Institute of Water Transport) of the

AN SSSR, the GIPKh, and other organizations, a large complex of theoretical

and experimental works on the study of the thermophysical and physical-chemical

properties cf N204 was performed [7]. This made it possible to determine the

prospects of the application of dissociating gases as working fluids for power

plants and coolants for nuclear reactors and led to the possibility of the

development of gas-cooled fast nuclear reactors of 1000-1200 megawatt (electri-

cal) capacity operating on N204 with the same specific heat intensities as in

sodium reactors and with better phsyical characteristics, AES with single-

shaft gas turbines operating on N204 with unit power of 1200-2400 megawatts

and a metal content is only a fourth or fifth as much as a plant operating on

steam, demonstrated the high thermodynamic efficiency of the gas and gas-liquid

cycles on N 0 at the level of temperatures and pressures developed in power
2 4

engineering by means of a higher regeneration of heat than when operating on

steam, as a consequence of the chemical reactions occuring in the coolant.

In this monograph a survey is given of the experimental studies of N2 04

and certain results of further works are expounded in the study of the thermo-

dynamic and the transport properties of a chemically reacting system N 04
2 4

4 2NO t 2NO + 0

2 2

lA
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Chapter I

GENERAL PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF NITROGEN TETROXIDE

1. On Experimental Studies of the Thermophysical Properties of N 0
2-4

At the present time the chemically reacting system N204 ' 2NO2 ( 2NO + 02

has been experimentally studied in adequate detail to perform a primary check

of calculation methods and, with certain assumptions, to calculate the pro-
perties of the systm 04 NO 2NO + 0 in a wide range of temperatures

and pressures, which may be used in thermodynamic investigations of cycles

and engineering calculations of the heat-trensfer equipment of atomic power

plants [13].

We must note that the basic experimental xaterial was obtained at sub-

critical gas parameters (60-80 ata); as yet experimental data on convective

heat transfer of N 0 at supercritical gas parameters are lacking. The accu-
2 4

racy of available experimental data on the thermophysical properties and on

heat transfer is lower than that for water and inert gases (He, C02, N2, and I
others).

The basic parameters of the dissociating N204 system are presented in

Table 1.1.

In the works of the IYaE AN BSSR [5, 6] it was demonstrated that the

possible temperature range of the working parameters of thermodynamic cycles

operating on N204 embraces 20-750* C, and 1.1-260 ata with respect to pressure.

At the beginning of works in the IYaE AN BSSR, in spite of the wide field

of application of N204 in the nitrogen industry and in rocket engineering, the

N204 system was inadequately studied in the experimental plan (1-2 ata, 20-150 j
C). For validation and refinement of calculated data on the thermophysical

properties of N24 in a wide range of temperatures and pressures, the IYaE AN

BSSR, together with the CIPKh IVP AN SSSR, ITF SO AN SSSR (Institute of Theo-

retical Physics of the Siberian Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences) and

-1-
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the OIIMF (Odessa Institute for Engineers of the Maritime Fleet) performed much

work on their experimental investigation.

Table 1.1 Physical-Chemical Properties of N2 04

Indices Values

Molecular weight M0, g/mole 92.02

Normal boiling temperature, Tnormal boiling' OK 294.3

Critical pressure, Pcr' ata 103.3

Critical temperature, Tcr , 
0K 431.35

Critical volume Vcr, cm3/mole 165.3

Heat of evaporation r 294. 3 kcal/kg 99.4

Melting temperature (melting point), Tp, 262

Heat of chemical reaction

N204 - 2NO2 (I) - QXpI, kcal/kg 149

2NO 2 Z 2NO 02 (II) - Q Xp2 kcal/kg 293

Temperature range of reaction:

at 1 ata AT1 , OK 300-1200

at 100 ata AT2, OK 450-1500

The physical-chemical properties and the state of the experimental investi-

gation of the thermophysical properties of N204 are prsented in most detail in

the works of the IYaE AN BSSR [2, 5, 7]. At the present time this material

has been supplemented by new and more accurate data.

The P-V-T dependence of a dissociating system of N204 in the liquid phase

was studied by Reamer and Sage [14] at 294-444o K up to 400 ata; in the gaseous *

phase by Schlinger and Sage [15] at 294-444o K and 1-130 ata; at higher parame-

ters by Tsymarnyy at the OIIMF [16] at 373-575* K and 60-600 ata. In the IYaE

AN BSSR an investigation of the P--V-T of N204 was accomplished at 373-8300 K

and 8-125 ata in the new experimental plant by the ballast-free piezometer

method with a hot membrane and a hot valve [17]. The error of the experimental

data obtained at the IYaE AN BSSR with respect to the P-V-T dependence of N 204

is estimated as being SO.5%. With respect to the results of experimental work

-2-



114-17] at the IYaE AN BSSR tables of the properties of N204 were compliled,

which are recommended for engineering calculations [18].

Investigations of the enthalpy heat content, thermal conductivity, and

viscosity of N204 were performed by the IYaE AN BSSR jointly with the IVT AN

SSSR.

At the IYaE AN BSSR investigations were made of the enthalpy of liquid

N204 at the isobars of 85, 103, and 115 ata [19], and of heat content in the

liquid 17] and gaseous phases [21).

At the IVT AN SSSR the enthalpy of N204 in the liquid phase was studied

by the method of a coatinuous-flow calorimeter at pressures of 60-300 atmos-

pheres and temperatures up to 158.30 C; part of the experiments were performed

in the gaseous phase up to 1700 C, and also the heat content of N204 was

measured in the liquid phase at atmospheric pressure.

At the OIIMF and the IYaE AN BSSR with the use of experimental data [11,

17], calculated tables of the thermodynamic functions of an N204 system in the

liquid phase were compiled [22]. The satisfactory agreement of the calculated

and experimental data obtained with respect to the enthalpy of N204 in the

liquid phase shows the reliability of the calculated values of the enthalpy,

which are recommended for engineering calculations.

The thermal conductivity of N 0 at atmospheric pressures was studied in
2 4

a wide range of temperatures [25-28). At the IYaE AN BSSR the thermal conduc-

tivity of N204 was studied in the plant by the method of coaxial cylinders in

a temperature range of 300-800 ° K and a pressure range of 1-50 ata [29]. The

experimental data obtained at the IYaE AN BSSR on toe theiial conductivity of

N2 04 agrees satisfactorily with the calculated data only in the temperature

range of the first stage of the reaction, NO 0 2NO 2 . In the region of the
2)4 2'

second stage of the dissociation reaction 2NO 2 2NO + 02$ experimental data

obtained with respect to thermal conductivity agree better with the calculated

data with a consideration of the kinetics of the chemical reaction. At the

-3



IYaE AN BSSR a method has been developed for calculating the heat transfer of

the system with consideration of the geometry of the heat-conducting clearance

and the rates of the chemical reactions of dissociation and recombination [30].

An investigation of the thermal conductivity of N204 by the heated filament

method is being conducted at the IVT AN SSSR.

At first the coefficient of dynamic viscosity of N204 was experimentally

studied at pressures close to atmospheric pressure, in the temperature range

of 290-440* K, i.e., only in the range of the first stage of the reaction

N20 4  2NO2 [31, 32]. At the IYaE AN BSSR an experimental study of the vis-

cosity of N204 in the temperature range of 300 to 8000 K and a pressure range

of I to 50 ata was conducted by the falling load method in the power plant [33].

The experimental data on the viscosity of N204 obtained agree well with the

most reliable data of Petker and Mason [31] with the calculated data of the

IYaE AN BSSR and the OIIMF within limits of error of the experiments, 3.5% at

atmospheric pressure, and up to 8% at a pressure of 50 ata. At the IVT AN BSSR

the investigation of the viscosity of the N204 system is being conducted by

the oscillating disc method. Preliminary experimental data from the IVT AN

SSSR with respect to the viscoscity of N204 have a degree of accuracy and

confirm the reliability of the results obtained earlier by other methods [33].

An experimental investigation of the viscosity of a dissociating system in the

liquid phase, including the saturation line, was conducted by the authors of

[341 in a temperature range of 273-428* K and a pressure range of 1-400 ata

in the plant by the rolling ball method. This experimental work is as yet the

only one of its type available and it is desirable to obtain data on the vis-

cosity of N204 in the liquid phase by another method, since the rolling ball

method does not always give satisfactory results on the viscosity of liquids.

The curve of the vapor tension of N204 was experimentally studied in ade-

quate detail from the temperature of the triple point to the critical point.

At the IYaE AN BSSR work was done on the analysis of experimental data of the

At the present time experimental data have been obtained on viscosity in the
temperature range of 253.8-415.10 K and a pressure range of 25-760 ml Hg with
a maximum relative error of 0.9% [46].

-4-



curve of the vapor tension of N 0 for the construction of P - T (dP /dTs) -
T5-dpendnc2 [5.Frte 4  s s s s

- T s-dependences [35). For the construction of an interpolation generalizing

dependence P - T in reference [35] the most reliable experimental results
5 5

were used [14, 15, 36-39]. The maximum deviation of the calculated data with

respect to pressure Ps from the experimental xesults does not exceed 2% [35].

On the basis of the curve of the vapor tension of N20 proposed in refer-
2 4 pooe nrfr

ence [35], obtained according to experimental data [14] at the IYaE AN BSSR,

the heat of evaporation of N204 40] was calculated with the use of the

Clausius-Clapeyron equation. The calculated value of the heat of evaporation

of N0 at 1 ata agrees with the experimental results. A

2 4

The dependence of the constant of equilibrium of the dissociating system

N204 * 2NO2 * 2NO + 02 was experimentally studied by a number of authors [41-

45] in a wide range of temperatures. The majority of the works includes the

range of pressures below atmospheric. At the IYaE AN BSSR experimental data

on the composition of N 0 t 2NO * 2NO + 0 were generalized, the thermal

effects were refined with respecL to the first and second stages of the reac-

tion. In the experimental plan the composition of the dissociating system of

N204 was studied by the spectrophotometric method at the IYaE AN BSSR at P = 1

ata in the temperature range of 130-600' C [45]. At the present time experi-
ments are being conducted with respect to the study of the composition of the

N204 system at increased pressures by the same method at the IYaE AN BSSR.

At the present time available experimental data on a dissociating N204

system are adequate for engineering calculations of heat-transfer apparatusses

(heat exchangers) of AES in the temperature range of 2C to 5500 C at 1 to 80

ata. A small amount of experimental data at supercrtrical pressures made it
possible to refine the calculation methodologies of the thermophysical proper-

ties of N204 in the preliminary plan.

A further increase In the accuracy of experimental daLa is necessary, and

also an expansion of the range of experimental investigation of N 204 with

respect to temperature ip to 750' C and with respect to pressure up to 260 ata.

-5-



Experiments of increased accuracy with respect to the enthalpy of N2 04

in the liquid and gaseous phases at 20-170 ata and 20-200* C must be designated

as the most important experiments.

2. Investigation of the Radiation-Thermal Stability of N 0

Mathematical tiode1 of the mechanism of radiation-thermal dissociation of

N20. The radiation decompositiott of the system N 0 - 2N0 ++ 2NO + 0 was
2 4 2 2

considered at the following conditions; temperature range 440-< T < 8000 K,
pwrodse 117 3

power of dose 6 = 10 electron-volts/cm Is, mass flow rate G = 1 kg/s, cross-

section of reactor channel Sr = 0.0017 m , pressure P = 47 ata, stay time of

the gaseous mixture in the reactor channel t = 0.04 s, which are optimum for

its application as the coolant of a nuclear reactor. Nitrogen dioxide is

present as a basic component in a mixture in a state of chemical equilibrium.

At the entry to tha reactor channel [N2 0]/[N02] = 20% at T = 440* K and

P = 47 atmospheres, and at the outlet from it [N204]/[NO 2  0.01% at T = 800

K and at the same pressure.

The most probable means of radiation decomposition of nitrogen tetroxide

is the decay of the excited molecules of N204 along the least bond N204~

- N2 0 In this case the process of radialysis of nitrogen tetroxide is

reversible. Its contribution to the decomposition of N204 may be ignored be-

cause of the high rate of thermal dissociation of N204.

Experimental investigations of the rsdiation decomposition of nitrogen

dioxide [47-49] make it possible to propose the following radical mechanism:

I) No, , -- NO + 0- 72;

2) NO, -- N + 20- 2 2 2 ;

3) NO 2+O-NO+O 1+ 45 k3;

4) N0 2+N - 2N0+78 k4;

5) NO.+N- N2O+O-+4 3 kl;

6) NQz+N--N 2 +2O,+3 k,;

6a) NO.+N- N-"-O2-F120 k,.;
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-F --- Y--- - -1t

7) O2-±N-- -N0-+ 3 k;
8) N0O-rN-N.-F--F75 k8;

9) 2X.O --.-2NO+O--27 k,, k,;
10) N150-M--NO+MIS0 k1o;

11) NO '+ t-a N0+M-+72 k1;

12) NC.-N+,-M--N 20+M- 1I4 k12;

13) Oe0O+M---+0$+M±I17 k3;
14) N+N+ A-* NS+Ml+225 k, ;

15) N204 --*2N0--13,9 k16, k-i.

If the process under consideration were determined by reactions 3, 4

and the reaction 2NO + 02 2N02, then the nitrogen dioxide would be quantita-

tively reduced. The irreversible decomposition effect observed in the experi-

ment [47, 49] apparently occurs as a consequence of the reactions of nitrogen

atoms 5, 6, and 8, and also as a result of the recombination of the radicals

of one type in the volume and at the wall.

At rates of chemical reaction comparable with the velocities of the flow

of the gas, the distribution of the concentrations of the components in a

unidimensional nonisothermal flow in conditions when these assumptions are

valid:

1) diffusion transfer of the matter has no essential effect on the dis-

tribution of the parameters of the reacting mixture in the direction of the

motion of the flow;

2) rhe density of the axial thermal flow caused by thermal conductivity,

diffusion and turbulent transfer, is small in comparison with the density of

the radial thermal flow; is determ.ned by the correlation of these velocities

and is described by the following equaticns [50-53]:

D C&in,

C. C.. ,

DT
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where D/dT = (6/6T) + W(r/6z is a sub-steady-state derivative; 1 is the average

velocity of the flow; q is the volumetric density of the thermal flow (heat

flux); Ck, mk, hk represent the concentration, molecular weight, and specific

enthalpy of the k-th component; T is the specific heat content of the mixture;

Cm = Y)Ckm k.P
(

The quantity of the mass of the k-th component determined by the chemical
r

reactions is equal to Ik = IVkjlj, where vkj is the product of the molecular

weight of the k-th component multiplied by the stoichiometric coefficient in

the equation of the J-chemical reaction, and I is the rate of the chemical

reaction.

The termns Ik and I hklk in equations (1.1) with a consideration of the
(k)

chemical reactions (1-15) have the form

,.0.o [k_, (.O)2 -

fWO O - k (NO ) (0) -

-- ,C"I". "" ,)d, O.(N)-- ,) (NOg)' +

2k.. (N ". (0) 2 -* I (NCO) (0) ,fi"

Sk. ) (0) ,', (N-- 4 (N)2A-;

IN -= 'zc~fn N02 [0)4 (A (N 1) k). (NO (N) l

-- " (03)5 (N) -- .... O)k,(0 2 ;

I, IN k, (N' N + ,o (NO,.) (N) -I

IN = MN[N - (k "; k6& + ± k4) (NO.) (N)-

-o=, [, (0 ) k (NO) (N) -

--/, ()0) At-- k12 (NO) (N) Al - 2k 4 (N)2 M];

0, -o JWo - k3 (NO.) (0) --- k1 (NO) (0) At

- k 1 (N)O) -21 ()A -- (NO) (N)

+2k(,N (N) -[ k7 (0)(N) /,- k8(NO) (N)];

S=: ' - (.; -"k, 0_)k) 1 (NO2)] (N)--

--(I.O.;;; -/ (N )( )-

-h () () M -8 N) N -- 2,CN.\]



+q9 l (NO2),' - k9 (NO)' O 2)] q.A (NU, kU) -

S[q,k, qk, -" q6ks + q6.k6a] (NO,)(N) qk (0) (N) + (1.2)

+ q&8 (NO) (N) + qloklo (N) (0) . + q1 kl (NO) (O) --

+ q k,2 (NO) (N).M + 13k3 (0)2,M - q1~k 4 (N)'

Having substituted expressions (1.2) into equation (1.1), we find that

the time distribution of the components of the mixture in a unidimensional
flow caused by the occurrence of the chemical reactions (1-15) and by the

effect of these reactions on grad T along the flow, is described by a system

of 9 nonlinear first-order differential equations:

D (N.04)
C _CCM =d" k-15 (NO,)2-k,, (N204);

Lt (NO?)
Cf _Cm dT.

- (k4 +4 k5 + ko + koa) (NO.) (N) - 2k9 (NO) 2 +

-- 2k-_, (NO) (O2) + kj, (NO) (O) Al +

- 2kj6 (N.04) - 2k_15 (NO.,)';
D (NO)

m, C Mt 11'No - k3 (NO)(O)+ 2k4 (NO.)(N) +;:M d T

+ k, (02) (N) + 2k9 (N O2)2 + kj, (N) (O) Al - k, (NO) (N)-
- 2k_, (NO)' (02) - k,1 (NO) (0) M - k1, (NO) (N) M;

D (02)j

Cm s"' k3 (NO2) (O) + kea (NO,) (N) +

+ k9 (NO,)2 - k7 (0.) (N)-k 9 (NO)'(O2 )Ikj,3(O)'M;

D (N2)

Cm 11 ka (NO.) (N) + koa (NO,) (N) +C dT

+ k, (NO) (N) -+ k14 (N)' M;

D (N20)
C

CM k6 (NO) (N) + k12 (NO) (N) M;

-9-



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -- -

D jN)
S--- -- W.; - (k4- k, - (N)

k7 (0.) (N) - k, (NO) (N) k,, (N) (O) M -

- k,, (N6) (N) A - 2k, a 1N).M;

C. L r-. o. (1,) - k,, (NO.).1 .ma t (1.3)
-- j (! .,1 10)M ;4- 21- ,3 (0)2.Nj ( () i

1,, . q: , , . q1 [l.. I (N'0. 4) -N .4. ,.,. (N .2

+ q, 1k, (1N0)l - k._, (NO)' (o)] - qk, (NO.) (0) +

+ [q44 -- q.4s + qAk, -.V qs,ki] (NO.) (N) +

+ qAkl (0) (N) + qsk8 (NO) (N) -I- qok,9 (N) (0) M +
- q,,kj (N0)(0)M - qj,.k 2 (NO)(N)M-

--q,1AIAO)"Ni-! qjjk, (N)2A%

where (N204, (NO2 ), (NO), (02), (N2), (N20), (N) and (0) are the current

concentrations of the oxides of nitrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and the atoms of

nitrogen and oxygen; k is the constant of the rate of the J-th chemical re-

action; q is the thermal effect of the J-th chemical reaction; M - I Ck;
(k)

WN02 is the , imary rate of the radiolysis of nitrogen dioxide with respect

to reactions 1 and 2; WN, WO , WNO are the rates of the formation of the atoms

of nitrogen, oxygn, .nd nitric oxide according to the same reactions.

Relative to the energy fields G1 and G2 of the decomposition of NO2 with

respect to reactions 1 and 2, on the basis of the calculation given in the

survey, the following assumptions were made: at P Z 1 atmosphere, G1 = 10

moles/100, G2 = 1 mole/100. In the range of pressures exceeding atmospheric

pressure, the values of G1 and G2 vary inversely proportional to P. Experi-

mental values of the specific rates of reactions 3-15 are given in Table 1.2.

1
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Table 1.2 Values of the specific rates of chemical reactions used
in the calculations.

R ef er- a

j:A ('K ence

3 k3 = 15 109/.,,14 300 (541
4 k4 = 0 . ,,).G!0 I =.?C 300 1551
5 ks -=. 0,476. 1010 i.11o1A.WC 300 1551
6 k -,144.1010 1 .Ito 300 55]
6a k63 -. 0, 111.1010 j/i.obt.G'o 300 1551
7 k7  5. 1010 exp (-71 00,RT) /Awk.we, 412-755 156)
8 ks .31 01fexp (-200 t.7001RT) 1/mak.-,rg 476-755 1561

k, 4,7.10' exp (-268001RT) i. tokae. 592-656 157, 581
9 k, 4,0.10' exp (-26900,RT) i/.tolte.w 630-1020 1591

30 k,, -- 5,4.109 ;"o :5, 300 1601
1 kit I,$I101 S"2/.146 C 293 161 I
12 k, 0,36.10"7 /.woh2 © 300 [.17113 '1 . 0,97,30' / olO .:2SC 300 1621
14 k . 62. 1010 g I.iiolcsec 0 163115 k, " 101 xp (--j30001RT)/1c 253--301 1641

In the steady-state case, system of differential equations (1.3) has

the form d (N.,4)
dz : ,,, r [k_-,3(N,)'-- k,3(N.o,)]

d (NO (it

dZ - C,, ir/ [- W',0o,- k ,(NO,(O)-

-(k 4 - ks 4- ka + k6,) (NO.) (N) - 2k1, (NO2)2 +

2k_9 (NO) (O) (NO) (O),I.
+ 2k, (N. 01)-- 2k_15 (NO..)2]:

~(NO)

C111 C1  W [ -1o - k (NO.,)(O) +dZ TC_ IV

-;.2k4 (NO.,) (N) -- k7 (.,) (N) ..:- 2k0 (NO,) 2 -

- 2k_ 9 (NO)' (O) - ke (NO) (N) + kjo (N) O) -

-- kI (NO) (0) Ai - k1  (NO) (N) M];

d (02)
dzC c, [k (NO. (0) - k7 (02)(N) +

+ k9 (NO,)' - k_ (NO) 2 (0.) ± kj (O)2M + k6,(N0(N)j;

-11-



d 2
C",

Co [k (NO. ) (N) -k 6 (NO) (N)

d(NO) (N)

d
c,,, I [k. (NO.) (N) .- k,, (NO)(N) M;

d i N)

dZ [W ,(k 4 +k3 ko-:-k6,2),

x (NO.) (N)- k7 (0.) (N) - k8 (NO) (N) - kjo (N) (0) M -
-k12 (NO) (N)M 3- 2k,4 (Ny"M1; (1.4 )

d (o

• .21k (NO.) (N) --k7 (O.:,) .*) -- ks (NO) (N) -

--k,l (N) (0) M- k.l (NO) (0).\% -- 2k,3 (O)"M 1]

Crr'%1,. p I .-; .!. q, q1 [klb (N,,O)--j_, (NO,,)" -

1, " (: NO_) 0

-- [k9 (NO..)'- - - 9, (NO) (O.)] -! k ( O.,( )

.-(q A - l -; k1o -Nk,) (NO) (N)()-

+- q (N) ) - k(O)(N) k (N) (N)-

+ qki (ONO)M - q(kN,.O) (NO) (N)M , J;
+ I qka (0)M + q1 k (NO ().

+q313 () +q1 kj1 (N)2 M.

In the last equation the thermal effects of the chemical reactions are

taken with their own sign: positive if the reaction is exothermic; negative

if it is endothermic. The velocity of the flow of gas is determined as W =

G/CmSg, where G is the mass flow rate, S is the cross-section of the reactor

channel with respect to the gas. The volumetric heat flux qv = q e(W/Sg '

The times of occurrence of the chemical reaction (15), (-15), (9), (-9)

as a function of T are given, calculated for an equilibrium gas mixture at

P = 47 atmospheres. As we approach chemical equilibrium, at an unchanged

temperature, the probability of a direct reaction decreases, i.e., its time

increases, and the probability of a reverse reaction increases, and accordingly

the time of the reverse reaction is decreased.

-12-



For the molecular reaction T = 1/k, i.e., its time, at the moment of

equilibrium is the same as at moments of time preceeding it.

From a comparison of the characteristics of the times of the chemical

reactioas with the characteristic stay time of the gas in the reaction channel

(-r - 0.04 s) we may reach a conclusion concerning the equilibrium occurrence
n

of reaction 15. Therefore the variation of the concentration of nitroben

tetroxide along the flow is determined by the variation of the concentration

of NO2 and the content of equilibrium of reactions (15) and (-15):

z?,s

and the distortion of grad T along the flow caused in this case is described

by the product q1 5
d N9 /dZ.

m

Table 1.3 Time of occurrence of reactions in an equilibrium
mixture N204 +4 2NO2 - 2NO + 02 at P = 47 as a function
of T.

NO,-.N2 2NO,.N,04 2NO,.2NO +
NzO -.2N02 2 N ,-+N, j -[ O -10 -2 O

400~ 1 3.10-9 0.10O9 - -
5001 05.10-0 i.10- 130,.00 500,000
;00 1,0.010-" 1.10 "10 1,68 21,400

700 1,0.10-12 1.10 "10 0,08 0,164
8 0 0,3.10" t  1.10- 10 0,01 0,010

(N20)(NO2)
The derivative d /dZ is expressed via the derivatives d--, ,

dT/dZ and dC /dZ: m m

mC
m N.,4.d dZ -= 2 -l-" (NO.) d (N O) dZ +

(NO.)2 k-15 dC.,., " (1.6)

C- k15 dZ
(NO,) =  _, (k-1 q,5 ' dT-C.,2, k,5 T RP" d-A

'-
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For dCm/dZ the equation has the form

dC CM dT . RT d dZ, (1.7)

dZ T dZ P CIj

where

Xd- ! /I.Z.d (No,__) ___.__ .,

+ /dzo (o.,) /dz+d (N.O::

4 ,,, CmICCmi

+ -d (N20) /dZ+ d (N)LfdZ+ d ()/dZ.

Having solved equations (1.6) and (1.7) jointly with the second equation

of system (1.4) relative to d (N204) /dZ, dCm/dZ and d (NO2)/dZ, we find thatC mC
m m

d ( (NO )dz I+ -11 (NO.) - k,..., (NO

k , (NO dT k_ .(NO) -X
k, , R' C. dZh,, P

__m +" 4 (N% k_ (

X- [- WoO. - k3 (NO.) (0) -

+ (04 +k51 + + k.) (NO.) (N) - 2k9 (NOJ2 +

-+ 2, . (NO)M 2  , 1(NO) (O A}.

HaVing substituted equation (1.8) into the temperature equation and having

made the appropriate transformation, we obtai-i

dT S. I -___

(N204) NO2)d TI/RT

-14-



(N204 .(NO_) P

x [k9 (NO-) 2 - k _ (Nn)2 (02)j +

+_q, [ [WNO, +I + 4 (NO
(N20 4) (NO.) P

+ k3 (NO.) (0) + (k4 + k5 + ke + kc,) (NO2) (N)-

k (NO) 0) Al] +--Wo + kg (NO2) (N) -

- k,0 (N) (0) A- k, (NO) (0) A4 - k (NO) (N) Ai- (1.9)

3- k 3 (0)2 Ai - k14 (N)
2 Al] 4+ qA (NO) (0) +

,+ (qk4 -.- q = -:- qok + q.4.) (:,o2)(N) -i- q/ 1o..1i) +

-. q,,1. (NO)(O1 + q i:;(NO)(N) M +

* '" q1.4k1 (O)2? +, 4 q,- ,, (N)1 Mb

The second and third terms in the braces of equation (1.5) describe the heat

absorption caused by the effect of the radiation-thermal decomposition of

nitrogen dioxide (nitrous oxide) on the equilibrium occurrence of reactions

(15), (-15), (q15/RT2)/[(C m /N20 ) + (4Cm/NO2) - (Cm/P/RT)]--an addition to the

heat content originating because of the equilibrium occurrence of reactions

(15) and (-15) in the gaseous mixture.

Taking into consideration the fact that C C we will assign the

(k)

variation of the concentration of nitrous oxide by tiie algebraic equation

(NO) =C- ,
xt2=-



where C = P/RT.

We will consider the recombination of the atoms of nitrogen and oxygen

at the wall and in the volume. The constant of heterogeneous recombination was

approximately estimated under the assumption of axial simmetry of the active

particles

k, 2S )I.
8D ~

Here S is the diameter of the cylinder; D is the diffusion factor; u is the

mean square velocity of the recombining particles; is the probability of

recombi.nation, depending upon the material of the wall. The probability of

the recombination of nitrogen atoms on a metallic wall is 0.1-1. The initial

data, accordingly, are equal to: P V 47 atmospheres, T = 6000 K, S = 0.14 cm,

and then the relative velocity of the collision of atoms of nitrogen with N2 04
5 -5 5 2

uI = 1.4510 cm/s, with NO2 U2 = 1.11.105, with NO u = 1.17.105, with 02

u4 = 1.16.105 cm/s; the velocity of atoms of nitrogen u = 9.45104 cm/s, and

the diffusion factor D = 1-2/ 1.0.02 
2  2

31 a0.02 cm /s, and consequently, S /2D

0.1, 2S/eu = 310- 5 , i.e., iffusion region of recombination with a recom--i

bination constant k 1 10 sec occurs. The constant of heterogeneous recom-g
bination of the atoms of oxygen is comparable with the constant of heterogenous

recombination of the atoms of nitrogen, since the masses of these atoms are

close to each other.

The concentrations of the atoms of nitrogen and oxygen are determined from

the equations

/(N-! r'. 4 + (k 3 + k, -k. (NO.) (N) -
dT

- k7(o.) (N) - k (NO) (N) - kjo (N) (O).-
- kF, (NO) (N) M - 2,51 I(N)" M;

d (0) o k3 (NO.,) (0) + ks (NO2) (N) +

2k ('O.) (N) + 0.(,) (%N) k% (NO) (N) -

k. (N) (O) Am - "' (NO) (0) M - 2k,3 (O)2M
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Considering the concentrations of the atoms of N and 0 as steady-state,

wc arrive at the quadratic equation for their determination

[N2 + b [N 0-c

[01] -" b1 [01 -c, 0. ,

wher,

b' =--,[(k 4 + k5 + k 6.)(N .:

k7 (0-) + (k, + k1#) (NO) k1o (o)MJ;

c = G.. 10"-2k1GM;

,.. 1k (NO.) + k, N). .- k,, (NO).I]
2 k13 .N

cj 1*Io+ k + 2k4) (NO..)(N)

1, (O:) (N) + k (NO) (N)];

V70  (0,1.- 2G2) 6. 10-.

At values of the constants given in Table 1.2, the concentrations of atoms

of N and 0 are equal: [N] = 10 moles/cm3 , [0] = 104 moles/cm3.

Considering that k[N] 2M = 1.7.10- 32, if M = N [63], we obtain V7/V

- 2 20 4 14 8 2 Vhet./ hom.
- 10/1.71032 610 10 10 . The rate of heterogeneous recombination of

the atoms of oxygen also exceeds the rate of volumetric recombination, but

since the time of diffusion of the radicals to the wall is 0.1 sec and the

stay time of the gaseous mixture in the reaction volume is 0.04 sec, we may

ignore both heterogeneous and homogeneous recombination of the radicals, espe-

cially in comparison with processes (3)-(8):

k,, ~ I ~kO-" -.-- 0),-- Ai m"

(k6-- k.) (NO.) (N) /1 (NO (0)
k, 0 (N) (0) Ml I~ 0-b'.

A3 (INO.) (0) 2- 2,?, (NO.) (N)
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Thus, in conditions when reaction 15 is at equilibrium and we may ignore
recombination of the radicals, system (1.4) has the form

k's(Np,) =--- (NO.);

(NO C;

d (NO)Cm _S

-!- [T.No +k 3 (o)o)+

2k, (NO,) (N) k, (o) (N)- k (NO) (N) +

2 4 (NO.)' - 2~, (NO)' (O)-

- k, (NO) (0) M - k,.. (NO) (N) Ml;
d Ad'-J

C " S---_. -o [k (No,) (o)-.-,(.. o) (N) -IZ = "- • -

- ; (o) (N) + ,, (NO.)' - ,., (NO)2 (o.)];

d (N:

C. S *

C S.
-k. . ---)(N-kN ( O.,.)- (.-O) ] ,

dZ G-= [k3 (NOI) (N) + k (NO) (N) +l

d iN---
C,., S2, [WN - (k) + k, + k( N k,,) (NO'(N)

- k,( (NO) (N) - (N O) (N) M;

d° S_C,, =Sr- [Wo - k3 (NO..) (0) -+, ks (NIO) (N) +
dZ G GI" C

+2k6 (NO)) (NO) (N)+

+ k (NO) (N) - k, (NO) (O),AI];

dT S,
d-Y = -4 /Rp

C + CM_ +I 4CM C,

(N.0 (NO,) PIRT

4 RT

> q S-)' - 1 4 RT q's +

(N,O,) (NQ.) P
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+ q.]p (o*- x_ o: n;

N - T ('oj(N,o4) (NO,)

k, t .(ks, s k k 42

X (NO1 ,.) - .k1 (NO) (O)M -'-

N ..- :"N)()M ±o • ..= , - .j(.") ± I,\
(1.10)

- q;k,7 (N) (02) - q 48 (NO) (N) -

.-q,,k (NO) (O) M q12k1 (NO) (N), .

The specific isobaric heat content of the mixture C is determined as
8 p
C(C,,/C; = C C etc.

p k=l p K m Cpl p(N204) Cp2 = CP(N02)

Since ig of the ratio of the rates of the primary radiation and thermal

decomposition of nitrous oxide in the temperature range investigated, 440-800*

K, varies from -2.5 to -8 (Fig. 1.1), it is apparent that the numerical solu-

tion of system of differential equations (1.10) may be obtained by the method

of successive approximations, dividing the system into the two subsystems (1.11)

and (1.12):

•(N:0 4)= -1-5 (NO,)2;
k33

RT
K-.2

d (YO) i

C. S [4 (N,3)'- .. (NO) (OJWo + (1d := --6- .- ( N O Y! ( W V h

+ (.(No) (0) ;+ -j '(N)) (N) + A(N) -k (NO) (N)-
- ,'. €.. (0).M-,. (NO) (N) ];.
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Fw

Figure 1.1. Dependence of the Figure 1.2. Distribution of the

ratio of the primary rates of concentrations of nitrogen tetroxide.

radiation and thermal decompo- nitric oxide, and oxygen with respect

sition of N204as a function of to Z.

Stemperature W (N02)=0.187.10-5 - NO , 2- N204 3- NO, 4- 02

"moles/i/s.2P 242

d- -

cA s, [k, (No P,(x I-(%

44 -=- -

+ 'L, n )0 + 4, (RO, ( r -- X( N]
OT Sr  1~--I

£

+O 0- "

k A 4 VYaT "

radi ato and (0--) de- it(ric xIe + q' og wit respec

dZ k4 + -1.., ( ao,)- (NO,) (N) +

.: + (O) (0,, (N ) (N) " ,,( O (N) -

- 2 0 
-

_ . ~~~~~~(i~);'L04 , ) (N),d] + .P(o)()-

-I- (q* . ". q " -I- q. -t- q,=/ ) (NO) (N) +

~O *-" q, k7 (OR) (N) i" q~k8 (NO) (N) +
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+ ' n(0) (6) Ai; q, ::k12 (NO) (N) M

d (N)

IL- 0 k6 (NO2) (N) +dZ" -

+ ka (NO() + ka (NO) (N)];

. (N[,O)

Cm S

c so [k5 (NO2) (N) + k,, (NO) (N)MIl];
dZ = G

d (N)

r [W.;~~ksk~~)>. , s . -- k4 k3 + ke + k, J X

x (NO2) (N) - k, (0.) (N) - ka (NO) (N) - kit (NO) (N) M!;

(1.12)
d (0--

d? - [Wo - k3 (NO-) (O) +k (N0.) (N) +

-1- 2h,'(NO)(N) + k,(Os)(N) +
+ h. (NO'o) (N) - k,, (NO) (0) MI.

At the corresponding initial conditions, we solve system (1.11) under the

assumption that the rate of radiation decomposition of NO2 is equal to zero.

A knowledge of the values of (N204), (NO2), (NO), 02 and T in the zero approxi-

mation as a function of Z makes it possible to find the solution of system

Solution of the steady-state problem and discussion of the results. A

numerical solution to system (1.11) was obtained by the Runge-Kutta method

on the Minsk-22 electronic computer under the assumption that at the input

to the reactor channel the chemically reacting mixture of gases N204 + 2NO2

t 2NO + 02 is in equilibrium at T = 440* K and P = 47 atmospheres.

The variation of the heat flow along the reactor channel (with respect

to Z) is determined by the equation
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510sin( T ~
m, .:ec

0.5 m, h - 0.08 m. The cross-section of the reactor channel with respect

to gas S= 0.0017 m 2; the mass flow rate G = 1 kg/s; the primary rates of

radiation decomposition are W = 0.17-10-5 sin(irZ/Z+2h); W2 = 0.17-10
-6 .

•sin(vZ/l+2h) moles/liter/sec. In the calculation constants of equilibrium
of the systems N204 1 2NO2 and 2NO2 * 2NO + 02 were used, as measured by

Bodenstein [65]:

1g kj5 289 1,75 lg T-1O,0OO46T-8,92. I10-67"+ 3,934;
T

Ig k9 54 + 1,7 Ig T- 0,0005T + 2,839
T

in temperature ranges of 282-404* K and 499-825* K. The dependences of the

concentrations of the components of the mixture (N204), (NO2), (02) and the

temperature of the gaseous mixture upon Z are given in Figs. 1.2 and 1.3.

Figure 1.3. Variation of the tempera- Figure 1.4. Dependence of the con-
ture of a chemically reacting mixture centration of nitrous oxide and
N204 +" 2NO 2 : 2NO + 02 with respect to nitrogen upon Z.
Z. I- N20 , 2- N2

The thermal decomposition of nitrogen tetroxide and nitrogen dioxide

occurs very rapidly, and at T 600* K (N2 0 4) -' 0.0029 moles/l. The dissoci-

ation of nitrogen dioxide at temperatures T : 600* K is practically lacking

because of the low specific rate of the reaction, but, however, with an

-22-
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increase in temperature the rate constant increases, the reaction time accord-

ingly is decreased, and when T = 7000 K the concentration of NO2 becomes

equilibrium.

The solution of system (1.11) obtained makes it possible to find the

distribution of the radicals N and 0, nitrogen, and nitrous oxide along the

reactor channel (Table 1.4, Fig. 1.4).

Table 1.4 Distribution of radicals N and 0 along the reactcr channel

Z. M 0.1 0.16 0.2 0.261 0.3 io.360. 0.46 0.5 0.58

(N).i017 ,63/ I , 1 .29, .5, 1 77! 0 ,4411 230, 73
(0): 10' , .o 00,1#' 1005610:83,093:1,16! 1, 371,43, 1:120:75 0,59 0,32

The nature of the dependence of the concentrations of the atoms of oxygen

and nitrogen upon Z is determined by the sinusoidal variation of the power of

the dose with respect to Z and the dependence of the degree of dissociation of

nitrogen dioxide upon Z. In the region where Z < 0.4 m the concentration of

the atoms of oxygen is controlled by reaction 3, in the region Z - 0.4 m process

11 plays the determining role (Fig. 1.5).

=

___ -- I

,J4 1 4

Figure 1.5. Dependence of the ratio Figure 1.6. Dependence of the ratio of
of the rates of reactions NO+O+M- rates of reactions N02+N+N2+20 (6),
-*N02+M (11) and N02+O+NO+02 (3) NO+N+N2+0 (8), and N02+N+N+02 (6a)
upon Z. upon Z.
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The formation of nitrous oxide in the system under consideration occurs

as a result of the reaction of atomic nitrogen with NO2: the nitrogen is

formed in this same reaction, but with a probability less tian a factor of

1.9. This explains the dependence of N20 and N2 upon Z in the region Z 40.4 m.

When Z z 0.4 m thermic dissociaLion of NO2 becomes perceptible, the concen-

tration of nitric oxide in the reaction volume increases, as a consequence of

which the formation of nitrogen begins to be entirely controlled by reaction

8 (Fig. 1.6). Aside from this, the rate of reaction 8 in the region Z>0.46 m

is greater than the rate of reaction 5, and therefore with an increase in Z

the concentration of nitrogen, with respect to magnitude, approaches the con-

centration of nitrous oxide.

The nitric oxide, contained in the gaseous mixture, at the outlet from

the reactor channel is oxidized by the oxygen as a result of subsequent cooling

to a dioxide, and the remaining quantity of oxygen, which corresponds to the

irreversible decomposition of nitrogen dioxide under the effect of the radia-

tion, may be calculated by working from the equation of material balance:

.NO,-- + aNO + bN,,

where K is the quantity of nitrogen dioxide, decomposing irreversibly during

the stay time of the gaseous mixture in the reactor channel; K 1 , a, and b are

the concentrations of oxygen, nitrous oxide, and nitrogen, which are formed

in this case.

At the outlet from the reactor channel a = 0.2.10 - 8 moles/l, b = 0.16.

10-8 moles/l, and then K = 0.72"10-8 moles/l, and K1 = 0.62"10-8 moles/l, i.e.

the following ratio occurs between the products of irreversible radiolysis:

NO2 :(02):(N20):(N 2) = 1:0.32:0.258. It agrees satisfactorily with the experi-

mental data [66]. With a decrease in pressure, if P is of the order of several

atmospheres, the rate of both the primary and the initial radiation decomposi-

tion of the nitrogen dioxide does not change, but the rate of thermal dissoci-

ation decreases, however, even if P = 5 atmospheres the magnitude of the ratio

of the primary rate of radiation decomposition to thermal decomposition does

not exceed 0.3 when T = 4400 K. But with a decrease in pressure a certain
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change is possible in the ratio of the quantities of nitrous oxide and nitrogen

toward an increase in the concentration of the latter, caused by an increase

in the degree of thermal dissociation of NO2 . Radiation decomposition of NO2

causes an additional decomposition of N204 But the process of the adsorption

of energy occurring in this case, as a consequence of the low degree of radia-

tion decomposition of NO2, cannot play any noticeable part. We also may ignore

the effect of the energy liberated in the reaction volume as a result of the

-exothermic reaction (4)-(8), (11), and (12) initiated by the radiation on the

I, temperature gradient along the flow, because the ma2ftitude of the ratio

,° ( ". qjVj -:- qjIVI +qj-Vj2)/q_9V_.

-2 -7
at temperatures of 440 < T < 8000 K lies in the region from 0.810 2 to 10- .

'Y. Therefore, the variation of the temperature of the gaseous mixture with respect

to Z is entirely determined by the dependence upon the heat flux and the occur-

rence of the chemical reactions in the gaseous mixture.

Thus, with an adequate degree of accuracy we may affirm that the chemi-

cally reacting system N20 t 2NO2 t 2NO + 02 has a high degree of radiation

resistance as a coolant for a nuclear reactor.

3. Kinetics and Mechanism of the Thermal Reactions Occurring in a

System Containing the Oxides of Nitrogen and Oxygen

Thermal decomposition of N204. The stoichiometric equation of the thermal

disoociation reaction of nitrogen tetroxide in the gaseous and liquid phases

may be written in the following manner:

(1.13)

The kinetics of this fast reaction were studied in the gaseous phase in

experiments with respect to the measurement of the dispersion and absorption

of ultrasonic vibrations [184,185,189,195,214] in experiments with expanding

(215] and stopped [218] gas jets and also in experiments with shock waves

[64, 2191.
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As was established in these works, in the region of pressures P < 1 atmos-

phere and of temperatures of the order of 300* K the decomposition of N204 is

a second-order reaction'

NO ,,o (1.14)

where M is any molecule; N20, N or a molecule of an inert gas activating
2 4 02-

the N204 in he direct reaction (1.14) and deactivating the shock complex NO2 .
-NO2, forming in Lhe reverse reaction.

In the region of pressures of P > 2 atmospheres and temperatures of T >

> 3000 K, according to Carrington and Davidson [64, 219], the decomposition

of N204 is a first-order reaction

N2o4 r =2NO1. (1.15)

The temperature dependence of the constant of the rate of the direct

reaction (1.14) was studied in references [189,195,214,219]. According to the

data of Carrington and Davidson [219], the second-order rate constant k1.14 ,

corresponding to the rate equation

d(N204) =k.1 (N20 (M), (1.16)

'It

is determined by the expression

k:.,, = 2.10' exp (-I II00/RT) /amolse (1.17)

where R is a gas constant equal to 1.987 calories/mole/degree.

Blend [214] obtained the following dependence for the rate constant k1.14

k,,. : 1,33- iA'e.vp(- 10240'RT)g,.Iroe.ar. (1.18)

At T = 300* K the values of the second-order rate constant, calculated

according to expressions (1.17) and (1.18), are equal to 1.93.106 and
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4.68"106 1/mole/s, respectively, i.e., the expression of Carrington and

Davidson gives lower values of the rate constant in comparison with Blend's

expression.

The basis of the non-coincidence of the values of the second-order rate

constant calculated according to expressions (1.17) and (1.18) is apparently

the different efficiency of the molecules M in the process of the activation

of the nitrogen tetroxide. In the conditions of Carrington and Davidson [64,

2191, who studied the decomposition of N204 at a considerable excess of nitro-

gen, only the nitrogen molecule may stand out as the M molecule. In the

experiments of Blend [214], who investigated the dissociation of the pure

tetroxide, at M molecules the molecules of N 0 and NO stand out. It is
2 4 2

known, however, that the efficiency of the N204, NO2, and N2 molecules in

reaction (1.14) is different. According to the data of Cher [195], the rela-

tive efficiencies of the N204 , NO2, and N2 molecules in this reaction amount,

respectively, to: N 0 = 1, NO = 1, and N = 0.5.
2 4 ' 2 2

With consideration of the relative efficiency of the M molecules expres-

sion (1.17) for a case of thermal dissociation of pure nitrogen tetroxide takes

the form

4.OXexp(-- J|000/R)j /.oaS.er. (1.19)

The temperature dependence of the rate constant of the first-order reac-

tion, according to Carrington and Davidson [219], is described by the expression

k, 1011O exp(-13100 RT).fe - '. (1.20)

Dependence (1.20) was obtained on the basis of very rough estimates, and

therefore the values of k1 .1 5 calculated from this dependence give only the

order of magnitude of the rate constant.

The kinetics of the dimerization of NO2, of the reaction that is the

reverse to thermal decomposition of N204 was studied in the works of Wegener
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[220, 222]. In the first reference [220] the recombination of NO2 was studied

in an expanding supersonic gas flow, containing small quantities of NO2 , into

N2 In the second reference [222]., the rate of the reaction was determined

from the measurement of the relaxation time of the disturbance caused by

pellets flying with a high velocity in a vessel with N204 and N2 .

The experimental value of the rate constant of the first-order reaction

2N0,.- .M - N.O, -;" M,

according to Wegener, at a temperature of 2960 K is equal to 3"106 I/mole/s.

We may compare this magnitude with the value of the rate constant of

recombination k- 1 4, calculated according to the expression

"; -. ia +  ,.xj(:l qi/+t~j~t z,(1.21)

where R is a gas constant equdl to 0.0821 atmospheres/l/m/degree/mole, and

K and K are the constants of equilibrium of reaction (1.13), expressed
cl p1

in units of concentration, moles/liter, and units of pressure, atmospheres,

respectively.

The equilibrium of reaction (1.13) has been adequately fully studied

[41,44,45,57,193]. Calculation works are also available [76, 224]. For

calculation of the constant of equilibrium in an ideally gaseous state, in

the temperature range of 300-1000 K, the following polynomial was proposed

in [21:

In K,1 = 5,887 -" 2,77 In T- 6,626.10-3T +

+ 28279 12725 (1.22)

TA RT

The value of K at T = 3000 K, calculated according to expression (1.22)

is equal to 0.166 atmospheres. By substituting this value and the value of

k1.14' calculated according to expression (1.17) (the experiments of Wegener

were accomplished at a considerable excessof N2), into expression (1.21),

we obtain k = 2.86.106 l/mole/s, which agrees well with the experimental
-1.14

values established by Wegener.
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Table 1.5 Specific rate of the reaction N2 0 2NO 2 in the
liquid phase

IIT, OK k02 sec-I

313 1.1104

333 I 6.9-104

353 I 3.6-105

The decomposition of N204 in the liquid phase was experimentally investi-

gated in the work of Bauer and his co-workers [247]. In Table 1.5 experimental

values of the first-order rate constant of the dissociation of N204 in the

liquid phase are presented [247].

The temperature dependence of the first-order rate constant of thermal

decomposition N204 in the liquid phase, according to Bauer and his co-workers

[247], is described by the expression

k.11 -1,7.10O'1p(- 119')17 T) sec - . (1.23)

In reference [7], the reaction times t were calculated, corresponding

to the degree of transformation v, determined by the ratio

V= noneq/aeq (1.24)

where a and a are the nonequilibrium and equilibrium degrees of disso-noneq eq

ciation.

The calculations were performed according to the expressions:

1) for the second-order reaction

= I K, In8 +

8 8)I i 1-- vi ln(l--v)+Y-)-nI(i +u);
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2) for the first-order reaction

tv= -I I __ y (1.26)
k 5g I 1+3,

where y = /l+16x IK 1, and x is the initial concentration of N 0 moles/i.

Expressions (1.25) and (1.26) were obtained as the result of integration

of the second-order rate equation

d(N.O 4) = kI (N..4O) (M) - k,. 14)(NOY (M) (1.27)
di

and the first-order rate equation

d(NO,) = k (NI,0 4)-k.(1 15) (1.8di(1.28)

upon condition that the concentration of NO2 at the initial moment of time is

equal to zero.

The values of the reaction time for the degree of completion v = 0.99,

calculated according to expressions (1.25) and (1.26), are giyen in Table 1.6.

The values of the rate constants k and k were calculated according

to expressions (1.19) and (1.20).

The data in Table 1.6 demonstrate that the time in which the degree of

decomposition of N 0 reaches a value equal to 99% of the equilibrium degree

at T 2 300' K and P 1 atmosphere, has an order of magnitude of 1 ps, i.e.,

in these conditions the decomposition of N204 occurs in practically a state

of equilibrium.

Thermal dissociation of NO2 . The kinetics of thermal dissociation were

experimentally studied in the temperature range of 473-2300' K [57-59, 248-

252].
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According to the data of Bodensten and Ramstetter [57], who measured the

rate of the reaction in a temperature range of 592-656* K and a pressure range

of NO 2"- 10-40 mm Hg by the manometric method, the decomposition of NO2 is a

bimolecular process:

k,*,,

2NO.- 2N -0 0 (1.29)

Table 1.6 Dependence of the reaction time N 0 2NO upon
P and T (Ps) 

4

P. atm

0.01 0.05 0,1 0.5 - 3 $ 10 40

300 1339,650 182,517172,924 7,899 2,945 - - - -

3201 529,257 P7,65237,781 4,639 1,796 0,055
3101 212,995 39,480 18,281 2,616 1,062 0,029 0,023 -
360 92,6 5 18,0501 8,756 1,465 0,63 0,017 0:013 0,010 -
380, 43,727 8,659 4,278 0,787 0,362 0,009 0,008 0,006 0,004
'400 22, 20 4,432i 2,205 , ,203 0,003 0,004 0,003 0,002

Rosser and Wise [59] investigated this reaction by the spectrophotometric
method in the temperature range of 630-1020 K. The concentration of NO2 in

the experiments of these authors varied in the range of 10-5-10 - 4 moles per

liter. For the second-order rate constants

d (NO,)
dt (1.30)

k,:" (NO.?:

Rosser and Wise give the expression

I o.... $) a8S . (1.31)

According to the experimental data of the authors indicated, the inert

gases (N2, He, CO2) do not have any essential effect on the kinetics of reac-tion (1,29) at a pressure up to 1 atmosphere, nor do the walls of the reaction

vessel have any such effect.
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Ashmore and his co-workers [58, 248], in studying the decomposition of

:402 by the spectrophotometric method in the temperature range of 473-707 ° K

ad the pre-sure range of NO2 of the order of several tens cf millimeters Hg,

found that the rate of the reaction at the early stages is more than twice as

great as the magnitude expected in accczdance with the data of previous authors

[59]. In this case, it was established that the rate of the reaction takes a

normal value after the decomposition of NO2 by 10% or with the introduction of

nitric oxide into the reaction vessal in quantities comparable with the quan-

tity of NO2 .

An additional contribution to the decomposition of nitrogen dioxide at

early stages, as the authors indicaced established [58, 248], belongs to a

mechanism with the participation of an intermediate compound in the nitrate

form

NO 2 -' . NO 2  ' NO+ NO, (1.32)

ar,,

NO3 + NO D NO + 0,. (1.33)

By applying the method of steady-state concentrations to the intermediate

compound NO3, Ashmore and his co-workers [58, 248] obtained, the following

kinetic equation:

d(NO.) (1.34)

where + -k. + k,.,k, 3 (NO.)
k(132 NO) -,+ k, (NO,)"

(1.35)

At the early stages of the reaction, when PN03>> PNO, the dissociation

of NO2, as follows from equation (1.35), is a second-order reaction with a

rate constant k' k + k At a later stage, when the condition
eff 1.29 l.32"

PN0 3 - PNO' the second term in the righthand part of equation (1.35) becomes

negligible in comparison with the first and the rate of the reaction takes
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a normal value. The NO3 in the nitrate form

0

0. 0

is a well-known compound. The absorption spectra of this compound were ob-

served for the first time by Sprenger and Schumacher [253] in the study of

the kinetics of the decomposition of ozone in the presence of N 20 5'At a

later time the formation of the nitrate radical was investigated in detail in

the works of DavilIson and his co-workers [221, 254], who studied the kinetics

of the thermal decompG-ition of N 20 5in shock waves. NO 3is formed at the

first stage of the decomposition of nitrogen pentoxide:

NO~,~-NO3NO8.(1.36) I
The NO3 in the nitrate form is also formed in the reaction

0 N028 N 3, (1.37){

which was experimentally demonstrated in the work of Husain and Norrisch [225].

The thermodynamic data of NO were determined by Schott and Davidson

[221] and by Ray and Ogg [217]. According to the data of Schott and Davidson

AH 0 = 17.1 ± 1 kcal/mole, S~ - 60 ± 2 cal/degree/mole; according to the data

of Ray and Ogg, tLH 0 16.6 ± 2 kcal,'mole, S 0 = 61 ± 2 cal/degree/mole.

On the basis of the data indicated and the values of the rate of the

reaction at early stages of dissociation of 2O Ashmore and Barnett 158]

determined the following expression for taie rate constants k 3 2  k_ 3 2

k

-l, 108.89 exp (- 23900/Ri') 1/mole/s (1.38)
101.6 2exp(1700/RT) 1/mole/s (1.39)

k.3 1I08,01exp( 3200IRT) 1/mole/s (1.40)
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and for the rate constant of the reaction

o-.-o. -- .o -,. ,o,+o. (1.41)
210

! _,j,-- 1,32 -; T 210 (1.42)

The latter expression was obtained from the condition

Sk,.43)

where Kc2 is the constant of equilibrium of the sun-nary process

2NO 2 = 2NO + 02.

We should note that the rate constant ki.32 is determined in accordance

with the equation

d/t4~ k, (1.44)

and the rate constant k_( 1 .32) is determined in accordance with the equation

d =(NO) k_,.) (NO) (NO).

dt

With a consideration of this remark, the equation of the rate of the
reversible reaction (1.32) is written

d(NO,) kl.(NO d-- 2k_(.3)(NO3)(NO).

d -(1.45)

The relative contribution of the radical mechanism in the heat composition

of NO2, according to Ashmore and Barnett, is determined by the ratio

radical method k,._____k,.___(1.46)

bimolecular method + -32) (NO)
k1  (NO.

In Table 1.7 the values of the relative contribution of the radical

mechanism to the dissociation of NO as a function of the degree of dissocia-
2

tion and the temperature are presented.
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Table 1.7 Contribution of the radical mechanism to the

decomposition of nitrogen dioxide

!radical method/bimolecular method

(IS- -473 K T -53; r-673_____

0 5,C3 2,83 1,00

0.1 0,27 0,0 0,16
0,3 I 0,0p 0,0 0,06

As follows from Table 1.7, the contribution of the radical mechanism

with the participation of NO3 in the nitrate form has an essential value only

in the region of low temperatures and upon fulfillment of the condition PN 3>>

>> P NO This is explained by the high rate of the reaction

k-(.32) 
1NOs + NO _-_ 2NO,

competing with the reaction

NQ, + N\2 ->NO, + NO + 02.

In the range of temperatures T > 15000 K with a considerable excess of

inert gas, according to the data of Huffman and Davidson, the following reac-

tion occurs:

k,. 4 ,

N03+M NO +O+M. (1.47k(1.47 (i1.47)

According to their estimates

k14.4 iO 0 ' 1' exp( 49600/'R) 1/mole/s (1.48)

9from wt nce, when T "1750 K, 2109, which is comparable with the
9value of k( 1 32) = 2.5"10 , calculated at T = 150 according to (1.39).

In conditions when (NO2)<<(M) and, consequently (NO)<<(M), reaction

(1.47) replaces the reaction NO + NO 3 - (NO2, which will correspond kinetically

to the decomposition of NO2 with the second-order rate constdnt k' = k, +2eff 1.29+ ki. 3 2 " 35



The temperature dependen'e of the rate constant keff was determined in the

work of Huffman and Davidson [249], kg  2.5.1010 exp(-25,000 ± 5000/RT)
eff

1/mole/s (1.49), and Fishburne, Bergbauer, and Edse [251], who studied the

dissociation of NO2 in shock waves in the temperature range of 1500-2100* K

in conditions analogous to the conditions of the previous authors (PM>>PN2

give

h"',. .3 '.. -- ;ep (- 257M, 1/1 l. / mo l e /I s  (1. 50)

g .sh .wave cluae
The values of the rate constants k .29' k if d eff

1.9 ef', and k ,f calculated
according to expressions (1.31), (1.49), and (1.50) at T - 17500 K, are equal

to .29 1.74106 , = 18.9410 6 and k fsh.wave 5.54106 respectively.
tok ef f eff

On the basis of these quantities and the ratio

K1 .3 2 =keff -k 12 9  (1.51)

at a temperature of6 17500 K we will determine the value of k1 .32  17.20.10

= 3.80.10 liters/mole/s, which with respect to order to magnitude

agrees with the value of k 12 0.81.10 /mole/s, calculated according toagres wth te vlue f 1.32

(1.38).

The coincidence of the quantities k' k"' and k1  should be con-1.32 1.32' 1.32

sidered as satisfactory, especially if we consider the method of determination

of k.32 and k".32 Thus, data on the decomposition in shock waves give addi-

tional arguments in favor of the mechanism proposed by Ashmore and his co-

workers [248].

In the region of high temperatures (T > 15000 K), according to Huffman

and Davidson [2491, NO2 decomposes to according to reactions (1.29), (1.32),

(1.33), and (1.47), and in parallel according to the mechanism

NO. .-- >'NO o + M, (1.52)

O k"N02 -) NO -+0. (1.53)
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The kinetics of the decomposition of NO2 in reaction (1.52) was investi-

gated in detail in the work of Troe [252]. According to the data of the last

author, at a general pressure of the order of 300 atmospheres a transition

occurs from the rate equation

(1.54)
: ~d (NOd(N-- ) - k',.52 (NO2)(M)

di
to the equation d(Nd~ kN, (N
A di

(1.55)

The superscripts "0" and "o" in equations (1.54) and (1.55) signify, respec-

tively, the rate constant of the reaction in the regions and of high pressures.

0 i
For the rate constant k Huffman and Davidson [249] give the expressionFortherat costat k.52

O I 0.'' 7 exp (-- 65400RT) 1/mole/s (1.56)

According to Troe's data [252],

kis. - - 01", 5 exp (-65000'RT) 1 1/mole/s. (1.57)

The temperature dependence of the rate constant k is described by
1.52

the following equation [252]:

,.o. = 10" 3e1(- 1860 RT), sec 1  (1.58)

The relative contribution of reaction (1.52) into the summary decomposi-

tion of NO2 when P < 300 atmospheres in pure nitrogen dioxide is determined

by the ratio

-- 10'1 1- exp(- 38100,R T), (5
" (1.59) :

which gives a quantity at a temperature of 10000 K that is equal to 1.210 - ,

i.e., the contribution of reactions (1.52) and (1.53) to the decomposition of 4?
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NO2 at temperatures T < 10000 K is negligible in comparison with the contribu-

tion of reaction (1.29).

Oxidation of NO by oxygen. The reaction of the oxidation of NO with

oxygen in the gaseous phase

2NO 4 - -2NO.. (1.60)

is of considerable theoretical and practical interest.

The kinetics of the given process were studied for the first time by

Bodenstein and his co-workers [186,187,256]. These authors measured the rate

of formation of NO2 by the manometric method in the temperature range 0-389* C

at pressures of NO and NO2 of the order of 10 mm Hg. According to the data

of the authors indicated, at stages that are not very close to completion,

reaction (1.60) is second order with relationship to NC and first order with

relationship to NO2.

The value of the third-order rate constant, corresponding to the equation

of rate
d(NO.,)

l = 0(NO) (1.61)

according to Bodenstein and Wachenheim [186A, at T 3Q30  K is equal to 13.24"

103 1 2/mole 2/s.

In the work of the authors named it was also established that the third-

order rate constant decreases with the growth of the temperature and that

during reaction (1.60) the Inert gases (SO2, CO2) the reaction product (N204=

= 2NO2), water vapor, and the walls of the reaction vessel have no noticeable

effect.

After the publication of the results of Bodenstein and his co-workers, a

large number of experimental works were performed in which the effect of inert

gases was studied [190-193, 207], as 4ll as the composition of the reaction
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mixture [191,193,199-201,209,2581, water vapor [188,194,196-198,202,257], reac-

tion products [200, 201], the wali of the reaction vessel [188,191,196,197,

202,2071, and the catalysts [203-206, 220] on the kinetics of the reaction of

the oxidation of nitric oxide by oxygen (1.60).

The results obtained in these works have a somewhat contradictory nature.

On one hand, there are data confirming the conclusions of Bodenstein and

his co-workers relative to the third-order kinetics. Thus, according to the

authors of references [188, 191-193], the inert gaseg have no effect on the

rate of the reaction of NO with 02. The results of references [191, 198, 207]

indicate the absence of a wall effect.

According to the data of the authors of refs. [191,193, 199] the effect

* of the composition of the reaction mixture was not established. The effect of

the water vapor was not observed [194, 199].

On the other hand, results were obtained indicating a deviaticn from the

third-order kinetics. Thus, according to Tracy and Daniels [198], the order

of the reaction with relationship to NO is equal to 2.3, and with relationship

to 02, to 0.8 with a degree of oxidation less than 25%, and has a normal value

at later stages.

Scholtz [210] established that the kinetics of the oxidation of NO with

oxygen depends upon the ratio P /Po. According to the data of this author,
0 NO 0O'

at t = 250 C and P = 1-50 mm Hg, the value of the third-order rate con-
NO,02

stant with a variation of the ratio P /P from 30 to 0.06 decreases from
3 2 2 3 2 O 02

14.80"10 1 /mole Is to 8"10 1 /mole Is.

Hasche [188] demonstrated that the rate of oxidation of NO with oxygen

decreases by 20% in a case if 'he walls of the reactor vessel are coated with

paraffin. The latter also observed the favorable effect of water vapor. This

effect was also observed in [196, 198].
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According to the data of Tiprer and Williams [190], the addition of

nitrogen to the quantity of 1O0 mm Hg to the reaction mixture, consisting of

100 mm Hg NO and 50 mm Hg 02, in the temperature range of 20-570 C decreased

the rate of the reaction to half its previous value.

And, finally, in works performed in conditions close to artmospheric con-

ditions (t- 250 C, P I atmosphere, PNO" 0.01 mm Hg, 0-' 20%, N2-8%)
gen 2N ~-8%

higher values of the third-order rate constant were obtained [199,207,211,212,

216].

Deviations from the third-order kinetics, established in refs. [188,190,

196,198,199,207,210,211,212,216] were interpreted on the basis of concepts

of the complex course of the given reaction. Mechanisms were developed with

the participation of intermediate compounds, such as the nitrate radicals

NO3, NO3 NO, and the dimer of ferric oxide, N202.

We may demonstrate, however, that such an approach to the explanation of

the divergences in the results of different authors is not the only possible

one. The data in Table 1.8, in particular, indicate this, in which table

for comparison experimental data are given which were obtained by different

authors at a temperature close to room temperature.

As follows from this table, the third-order and the values of the rate

constant close to a magnitude determined by Bodenstein and Wachenheim were

established in the range of variation of pressure from 0.3.10 - 2 to 340 mm Hg

at a variation of the ratio PNO/Po2 from 10+ 2 to 10 - 5 , and in the presence

of nitrogen in a quantity varying from several tens to several hundreds of

millimeters Hg, and also in the presence and in the absence of water vapor.

From this we may reach the conclusion that the deviations from the third-

order kinetics observed in (188,190,196,198,199,207,210] are caused rather by

some secondary processes, such as absorption of NO and NO2 on the wall of the

reaction vessel or by reactions of NO and NO2 with impurities of foreign

matter and water vapor.
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The data obtained by Greig and Hall [207], in particular, speak in favor

of the latter assumption. These authors found that in the study of reaction

(1.60) in conditions close to atmospheric conditions, the third-order rate

constant depended upon the method of the control of the course of the reaction.

In a case when the rate of the formation of NO2 was controlled by the measure-

ment of the concentration of NO, the value of k at T = 2930 K amounted to
3 2 2320.10 1 !mole /sec. If they watched the progess of the process by measuring

the concentration of NO2 , then with an increase in the pressure of NO within

limits from 0.38"10- 2 to 3.8"10- 2 mm Hg, the value of the rate constant de-
3 2 2 3 2 2creased from 20-10 1 /mole /sec to 15"10 1 /mole /sec. The decrease in the

value, as the authors' data established, was caused by absorption of NO2 on

the walls of the reaction vessel catalyzed by the nitric oxide.

Smith [197], in studying the reaction

2NO + 02 - 2NO 2

in experiments with a large quantity of water, demonstrated that the reaction

begins with a lesser speed and stops long before completion. In the opin!on

of Smith, the stopping of the reaction signifies that the rate of discharge of

NO2 with respect to reactions with H 20 becomes comparable with the rate of

formation.

Processes of such a type are non-essential for the kinetics of the oxi-

cation of NO with oxygen. The given reaction may occur both in the presence

and in the absence of these processes. In particular, this conclusion is

confirmed by the results of Briner [194], who established the normal occurrence

of the reaction at T = 80°C, i.e., in conditions at which the pressure of the

wat - vapor was negligible. The conclusions of the authors agree with him.

On the other hand, the higher values of the third-order rate constant in con-

ditions close to atmospheric conditions obviously are caused by the catalytic

effect of the walls of the reaction vessel. The data on the kinetics of cata-

lytic oxidation of NO with oxygen [203, 206, 220] and also the data obtained

by Guillory [221] indicate such a possibility. Guillory indicates that the

order of reaction (1.60) is equal to two with relationship to NO if PNO -2 
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mm Hg, and to one if PNO < 0.2 mm Hg. It is known, however, that the decrease

in the order of the reaction in the transition to the region of low tempera-

tures and pressures characterizes the transition from a homogeneous reaction

to a reaction at the surface. The fact that the contribution of the hetero-

geneous reaction becomes noticeable only in the region of very low pressures

of NO (PNo < 0.02 mm Hg) confirms the conclusions of Bodenstein and his co-

workers [186, 187, 256], that the oxidation of NO with oxygen is essentially

a homogeneous process.

The effect of secondary processes, distorting the kinetics of reaction

(1.60), as follows from the data in Table 1.8 and the data in refs. [186,

187,191,192], is less significant in conditions when the pressure of the NO

and 0 is of the order of 10 mm Hg or higher. In these conditions the reaction
2

of the oxidation of NO with oxygen precisely fullows the third-order kinetics.

The temperature dependence of the rate constant of the third-order reaction,

constructed according to the data obtained by authors of refs. [186,187,191,

208], is presented in Fig. 1.7.

02
- -- -03

//

Figure 1.7. Temperature dependence of the rate constant of the
reaction 2NO+0 242NO2 (1- Matthes' data [38];
2- Bodenstein's data [57]; 3- data obtained by
Ashmore, Barnett, and Tyler [58]).

We may see that the experimental results of different authors lie on the

same curve, the slope of which varies with the growth of temperature. We have

established the fact that the experimental data of the authors of [186, 187,
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Table 1.8 Third-order rate constants of the reaction 2NO + 0 2NO
2 2

order of
.. reaction with "

PNO respect to ,. ref.
" ( No. '02 "O:' P, I,11,o, NO JA ref.V1 it Ig ,.U fI g .111. ! "g um its I no.

,4

303,0 10 10 - -1 1 13,24 (1861
298,0 I 53-10 - 0,51) 0.2 -0,05 2,3 0,8 8.06) 11981
298.0 10 5 "01 - - 9.5) 2 -0,5 2,3 0,8 7.501) 19,4l
298,0 10 5- 20 - - 0,5') 2-0,5 2 ! 13,05) (1981 A
298,0 1.66 , - - - 0,487 2 1 12,0 (1971
298.0 !-.5 -.30 0 - 0,0(; 1 8,0 12101
298,0 1- -0 - - - 30,0 2 1 14,80 (2101
296,9 243 2,50 - 241 - 97.2 2 1 13,30 (1931
296,9 7,30 696 - 37 - 0,01 2 1 14,80 1193298,0 0,109 8,2 - - - 1,3 I0- 2 1 15,30 1258J
298,0 0,660 7,9 - - - 0,76 I0-2 2 1 13,68 12581
298,0 0,043 8,8 . .. . 0,4910- 2 i 14,78 [2581
298,0 0 ,20 10,6 - - - 10-: 2 15,60 12581
298,0 10,6-340 1,06- -31- - 10 2 i 13,92 12091
298,0 18,4-130 18,4-- 130 1 2 14,84 (2091
298,0 8,1-4,3 81-4,'0 - - - 0,1 2 1 14,20 (2091
296,0 0,30810-2 155 - 605 - 1,99 10- 2 1 15,90 (2001296,0 0,30.1 10- 155 0,76 10-' 605 - 1,96 I0 "s  2 1 15,20 (2001296,0 0,299 10-2 155 1,52 10"' 605 - 1,93 I0"-' 2 1 15,60 (2001
296,0 0,301 1Ou 155 .2,28 I0"- (,05 - 1,96 10- 2 1 15,10 (2001
293,0 O, 11810-1 210 - 20 1,7510-1 2 1 19,00 (2071
293,0 0,327 0-1 I-if - 491 2,32 10-4  20,20 (2071293,0 0,40010-1 00 - 530 - 4,0010-4 2 1 18,20 12071
293,0 0.350 10-' 54 - 579 - 0,47 10' 2 1 21,20 12071293,0 0,305 10- 1 26 - (;o - 1,62 10-: 2 I 20,)0 (2071
293,0 0,387 10-1 ' - 623 - 0,97 10- 2 20,00 12071
291,0 0,380) 30- 0,5 -- 608 - 0,77 10-' 2 I 20,00 12071
293,0 0,:i I "o-1 135 495 2,6 0,37 10- 4  2 21,00 12071
293,0 0,380 10-1 35 -- 495 4,6 0,37 10-1 2 1 20,80 12071
298,0 0,02 155 6- 605 - 1,29 10- 2 1 - 12111
298,0 0,02 135 - 60, - 1,29 10-4 1 -- 12111
309,0 0,228 10- 150 - 610 - 1,30 s 2 1 30---40 12161

a) absence of the effect of water vapor if P <0.5 mmHg; and catalytic effect
H20<

of P H20>0.5 mm f1g;

b) degree of completion of the reaction exceed 25%;

c) degree of completion of the reaction less than 25%.
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191, 2081 in coordinates (ig k - ig T) from l/T lie on a straight line passing

through the beginning of the coordinates (see Fig. 1.8).

1. A, 0-L T ____ ___

I .1I oZ

00

2 4 6 _L

Figure 1.8. Temperature dependence oi the third-order
rate constant 2NO+02-2NO 2 (data obtained by:

1- Matthes [208]; 2- Rodenstein and co-workers
[186,187]; 3- Ashmoie, Barnett, and Tyler [191].

The equation of this straight line has the form

kemp = 2T exp(B/RT), (1.62)1.60

where B = 1.925 kcal/mole, so that

kemp 2 2
1.60 = 2T exp(l.925/RT) 1 /mole Is. (1.63)

The constant B, entering into the last expression, is determined from the

slope of the dependence (lg k1.60 - lg T) upon l/T.

In Table 1.9 for comparison the experimental values of the third-order

rate constant established in refs. [186,187,191,208] and the magnitude cal-

culated according to expression (1.63) are presented for comparison.

From Table 1.9 it follows that within the limits of experimental data

determined in some conditions, the absolute deviation Ak = kexp - kemp
1.60 1.60
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preserves one sign. The results of BodenstE.in and his co-workers [186, 1871

give negative values of Ak, the results of Ashmore and his co-workers [191]
and Matthes [208] give positive values of Ak. It is not clear whether such :

a behavior of the magnitude of Ak is caused by systematic errors of the experi-

mental methods or by the contribution of the walls and impurities of foreign -i

matter manifested differently in the experiments of different authors.

Table 1.9 Temperature dependence of the rate constant of the

reaction 2NO + 02 2NO2.

A elei'- ref.

k " " n o .

-.u .o,( .,9,00 -9,0 0032 VI

I 1',0 06,0 0,110 If2231
".'3 ,0 31,,0 27.70 3,9W 0,112 ji.f J
.. 25."0 23,0 2,20 oo7 l-,s

273,0 1,!7.@ 18,92 -1,02 0.054 Izjj
^330 " 14,16 14,76 -0,60 0,041 118q1
333.0 11,03 !2,16 -1.08 0,0,:- [1851
263,0 9,00 10,42 -1.42 0, IAo 11861
377,4 9,90 9,84 0,006 0.006 11911
414,0 7.94 8,62 -0,70 0.088 11871
470,0 6,68 7,36 -0,68 0,092 11871
514,0 6,08 6,76 -0,68 0,010 11871
5,4,0 5,68 5.94 -0.56 0,090
573,0 7,00 6.20 +0,80 0,129 11911
613,0 5,68 5,94 -0,26 0.440 1187]
633,0 5,82 5,82 0 0 11911
6(;2,0 5,08 5,72 -064 0.112 11871
f;92",0 5,92 5,60 +032 0,057 11911
779,0 5,70 5,40 +030 0,055 11911

The maximum value of the relative deviation k/k1. 60 is of the order of

0.15 and, consequently, the maximum error of the values of the rate constant

calculated according to expression (1.63) does not exceed 15%. The mean rela-

tive deviation, as follows from the data in Table 1.9, amounts to a magnitude

of the order of 10%.

By means of expression (1.63) we will calculate the value of the activation

energy of reaction (1.60).

By substituting into the equation
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E .57 TT 2 (lgk.-Igk), (1.64)
TI.-T -

the values of the rate constant calculated according to (1.63), with k2 and k
indicating the values of the rate constant at temperatures T2 and T1 in equa-

tion (1.64), we obtain the following ratio:

TT.(1.65)
..:=a, (;T:-lgT)-1925.

The values of the activation energy E1. 6 0, calculated according to the

last ratio, are presented in Table 1.10.

Table 1.10 Activation energy of the reaction 2NO + 0 2 2NO 2

TS -T& E 1 .60  I TT, -T E .60

k - - - ---
kt#ailk ". I kr4MIh

150-200 -I .59 500-550 -0,88
200-250 -1 ,8 550-600 -0.78
2.0--300 -1,38 600-650 -0,68
300-350 -1,28 650-700 -0,58
350-400 -1,18 700-750 -0,48
400--450 -1.08 750-800 -0,38
450-500 -0,99 - -

As follows from the data in Table 1. 0, the activation energy of reaction

(1.60) in the temperature range of 150-800'K increases from -159 to -0.38

kcal/mole.

We will consider the possible reasons for the negative temperature depen-

dence of the' rate constant and the variation of the apparent activation energy

calculated according to equation (1.65).

Two opposite points of view are known in the explanation of the negative

temperature coefficient of the rate of the given process.

Bodenstein (187], who assumed that the oxidation of NO by oxygen is an

elementary trimolecular reaction, explained the temperature dependence of the
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rate constant by working from the assumption that with a growth in temperature

the number of triple collisions Z decreases.

The erroneousness of this assumption was proved by Tolman [259], who cal-

culated the number of triple collisions Z3 on the basis of a simple gasokinetic

theory. According to Tolman, Z3 - T, i.e., it grows slightly with a growth of

temperature [207].

Thus, a simple tneory of collisions is in no position to explain the

kinetics of reaction (1.60) even qualitatively.

Kassel' [260] attempted to improve the conclusions of gasokinetic theory

on the basis of consideration of the intermolecular reactions in a real gas.

The latter obtained a negative temperature dependence for a number of triple

collisions. It is true that there is a serious objection to Kassel's theory.

This theory presuppose the effect of the inert gases, which, however, is not

confirmed by experimental data [186]. The absence of the e fect of the inert

gases on the rate of reaction (1.60) makes the conclusions of the author indi-

cated unconvincing.

The given problem has been solved more successfully o- the basis of the

theory of absolute rates of the reactions. Hershinourts and Eyring [261]

calculated the rate constant, assuming that the activated complex has a rec-

tangular configuration

0. . .N. .. O0

0O.. .N. .. b

As the oscillatory frequencies of the activated complex, the corresponding

frequencies of the N204 molecules in the gaseous phase were selected. In the

calculations it was assumed that the activation energy is equal to zero. The

values of the rate constant calculated in these conditions have a negative

temperature dependence and agree with the experimental data determined in refs.

[186, 187, 208i with respect to order of magnitude.
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The result obtained by Hershinourts and Eyring [261) give the opportunity

to consider reaction (1.60) as an elementary process with a zero activation

energy and a pre-exponential factor decreasing with the growth of temperature.

The authors of refs. [262, 263], for example, hold this point of view.

The opposite approach in the explanation of the kinetics of the reaction

2NO + 02 -* 2NO 2 was proposed by FLrster and Blich [264].

These authors demonstrated that the negative temperature dependence of

the third-order rate constant may be explained on the basis of the following

two-stage mechanism:

NO+O NO.O, (1.66)

NO.0 2-- NO-+2N0 2,
(1.67)

where the first stage occurs in a quasi-equilibrium manner and the second

with a measurable rate.

In this case the rate equation is written thus

dN'0.___) = h.,(NO.O)(NO). (1. 68)

dt (.8

The concentration of the intermediate compound NO.0 2 is determined from the

condition of equilibrium of reaction (1.61) with respect to the ratio

(N .04 0:) = K1, (NO) (O.). (1.69)

where K1 .66 is the constant of equilibrium.

With a consideration of expression (1.69) the rate equation (1.68) takes

the form

di (1.70)
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iS
I

where

k =k K (.1
eff 1.67 1.66 (1.71)

The apparent activation energy in this case is determined by the ratio

Eeff = AH1 .66 + E1 .6 7. (1.72)

Here AH is the thermal effect of the formation of the intermediate com-
1.66

pound NO'O and E is the activation energy of the limiting stage (1.67).

If reaction (1.66) occurs with a liberation of heat and the condition

[AH 1. 6 6 1 > E1.67 is fulfilled, the apparent activation energy Eef f will have

a negative value.

The effective rate constant in this case will be decreased with a growth

of temperature.

Trautz [265] proposed an analogous two-stage mechanism with the partici-

pation of the intermediate compound N202:

NOA-NOtNO 2, (1.73)

N2O2+OQ-+2NO. (1. 74)

Trautz's mechanism also leads to third-order kinetics, if reaction (1.73)

occurs in a quasi-equilibrium manner, and reaction (1.78) with a measurable

rate.

Thus, we may explain, with equal success, the negative temperature depen-

dence of the third-order rate constant on the basis cf the proposition of an

elementary reaction and also on the basis of the assumption of a complex

mechanism.

The variation of the activation energy of reaction (1.60) in the first

case, in accordance with the conclusions of Hershinourts and Eyring [261],

should be explained by the temperature dependence of the pre-exponential factor.
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In the second case the variation of the activation energy of reaction (1.60)

may be caused by the temperature dependences of the heat of formation of the

intermediate compound and the activation energy of the limiting stage.

However, we may bring serious objections against the interpretation of

the data with respect to the kinetics of the oxidation of NO by oxygen.

The essence of this objection lies in the following. We may calculate

the third-order rate constant according to the ratio

kcal
k = k_(l.6 )/Kc2  (1.75)1.60 (16) 2

where k_(1.60 ) is the rate constant of the thermal dissociation of NO2 when

PNO PNO2' Kc2 is the constant of equilibrium expressed in concentration

units.

In a case of an elementary occurrence of reaction (1.60), the fact that

the latter ratio can be fulfilled is beyond doubt.

However, it is easy to demonstrate the fact that this ratio can be ful-

filled also for a case when reaction (1.60) occurs according to a two-stage

mechanism with a pre-equilibrium stage of the formation of an intermediate

compound. For an example we will consider a scheme proposed in the work of

Fdrster and Blich [264].

The equation of the rate of the reversible reaction 2NO2 t NO 02 + NO

is written thus:

______ (1 .76)
d(NO.) k_,. 6;(NO,)2 - k1.67 (NO.0 2) (NO).

dl

With a consideration of expressions (1.69) and (1.71), from this we

obtain d (NO2) = _ (, O)2 - k(N)- (02).

dt
(1.77)
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At equilibrium d(NO2 )/dt = 0, so tiat

kK . (1.78)
kef (O)

On the basis of the latter ratio we obtain

k =k_ 1/K (1.79)

eff -167 c2'

Here k-1.67 is the rate constant of the limiting stage of the thermal

decomposition of NO2 according to the two-stage mechanism, i.e., the experi-

mentally established rate constant of the reaction

With a consideration of the latter remark we may write

kcal k (k_ (1.80)
1.60 eff 1.60/c2

The values of the third-order rate constant calculated according to

expression (1.80) are presented in Table 1.11.

In the calculations, as the rate constant k 1.60 a rate constant was
=09.6

selected as determined by the expression k_1 .6 0 = k 1.29 09. exp(-26900/RT)

1/mole/s.

The equilibrium constant Kc2 was calculated according to the ratio

Kc2 ='Kp2 /R1T,

where Kp2 is an equilibrium constant expressed in units of pressure (atmos-

pheres).

The temperature dependence of Kp2 is described by the polynomial

ST- 1 -- 17,5121 - 0,"079.10-1T-

1,C017 10 P-0,1183.10-T 3 .
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Table 1.11 Specific rate of the reaction 2NO + 02 - 2NO2 upon
condition that PNO - P N 2

i.0 O *i . IiO -io.
r __1. __ . 'io --I; 1i

I rniole - sec '

300 15,18 3,82 11,36 296,0
400 9,02 4,26 4,76 116,0
500 6,80 4,50 2,30 51,0
573 6,22 4,70 1,52 32,0
600 6,02 4,8u 1,22 25,0
700 5,58 5,12 0,46 9,0
S00 5,36 5,46 -0,10 2,0
900 5,28 5,78 -0,50 9.0
1000 5,28 5,28 -1,00 19,5

This polynomial is suitable for the calculation of the values of K in

the temperature range of 300-1000°K for an ideally. (perfect) gaseous state [2].

As follows from Table 1.11, the values of the rate constant k.6 0a calcu-

lated according to expression (1.80), increase as the temperature rises, i.e.,

even a qualitative agreement with the quantities determined according to

expression (1.63) is.lacking.

calan.epcno
The divergence in the values of the rate constants k and kexp cannot

1.60 1.60
be caused by errors in calculation. The following agruments speak in favor

of this given affirmation.

Experimental data are available on the oxidation of NO in the temperature

range of 143-800°K [186, 187, 191, 208]. Reliable data on the decomposition

of NO2 were obtained in the temperature range 573-1020'K [57-59, 248].

At T = 573*K, according to Ashmore and his co-workers [58],

k-IGok - k, 10 "° expi( 26RTO1 O ' °00'- (1.82)

which gives an error in the value of k_1.6 0 that is equal to 2%. The error

of Kp2, obviously, is of the same order of magnitude. The error of values

of kexp calculated according to expression (1.63) is n6 greater than 15%.
1.60
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exp cal
Consequently, the permissible divergence between k1.60 and k1.60' caused by

inaccuracy of the values of k_ K and kl.60 at T = 573*K must not exceed

20%. However, as we may see from Table 1.11, this divergence amounts to 32%.

More significant is the fact that a definite dependence upon temperature
cal exp

exists in the ratio of the rate constants kI.60 andk1.60. In the temperature

range of 300-10000K the quantity k = k1 6 0 cal exp is determined by the expres-

sion

kA 10 [0 ep(- 320,R7)".1, 3
(1.83)

In Table 1.12 for comparison, the values of the factor k0 are given, as

determined according to this expression, and as calculated according to the

ratio
ratk kcal /kexp
a8  1 .60 1I.60-

The coincidence of the values of k calculated ir such a manner indicates the

validity of expression (1.83).

The explicitly expressed nature of the temperature dependence of the

factor k and the divergence of the values of k cal and kexp obviously,
a 1.60 1.60' ovosy

may be explained only by working from the assumption that the reversible

reaction
i$-; .o, 2NO-O,O. , 2 NO:

at stages that are not very close to completion occues simultaneously, along

at least two reaction channels.

The channel which gives the basic contribution in the region of high

temperatures obviously corresponds to the thermal dissociation of NO2 with

a rate constant determined by expression (1.29). In parts :ular, the cofnci-

dence of the values of kcal and kexp at T > 600*K indicates this. With a

rise in temperature the rate constant of the high-temperature channel of the

oxidation of NO by oxygen increases.
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The second reaction channel has a negative temperature dependence of

the rate of the reaction. The contribution of this channel has a greater value

in the region of low temperatures, so that at T < 3000K the oxidatlon of NO

by oxygen occurs basically along the second reaction channel. This note may

be used for estimation of the activation energy Elow temp. and the pre-expo-

nential factor A of the low-temperature mechanism of reaction (1.60).
low temp.;U

•

Table 1.12 Temperature dependence of the ratio of the rate
emp .cal

constant kemp and kca"
1.60 1.60

T, 'K 300 400 500 573 600 , 700' 800 900 1000

k' 0,252 0.463 0.662 0,767 0.800 0,918 1,02 1,09 1,19!
k' 0,252 0,4M8 0,611 0,715 0:7620 ,A90 1,01 1,09 1,18

At T 143'K, according to Matthes [208], the value of k1.60 is equal to

1.35 10 12mole 2sec - . At T = 300*K the value of klt determined from the

ratio

k kexp - kcal (
low tethp. 1.60 1.60 (1.84)

is equal to 5.65 103 1 2mole-2 sec '2. According to these magnitudes we deter-

mine

=12.53 2 -2-1
k 10 exp(1700/RT) 1 mole- s. (1.85)kl. t

We cannot explain the temperature dependence of the rate constant k

by working from the assumption that E = 0, and A is decreased as the
l.t l.t

temperature rises, i.e., on the basis of the assumptions of Hershinourts and

Eyring [261].

In the latter case we had to assume that the normal temperature depen-

dence of the rate has a complex process, giving the basic contribation in

region of high temperatures, since the two reaction channels with positive
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and negative dependences of the rates of the reaction cannot be elementary

simultaneously.

On the other hand, we may assume that both these reaction channels occur

complexly or that in the region of high temperatures the reaction occurs in

an elementary manner, and in the region of low temperatures in a complex

manner.

We will investigate these possibilities in more detail. As follows from

a consideration of the mechanisms proposed by F~rster and Blich [264], and

also by Trautz [265], two-stage mechanisms with pre-equilibrium stages of

the formation of intermediate compounds give a negative temperature dependence

of the rate constant and the third-order kinetics. We may obtain the third-

order kinetics and a positive temperature dependence of the rate of the

reaction in a similar manner on the basis of mechanisms (1.66-1.67) and (1.73- 1
1.74).

1:
It is easy to demonstrate that at sLages that are not very close to com-

pletion only intermediate compounds N 202 and the perioxy radical 02NO may

participate in reaction (1.60).

In the discussion of the thermal dissociation of NO Lt was noted that
2

the contribution NO in the nitrate structure is negligible at comparable
3

concentrations of NO and NO2 . On the basis of the principle of microscopic
reversibility from this it follows that in the reaction 2NO + 02 - 2NO 2 this

intermediate compound does not play an essential part at stages that are not

very close to completion. This proposal is confirmed by data on isotope

exchange. The results of the work of Sharma and his co-workers [266] indicate

the absenc. of molecules 160180 in the system N1 60 and 1802 at T - 300*K,

which indicates the absence of the reaction

140

Ni O+00:#N_ N'0+1O' O.

to/ \0 (1.86)

i.e., the low probability of the formation of the nitrate radical NO3. k
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According to Ray and Ogg [217], the NO in the nitrate form is formed
3

according to the reaction

O2+NO+NO --NOf + No,, (1.87)

NO3-- NO-j.2NO. (1.88)

At T -300*K the value of the rate constant k87 corresponding to the

equation

=k (NO) (02) (NO),

dl (1.89)

is equal to 1.36.102 12mole-2s-I . According to the data of Bodenstein and

Wachenheim [186], the third-order rate constant ki.60 at T -300*K amounts
3 2 -2-_11.0aT-3OKamutto 14.16-10 1 mole-s - . From a comparison of the values of the rate con-

stant k1.60 and ki.87 it follows that the channel with the participation of

the nitrate radical NO3 competes with reaction (1.60) only at the concluding

stages of the oxidation of NO.

The following fact attracts attention to itself. The NO3 in the nitrate

form is formed according to the reaction NO + 02 + M - NO3 + M only in a case

when the NO2 molecule is the M molecule. This conclusion may be made on the

basis of the data obtained by Sharma and his co-workers [266]. It is clear

that the only acceptable explanation of such selectivity of the molecule M

may be the explanation based on the assumption that reaction((l.87) is a

complex process. A possible mechanism of this reaction, according to Benson

[267], is

NO - O = OONO, (1 .90)

O\N \NO- N-- N\O,
0/ "0 \O ,(1.91)

where OONO is the perioxy radical 02NO.
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We may explain the low efficiency of the direct reaction

qualitatively in the following manner. Obviously the direct reaction of the

formation of NO3 requires the breaking of a very strong bond in the oxygen

molecule. The energy barrier in such a reaction must amount to several tens

of kilocalories, which makes the occurrence of such a process in the region

of low temperatures scarcely probable.

To the contrary, the intermediate compounds N 0 and 0 NO, obviously, are
2 2 2

easily formed in the region of low temperatures. We may give a number of

experimental data indicating the formation of the dimer N202 in the gaseous

phase. According to the data in refs. [268-270], the heat of the reaction

N202 t 2NO amounts to about 2 kual/mole.

Unfortunately there is no direct experimental data relative to the exis-

tence of the intermediate compound O2NO. It is true that there are a number

of indirect kinetic data indicating the possibility of the formation of this

unstable compound [267].

From the standpoint of the chemical reaction capa!L lity the role of the

perioxy radical 02NO in reaction (1.60) is preferable in comparison with the

role of the dimer N202. The limiting stage in the oxidation of NO by oxygen

in the first case is

0 NO + N (*)
2 2'

and in the second case

N0 + 02 -2NO 2 .

Here the points over the molecules signify the presence of unpaired

electrons.

In a case of the occurrence of the reaction (*) the activation energy

may be close to zero, but the heat of the formation of 02NO amounts obviously
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to a magnitude of the order of 1-2 kilocalories (as the non-observability of

the compound 02NO requires this). The effective activation energy of reaction

(1.60) in this case may have a negative value of 1-2 kcal/mole.

If we accept the fact that reaction (1.60) in the region of low tempera-

tures occurs with the participation of N202, then considering the fact that

the heat of the formation of N202 is about 2 kcal/mole [268-2701, i.e., a

magnitude comparable with the effect activation energy of the total process,

it is necessary to admit that the activation energy in the reaction between

the valently saturated molecule N202 and the chemically low-active molecule

02 [2711 must have a value that is close to zero, which is scarcely probable.

We note that in the complex mechanism of the type described by Fsrster

and Blick and by Trautz a negative temperature dependence may be obtained only

from stabilized intermediate compounds, formed according to the reactions

O - NO wt O:N0,

and 02NO' + N- O,NO + M

NO +NOtNO'.,

NO' + Mq N202  At ,

where 02N0I and N 0 1 are unstablized quasi-molecules.
2 ~ 2 2

Only in this case is the intermediate compound in equilibrium with the

reagent, and, consequently, the effective third-order rate coustant determined

by ratio (1.71) may have a negative temperature dependence.

0NI !I
On the contrary, unstabilized compounds 0 NO and N202  may participate

222
in the high-temperature reaction channel of the oxidation of oxygen. The

work of Hershbach and his co-workers [272], in which the rate constant for

bimolecular composition of NO2 is calculated, gives some information relative

to the high-temperature channel. The latter authors found that the decomposi-

tion of NO2 with an activation energy equal to 26,900 kcal/mole and a pre-

exponent equal to J09 .6 1/mole/s occurs via an activated complex of the follow-

ing type:
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A

/\/0\ /0
0 0 0

This complex is formed if in the collision the molecules of NO2 are so

oriented that two atoms of oxygen of different molecules are located at the

minimum distance, and the two others at the maximum distance, with relationship

to each other, i.e.,
N 0 0 N 0 0

0 0 N N

The reaction of the oxidation of NO by oxygen in the region of high

temperatures, as follows from the principle of microscopic reversibility, must

occur via an activated complex of type A. This complex may be formed in the

following cases. In the first place, as a result of the simultaneous collision

of two molecules of NO and a molecule of 02; in the second place, in the colli-
sion of a molecule of NO with molecules of NO and 02, located in collision; 4
and in the third place, in the collision of a molecule of NO with an unstabil-

ized quasi-molecule 0 NO.

An activated complex of type A, however, cannot be formed in the collision
II

of a molecule of 02 with an unstabilized quasi-molecule of N 202 , and also in

the collision of a molecule of oxygen with two molecules of nitric oxide

located in a double collision.

The data from ref. [272] indicate, consequently, the low probability of

the occurrence of reaction (1.60) with the participation of an unstabilized

quasi-molecule of N202  also in the region of high temperatures. From this

we conclude that the most probable intermediate compound in the reaction of

the oxidation of NO by oxygen at stages thaL are not very close to completion

is a compound of NO3 in the perioxide form.
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Chapter II

CALCULATION OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
OF REAL CHEMICALLY REACTING SYSTEMS

It is well known that the thermodynamic properties of real pure gases

may be calculated relative to a selected standard state from ordinary differ-

ential equations of thermodynamics if the heat content of the gas is known at

a very low pressure and its P-V-T data are assigned or in the form of an equa-

tion of state or in the form of tables. The thermodynamic properties of gas-

eous mixtures of constant composition may be calculated relative to the stand-

ard state of the mixture according to the same ratios, if the thermal data of

the components of the mixture are known, as well as the composition and the

data on the compressibility of the mixture. The derivation of these ratios

by means of a general limit method for pure gases [67] is given below in order

to consider further the possibility of the application of them for calculation

of the thermodynamic properties of real chemically reacting systems, for which

data on compressibility or the equation of state of the systems as a whole are

known.

In this chapter, the partial pressure of the gas in the mixture is the

product of its molar fraction in the mixture multiplied by the general pres-

sure of the mixture regardless of whether or not a real or an ideal (perfect)

mixture of gases is being considered. The equilibriim pressure of the gas in

the mixture is the pressure of this gas in isothermal equilibrium with the

mixture through the membrane, penetrable only for this gas alone [232].

In order to distinguish a pure from the same gas in a mixture, the pure

gas is designated by the subscript k, and this same gas in a mixture by the

subscript i. A pure gas having a common volume, temperature, and chemical

potential as in the mixture is designated by the subscript e. Obviously,

such a gas is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the mixture through the mem-

brane penetrable only for this gas, and the quantities characteristic for

the given gas are "equilibrium quantities." The subscript P denotes the

values of the thermodynamic quantities of the pure gas having a general pres-

sure, temperature, and number of moles as in the mixture.
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In the derivation, the basic attention is paid to the formulas for the

calculation of enthalpy and entropy.

A

1. The General Limit Method of the Transition for Pure Gases

The procedure called the general limit method by Gillespie [233] assumes

that with a decrease in the pressure of a real gas or a mixture of gases at

a constant temperature and number of moles, definite thermodynamic properties

of a system of real gases approach the ideal gaseous state in a definite manner.

By an ideally (perfect) gaseous state of the mixture, we mean such a state of

it that the equilibrium pressure of the gas in the mixture is equal to its

partial pressure, and the equation of state of the mixture is as follows:
n

PV= nRT,
1=1

where n. is the number of moles of the i-th component in the mixture. We will

consider two regions of pressures: low pressures, at which the terms of the

order of P2 are negligible in comparison with terms of the order P or one;

very low pressures, at which terms of the order of P are negligible in compar-

ison with one.

We will assume: 1) at all temperatures the product of the volume multi-

plied by the pressure for a fixed mass of a real gas may be presented at a

constant temperature in the region of low pressures by the following expres-

sion:

PV F (T, m) + A (T, m) P + 0 (P),
(2.1)

where F(T, m) and A(T, m) for the given gas depend only upon the temperature

and the mass, and A(T, m) and its derivatives with respect to temperature are

limited, O(P2 ) are terms of the order of P and 2) at all temperatures the

enthalpy of the fixed mass of the real gas may be presented at a constant

temperature in the region of low pressures by the following expression:

H f= (T. m) + 13(f, m) P + 0 (1,(22

i
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where f(T, m) and B(T, m) for the given gas depend only upon the temperature

and the mass, and B(T, m) and its derivatives with respect to temperature are

limited.

By substituting equations (2.1) and (2.2) into the well-known differential

ratio of thermodynamics

(2.3)

we obtain

B.O(P)- [F-4( d I1 J +- (
' m- \ r TJ,,,j

This equation is correct if

F-T (01F =O

The integration of this ratio at a constant mass gives

F = r(m)T, (2.4)

where r(m) depends only upon the mass of the given gas.

Considering this, we obtain from equation (2.1)

PV=r(m)T+A(T,m)+o(Pz), (2.5)

and for the region of very low pressures

P*vIrT~ (2.6)

Since the volume is an extensive quantity, then if in equation (2.6) we re-

place V by V/m, r becomes a quantity characteristic for each gas. If we

express the mass of the given gas in moles, then r will not depend upon the

type of gas and we will designate it as R.

*i

The superscript * everywhere signifies that the quantity is considered at
a very low pressure.
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Then

PV n pT + I 0(P). (2.7)t'v = . RT --o ,

where n is the number of moles in the volume V and B is a purely temperature

function.

In the integration of the differential ratios for the enthalpy and entropy

dLIV- I-(i)dP.

d3:3 )T 4, - ) dl',p " t
'  -

we select the following channel trom the point of the standard state (Po, TO)

to an arbitrary point (P, T): we change the pressure from P to P* at a
0

temperature that is constant and equal to T0 ; we change the temperature from

T to T at a pressure that is constant and equal to P*; we change the pressure
0
from P* to P at a temperature that is constant and equal to T.

We obtain the following:

H(P,T)-H(Po, TO)= V-T V dP+

T P

+ nC;dT+ V-T - dP, (2.8)
T, TP'

P.

S(P, 7')- s(Po, To) = --. .L( 2K.)V IdP +

( OT p. (2.9)

In order to ensure that the definite integrels with respect to pressure in

formula (2.9) do not diverge when the limit P* tends toward zero, we add the

term nR ln(P/P0) to the integrand expressions and accordingly subtract

'" ln P/P0 from all the terms. We obtain
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S (P, 7)-S (P., T.) nR~
T*P*

"TOP

-{T Pldp 0.q  r

P

+ ) F_(__ l(d1 -nR In PIP*. (2.10)

Let us assume that

T

;: + Ic;d, nhO 11(Pa. To) +

p.

[ (2.11)

S0 = Sg ~T; ISO= S(PO, Tj)+nR In P,+

P

+ [[ ( 4 ' V ) ] d0 .
( 2 .1 2 )

From equation (2.2) and ratio C p(6H/6T)p we find that

pT pC =iF],, OP),(2.13)

and, consequently C* is a function of temperature alone.

p

From equation (2.7) we find that

o O

PO

ar dP = 0.
--TJP (2.14)

Definite intetrals with respect to pressure in expressions (2.113 and

(2.12) for a standard pressure of 1 atmosphere are small in comparison with
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H(POP T ) and S(O51T and usually they are ignored.

Considering expressions (2.1l)-(2.14), from equations (2.8) and (2.10)

we obtain the following:

ll(P, T) n 0  V ()]dP. (2.15)

where T nS* S(P0, T0). (2.16) M

where n H J.,To+n dT
CO ~~ c~/~-T 0 ;S=S+

Te

T

2.e Caluation fof the Thermaoni oetiesp ofd ealrCheicallynat

Reacting Systems Acording to P-V-T Dat

The behavior ~ ~~o lceial ecigssesde o orsodt
the ssumtios mae i thedervatin offorulasforcalclaton.o1th

S(,V) -R -65IV 4 Rn-y nO

-~ ~ [ V'l OT4a. .n.,



thermodynamic properties of real pure gases and real mixtures of a constant

composition and therefore these formulas cannot be extended to the calculation

of the thermodynamic properties of equilibrium real chemically reacting gaseous

systems. This affirmation may also be proved by a method that is formal, but

clearer. For example, we differentiate formula (2.16) with respect to pressure

considering that for an equilibrium chemically reacting system n = ni depends(i)

upon pressure via the constant of equilibrium of the chemical reaction. We

obtain the following expression:

(s) - RInP/Po.

And since

fOP#0

then one of the general differential ratios of thermodynamics is violated

which also proves the affirmation.

We will derire ratios for calculation of the thermodyaamic properties of

a real gaseous mixture in which an equilibrium chemical reaction occurs as

follows: ViRl + V2R2 + ... +VVk k+l.+l + ,+ ee ' working from the

following assumption: in the region of very low pressures from zero to P*

the pressure of the i-th gas in the mixture is equal to its partial pressure;

the equation of stare of the i-th component in the region of very low pres-

sures is as follows: P*V* - n*RT. For definiteness, we will consider the
Si

dissociation reaction (the direct reaction occurs with an increase in the

number of moles), and we will limit our derivation to formulas for calculation

of the enthalpy and entropy of the thermodynamic under consideration in T, P-

coordinates.

In the integration of the differential ratios for the enthaipy and entropy

we select the same channel from the point of the standard state of the mixture

(P om T) to an arbitrary point (P, T) as in a case of pure g'ses. We obtain

the following:
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p a,
p.

H (P, T) -1(Po.n,T)~ j' T [v( dP+!

T P

or (2.19)

+ TA'o 2.o

I
S%(P, TPS(POmTh S..A)dL

P

T M

where C* is the heat content of a chemically reacting system at a constant,
pm

very low pressure P*.

We will determine C* when P* tends toward zero., pm

It is well known that the volume, enthalpy, and entropy are extensive

properties. For the homogeneous thermodynamic system under consideration,

as a consequence of this, they are first-order homogeneous functions of the

number of moles of the components. According to the Euler theorem concerning

homogeneous functions

S (2.21)

ii ~ (E)niHI~ (2.22)I

(di (2.23

where VV, Hi p and Si are the partial molar volume, enthalpy, and entropy,

respectively, of the i-th component in the mixture.

In the region of very low pressures, according to the assumptions, the

partial molar quantities aLe equal to the corresponding perfect quantities at
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a temperature of the mixture and at the partial pressures of the components.

Therefore,

S(P*, T) S*= I1n* Si; (2.24)
(I)

H (P*, T) =* v n; 22;
m (2.25)

(4)P* T),)Y

v~..n v.= ' v - ,, .; (2.26)

where

(2.27)

5'! 1. sT+f£; - R, I; P
S T Po '(2.28)

i i
o0

and Hi, Si are the standard enthalpy and entropy of the formation of the i-th

component, respectively, xi is the molar fraction of the i-th component in

the mixture, P0 is the standard pressure of the pure gas.

For convince of subsequent forwal transformations, we will express ni

and xi via , the degree of completeness of the reaction:

II = n8+ vig a I= 1. 2 ... , K; (2.29)

III no + VA.
'+ (2.30)

nI = vj ,.vM i . + ! .. ,C;

(2.31)

(2.32)

where n1 is the initial number of moles of the i-th component, vl represents

the stoichiometric coefficients of the reaction, which are positive for the
X C

xS~no V =I,
reaction procucts, negative for the initial substances, and no = ' I,
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From the condition of conservation of the stoichiometric ratios

, =-I (i1, 2,..., K). (2.33)

By zc-isidering expressions (2.25), (2.27), (2.29), and (2.31), we obtain 4

c , __ " "'_- ti

-+ Yi. (--) .(2.34)

The equation of the constant of equilibrium cf the chemical reaction

under consideration is as follows:

C C C

Kp(T)- [fl (P''- H lxiPP P v[J'Ix), -
1=1 1=-- I 1=!

, * ,, , V1 (2.35)( ° -. "-- " --n.- ,
1=1 1 n ,i

Having reduced it to logarithms, we obtain
A

II-' (7) In P -- v, In (no + vj)+

+I n v,- v In (n°  vt).
I Ibv, -- (2.36) V3

Having differentiated equazioa (2.36) with respect t. temperature, after

certain trans ormations we obtain the following expression for (& /6T)
pto In K t' ) )!

P .V" 2 2(2.37)

• "i n1

Bat according to the iosbar equation of van't Hoff
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( ) (2.38)

c

where LH = v.H. is the thermal effect of the reaction. Fro, thence,

(+)> i.(j§~%l n "(2.39)

With the tendency of P* towards zero, from equation (2.35) we may obtain the

following expression, considering ratio (2.33) and the fact that v > 0 (the

dissociation reaction):

0
|,

..~. .Vi (2.40)

From thence, with consideration of expression (2.-')

u.-n ... 0. (2.41)
P.- )TP,

From equation (2.34), with consideration of formulas (2.10), k2 .3 3), and

(2.4].), we obtain

C

hin C,. V viC;.
a'- "(2.42)

We will now demonstrate that when P* tends toward zero, the definite

integrals with respect to pressure in formula (2.20), as in a case of pure

gases, diverge at the limit P*.

We will consider a perfect chemically reacting system, i.e., a chemi-

cally reacting system for which equations (2.24)-(2.28) are fulfilled in the

entire region of the variation of the pressure. For such a system, consider-

ing equalities (2.26), (2.29), and (2.31), we obtain

,~ p P ( OT(2.43)

n nR_ +VRT it, I
P P T I)P

The subscript u signifies a quantity for a perfect chemically reacting system.
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If we consider equation (2.39), expression (2.43) is rewritten thus:

(,6, "F r ) (2.44)

We will consider the partial derivative with respect to pressure from

the following quantity:
i0

R:, If I ' In XiP.

(2.45) 2

With a consideration o0' formuias (2.20) err' (? .?

oP X1 k OP OP
(2.46)

Rn

From equations (2.30) and (2.32) we obtain

ar) T (4) (i = 1, 2, . K); (2.47)

-O ,-K + 1, C).

\ if 2I nc (2.48)

Having substituted equalities (2.47) and (2.48) into formula (2.46), and

considering that xi  n i./n,
1 2.

OP r T = :T

(2.49)
c nR

.YJ /I -OP OP )T P'In XiP +

By carrying (R/n)(6/6P) from the first two terms we obtain
T

U C(V11 V"" - ° ).. VX r V"11" -"°" (2.50)

The third term of (2.49), with ronsideration of expression (2.35), looks like

the following:
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-"(2.51)

and from thence, by using the well-known ratio

,.S All
IIX,,(T) R (2.52)

c T
w[s + f C*. (dT/T)], the variation of tne entropy of the progressi=l To pl

of the reaction, we obtain the following

c 
t A

R i , oPn r = A )Op- (2.53)

Having substituted equation (1.53) int, formula (2.49), and considering

identity (2.50), ve obtain

"LS-m = A S R _ PAHO ]) (2.54)

a p ap p T a

Having differentiated equation (2.36) with respect to pressure, after

certain transformations we obtain the following expression for (6/fP)T

n j n (2.55)

Having substituted equality (2.55) into the last term of equation (2.54), we

obtain (/O)m\ -- S-- nR
_ ) = S&+-- +

O P JT O.PTr P

(2.56)

By comparing the two last terms of expression (2.56) with equation (2.44), we

may obtain the following:

01P 3S (2.57)
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From thence

&iT \ i , oP ,. (2.58)

and consequently,

4P,

. p [S. t(Po ) AS, (P, T)] :• (2.59)

P, -

In the region of very low pressures, a real chemically reacting system

becomes perfect according to the assumption, and any of the definite integrals

with respect to pressure in equation (2.20) at the limit P* may be taken accord-

ing to formula (2.59).

By considering expression (2.40), we obtain the following from equality

(2.45):

lim iS,, (P*, 7) - AS o =o.
P* -O

Thus, when P* tends toward zero, the definite integrals with respect to

pressure in formula (2.20) diverge. In the first section a method was de-

scribed which was proposed in ref. [233], by means of which in a case of pure

gases and mixtures of constant composition the authors succeeded in avoiding

the divergability of the integrals. For this the terms nR/P were added to the

integrand expressions so that when P* tenos toward zero, when the volume of

the real pure gas approaches the volume of the perfect gas, (bV/@T)p of a real

pure gas approaches nR/P and the integrand expressions tend toward zero, ex-

cluding the diversability.

This method in a case of the calculation of the entropy of chemically

reacting systems does not lead to a positive result, although it does give

the possibility of avoiding the divergability of the integrals. In the region

of very low pressures, considering expression (2.43)

,, R Is)V ~
P (Tr (2.60)
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By comparing equation equations (2.37) and (2.55), we obtain

-P " P --- ' op)r (2.61)

From thence -SC 'H)dP =f+ dX.
PS PS

(P,',D 7262 PA
T 1P,

and, consequently, considering expression (2.40),

."-(2.63)

From this it also follows that at P* tending toward zero, the integrals

at this limit in formula (2.20) with the transformed integrand expression tend

toward a finite value.

But, having added nR/P to the integrand expression, we must subtract the

integrals of nR/T from formula (2.20). If in a case of pure gases and mixtures

of gases of constant composition the integral from nR/P is selected elementari-

ly, then in a case of chemically reacting systems, when n depends upon the

pressure via the constant of equilibrium (2.35), the integral of nR/P in a

general case is impossible to select analytically. Therefore, this method is

not applicable in a case of the calculation of the entroDy of chemically react-

ing systems.

In this case, the addit.ion of ( V/ T)u directly to the integrand expres-
p

sions gives a positive result. When P* tends toward zero (6V/6T) will tend

toward (6V*/6T) p, which coincides in this region of pressures with (6V/6T)u ,

because of which the integrand expressions will tend toward zero, excluding

the divergability of the integrals.

Having added (6V/6T)u to the integrand expressions of formula (2.20) and
P

deducting from it the integrals of (6V/6T)p, we obtain
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S P, j'-S P,:.. TO) +t , lP

T. Por

T 

P 
TT 0' )U )IT (2.64)rT TP*

Io OT P
p-

We will determine the magnitude of the last two integrals when P* tends toward

zero.

Preliminarily, we will make the following comment concerning the standard

state of chemically reacting systems. It is well known that a state of the

system, or its cumponent, at whieh indefinite conditions definite values are

awarded to certain thermodynamic parameters is called a standard state. For

pure gases, a standard state is a state of a perfect gas, i.e., the limit of

a real gas with a decrease in the pressure to zero. Since the entropy of a

pure gas does not tend toward a constant value at a P tending toward zero, we

cannot select the state of a perfect gas at low pressure as the standard state

for the entropy of a pure gas. For the standard state for the entropy of pure

gases, the entropy of a hypothetical perfect gas is selected, with the assigned

pressure of one physical atmosphere. From these definitions it follows that,

in the first place, at the standard state point (P om,T ) a chemically reacting

system is perfect (ideal), and ratios (2.24) and (2.25) are fulfilled in it,

and, in the second place, at the point of the standard state of a chemically

reacting system (as, incidentally, also at the point of the standard state of

a mixture of constant composition) we must assign a pressure PO = 1 atmosphere

as the partial pressure of each component. This leads to the fact that for

chemically reacting systems at a standard point we cannot use the conventional

ratios between the general pressure of the mixture, the partial pressures ot

the components, ani the degree of completeness of the reaction derived from

the condition of thermodynamic equilibrium. If, for example, we consider the

general pressure of the mixture as equal to the sum of the partial pressures

of the components, determine the degree of completeness of the reaction (POM'

T0 ) according to the general pressure of the mixture P and the temperature
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of the mixture TO from the equation of the constant of equilibrium (2.35), and

then, knowing the molar fractions of the components of the mixture, find anew

the partial pressures of the compQnents as the product of the molar fraction

of the components multiplied by the general pressure of the mixture, they

of course will not be equal to each other or to 1 atmopshere. Therefore, we

may also assign a value of POM = P 0= atmosphere to the pressure of a chemi-

cally reacting system at the standard point. This does not violate the commun-

ity of the conclusion, since the thermodynamic functions are determined with

an accuracy up to the constant.

4
Considering the well-known ratio

lim P in P =0
p o

and equatious (2.29), (2.32), (2.40), and (2.45), we obtain

irn jS,,,(To. P*) - S, (T, P*)I
p.-o{ (P, T -In 

'(P T')
-n ,)(P, To)

n(P, 7) '
aIII

* V it (P.T)
-,' ', (P*. TO) in n' (P'.* .

(2.65)
v(P*. T)

' n n(P*. 7)
i " ) (P* 7") in P . 0.

With consideration of expressions (2.65), (2.40), and (2.59)

A P. p i

-s, (P , toj+ S[ (P, ) j

where
C

xS0 - Vi :'
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Considering the fact that at the standard 
point equalities (2.24) and

(2.25) are fulfilled, by means of ratio 
(2.33) we obtain

(Po".. ra =1 (Po, T=O) n,,(P, TO)H 14

1=1 
C

S (oPI-. TO) S (Pa. TO) T V., Po)fSi -

-R n x, (Pa, TO) P -: R In Pal , I
0 

+
.

(2.68)

+s o t (To, Pa)- S (P, To).

Shifting to the limit when P* tends toward 
zero in formula (2.64), we

substitute expressions (2.42), (2.66) and (2.b8) into it, and after a number

of simplifications we obtain the final 
formula for the calculation of the

entropy of a real chemically reacting 
system

S(Pr3=- .O, + AS t (P, T)--S. (T. P)-

S(P, T*

4. [1+ -(TldP4.

F,, 
-

Making the transition in formula (2.19) to the limit at P* tending toward 
zero,

we substitute equalities (2.42) and (2.67) into it and obtain 
the final formula

for calculation of the euthalpy of a 
real chemically reacting system

F C
11 (P r) V-- v ,, H? , o) +

A i c;,xT--- v - r 'V or! +

P av1P P

+ (2.70)

T7
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The degree of completeness of the reaction in these formulas is determined

at the corresponding parameters via the dependence of an ideal constant of

equilibrium of the chemical reaction upon the temperature.

In a similar manner, by using the well-known differential ratios, we may

obtain equations for calculation for the other thermodynamic properties.

The formulas derived have a limited application in the calculation of the

thermodynamic properties of real chemically reacting systems in view of the

fact that usually the P-V-T data of the systems or the equation of state as a

whole are known or are in a very narrow ringe, or are entirely lacking. There-

fore, we must turn to other methods of calculation, based on a knowledge of

the behavior of the components of the mixtures for which data with respect

to compressibility are known to a greater degree, rather than the behavior of

the mixtures as a whole. We will consider further the following, most widely

distributed approaches to the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of

real mixtures: the Gibbs-Dalton law, the Lewis-Randall rule, and the general

limit method for mixtures of gases.

3. The Gibbs-Dalton Law

As 'he basic principle for the investigation of the thermodynamic proper-

ties of gaseous mixtures, Gibbs (234] proposed the following law: the pressure

of a mixture of various gases is equal to the sum of the pressures of these

gases, each existing i-n itself at the temperature of the mixture and with

those values of the chemical potentials which they have in the mixture.

Giilespie [235] called this principle the Gibbs-Dalton law, and indicated that

it contained the essential idea of equilibrium necessary for a general thermo-

dynamic investigation of gaseous mixtures. It is apparent that various gases,

ieach existing in itself at the temperature of the mixture and with the same

values of chemical potentials which they have in the mixture," are in equilib-

rium with the gaseous mixture through the membrane penetrable only for the gas

under consideration alone. The pressure of each such gas is the equilibrium

pressure.
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Thus, the law affirms that when

1) T (of each pure gas) = T (of the mixture),

2) V (of each pure gas) = V (of the mixture)

3) )k = Pi (2.71)

the pressure of the mixture of gases is

P: ~P. (2.72)

The second condition is required only to fix the values of the extensive

properties of pure gases.

We will consider a number of systems: a mixture of gases and each indi-

vidual pure gas composing the mixture. For the mixture of gases

V 11)V

and for each individual gas

From thence

()r. r (2.73)

S'
K(2.74)

From equation (2.72)

From this, with a consideration of ratios (2.73) and (2.74),

an -A n,, C- CI, (2.75)

S= . (2.76)
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From the equalities H TS± i i

If,, TS, + , I' PnK1,e

(K)

with a consideration of expression, (2.71), (2.75), and (2.76),

H = ZHK" (2.77)

In the ;ame manner, by using the well-known ratios of thermodynamics and equa-

tions (2.71), (2.75), and (2.76), we may obtain the following equality for the

isobaric-isothermic potential G of the mixture:

S-- ,,. (2.78)

From the Gibbs-Dalton law, it follows obviously that when

1) T (of each pure gas) = T (of the mixture),

2) V (of each pure gas) = V (of the mixture),

nk = ni or Ck = Ci .  (2.79)

From thence, with consideration of equality (2.71), it follows that:

(K) (2.80)

Pi = PC", (2.81)
S = Y, .

(K) (2.82)

H= H.,
(K) (2.83)

G=ZO.. (2.84)
(i:)

Equation (2.20) constitutes the content of the conventional formulation of

Dalton's law. Dalton's law is a consequence of the Gibbs-Dalton law, but the

reverse is not correct, since in Dalton's law the idea of equilibrium is lack-

ing.

The Gibbs-Dalton law leads to a complete solution of the problem of the

determination of the thermodynamic properties of mixtures of gases according

to information concerning the behavior of the pure gases constituting the
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the mixture. By using equations (2.17), (2.18), derived by the general limit

method for pure gases, from equations (2.82) and (2.83), we obtain the follow-

ing final expressions for the enthalpy and entropy of the mixture of gases

subordinate to the Gibbs-Dalton law:

P. --- r ( - )v ]o d. +n ,OT (2.85)

V

The general limit method gives the following expr. ..on for G and T, V-coordi-

nates:

G VT P p "-ART (T. V) . "+

• ~ "Y 4 a (0- 7 S').

From thence for a mixture of gases, eons'*d-. 'ng e,-preseton (2.P4), we obtain

[FU, - V' 1  V P I -I-

PY+n' (2. -TSO) 
(2. ,7'

From equation (2.80), considering expression (2.79), we find that

o, (2.8 )

(I 1 Pr. v. n~ T .V (.8

From equality (2.87), considering equation (2.88), we obtain an expression for

the chemical potential of the i-th component

Ni~r.p =I Oni VK,;

-- RT In V .RTr- 4(e- Ts'... (2.89)

From thence, for the law of existing masses, from the condition of equilibrium

in the system,
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o (2.90)

we obtain the following expression:

K RT 
1d K /K. r

V ' (2.91)

RT IN, + P

RT ]nRT

where

In -RT~ {[' IY (2.92)

From equation (2.91) it is apparent that the constant of equilibrium is

a function of the composition of the equlibrium mixture and, consequently, is

not calculated by the direct path. For the calculation of the constant of

equilibrium it is necessary to use the method of successive approximations.

Having at first assumed that K = K*, we determine the composition, and then
p p

determine the righthand part of the equation (2.91) and obtain a second approxi-

mation for K . We repeat the process as long as the composition of the mixture

does not become unchanged within the limits of the given accuracy. The process

of the calculations converges rapidly.

4. The Lewis-Randall Rule

Lewis and Randall (236] proposed the following rule as the basis for

investigation of the thermodynamic properties of mixtures of gases: the

fugacity f1 of the gas in the mixture is equal to the product of the molar

fraction of the gas in the mixture multiplied by the fugacity fPk of this

pure gas at the general pressure and temperature of the mixture:

P" " X1 (2.93)

The fugacity of the pure gas is determined via the ratios

p .- RTIn f -(fT), (2.94)

lira f = I
P-0 P (2.95)

at all temperatures.
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We will consider a pure gas in isothermic equilibrium with the mixture

through a membrdne permeable only for this gas alone. The chem- :al potential

of the gas itt the mixture if V and the chemical potential of this same pure

gas is Vk' where P1 = U k* According to the Lewis-Randall law, 'k and, conse-
quently, Ui may be calculated by substitution of the fugacity of the pure gas

at the general pressure and temperature of the ,iixture multiplied by the molar

fraction of this gas in a mixture in equation (2.94):

7 - TInfp,,i - MIT). (2.96)

The Lewis-Randall rule also, like the Gibbs-Dalton law, contains the essential

idea of equilibrium as the basis of the.investigation of the thermodynamic

iproperties of a mixture of gases.

We will substitute f into equation (2.94) and, considering expression

(2.96), we obtain

l~~lP" lip +R~% (2.97)

We differentiate equation (2.97) with respect to temperature and pressure at

a constant composition ahd, considering the following conditions derived from

the Lewis-Randall rule:

T (of each pure gas) = T (of the mixture),

P (of each pure gas) = P (of the mixture),

nk ni, (2.98)

we obtain 1 \

( ) , (2.99)
T .n OT OP

(2.100)

From general thermodynamics it is known that the lefthand part of equations

(2.99) and (2.100) are equal, respectively, to the partial molar volume and

the partial molar entropy taken with a minus sign of the i-th gas in the

mixture, and the righthand parts are equal to the corresponding molar quanti-

ties for a pure gas.
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Thus,

Thus nK(2.101)

Snxt'..
RnnxP.T.r (2.102)

According to the Euler theorem of ho. geneous functions

s,-, X . (2.103)

$- nt- ,pr . ;..-- n,R !'I V, (2.104)

By using the ratios of general thermodynamics, we obtain

II .-" .t0,.
(2.105)

6 I X. (2.106)

Having substituted the expression for the corresponding functions of the pure

gases, derived by the general limit method, into equations (2.104), (2.105),

and (2.106), we finally obtain the following:
P

H ar j j T (2.107)

P

--I f E n, inPJ*

(2.108)

P

G {'n ..A~r'1 P +4 h S

+ I nRT In P.. (2.109)

Thus, the Lewis-Randall rule gives a complete solution of the problem of the

determination of the thermodyanmic properties of a mixture of gases with

respect to information concerning the behavior of the components of the mix-

ture. From equation (2.109) we obtain the following expression for the chemi-

cal potential of the i-th component, considering that k = Pi:
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LP 8I]. RTInP.r, ,-T h . (2.110)

0

By substituting equation (2.110) into (2.90), we obtain the following expres-

sion for the law of the existing masses:

P

-- Kni p (2.111)

'1 0

Expression (2.111) for the constant of equilibrium of a mixture of gases sub-

ordinate to the Lewis-Randall rule is a function only of the temperature and

pressure of the mixture, and does not depend upon the composition of the

equilibrium mixture.

5. The General Limit Method for Mixtures of Gases

We will make the following assumption: at all temperatures the ratio

of the equilibrium pressure of each gas in the mixture to the product of the

molar fraction of this gas in the mixture multiplied by the general pressure

of the mixture may be represented in the region of low pressures by the e 2res-

sion
P- I +-Di .(T, x,, x .. ..)P-0(P.

"ip P P(2.112)

where Di depends only upon the temperature and composition of the mixture, Di

and their derivatives with relationship to T, nl, n2, ... are limited. We

will consider a system of X ni of the gaseous mixture and .the k-systems of

each of nek moles of each of the components of this mixture.

At all variations, let us assume that T (of each pure gas) = T (of the

mixture), V (of each pure gas) = V (of the mixture), k = i" From this it

follows that each pure gas will be in equilibrium with the mixture through a

membrane permeable only for this gas alone, and the properties of this gas

are equilibrium properties. Thus tae essential idea of equilibrium is also

contained in this approach.
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Let us assume that T, pi' P2' ... are independent variables for the

gaseous mixture, and T, pk are independent variables for each pure gas. We

will rewrite equation (2.112) thus:

Pck -- Pxi(l + DiP)

from whence

Pe. = P(I + DP), (2.113)

where

I)

By differentiating equation (2.113) according to one of the values of p at

a constant value of T and with all the other values of u, constant, we obtain

(I DP.1 2T
The-p"p 4 (, ODX.

The partial derivative /6P) is limited, from whence

(dDP (dPt \ (D
d1IT.i 1. ~ I .\d T,~tt

is the order of magnitude greater than 2PDm, and we ignore it in the region

of low pressures being considered. Therefore,

(Oc'- (I +- (±D.P). (2.114)

By differentiating equation (2.113) with respect to T at all the -constants

we obtain, considering the limitation of .(6DM/SP) I

-o"" A \O- j (I + 2DmP). (2.115)

From equation (2.114) it follows that

!I-:V " (I -+ 2DP), (2.116)

and from equation (2.115)

Sel = S (I +2D,,P).
(2.117)
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Having divided Pck into equation (2.116), with consideration of equality

(2.112), we obtain

P. -I= + (D,- 2D,.) P].
V (2.118)
0i)

The lefthand part of this equation refers to a gas existing by itself, and,

consequently, !or it equation (2.7) is correct.

This gives the following
pI/ . nRT +! -P.w,

M RT () (2.119)

where 8m is a limited function of the temperature and composition of the

gaseous mixture.

By using the well-known thermodynamic ratios, we obtain
vg 11,1..-- H( -I- 2D,,,P),
-- " (2.1201

V_, G,, G (I-: 2D,,P).(21)
1k)

If we decrease the pressure of the mixture at a constant temperature and compo-

sition of the mixture, then, as is appraent from equations (2.117), (2.119)-

(2.121), PV and H approach a constant value, while S and G decrease or increase

similar to ±ln P.

From ratios (2.117), (2.119)--(2.121), with consideration of equation

(2.64), it follows that in the region of very low pressures

Px( ) (2.122)

PK) P (2.123)

O, C(2.124)
(K)

: , (2.125)

G* (2.126)
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and the equation of state

(r:;,:-- ,,,rr. .(2.127),

From equation (2.125)

(2.128)

In accordance with equations (2.15) and (2.16) for the enthalpy and

entropy of the pure gas we have for the number of moles Z n1 of a gaseous

mixture of constant composition (i)p.

H(P, T)-H(Po, To) . v- - dP+ I
P *

OT .' (2.129)

P.

+ - T R dP-
T d .fi

-- n P -  (2.130)

By considering equations (2.125), (2.122), and (2.15), we obtain

11 (P*, To);: H. (P', T) - N"' =

l . I n h 1. (2 .1 3 1 )

From equations (2.124), (2.16), and C.122),

, {. IC? .132)
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From equations (2.122) and (2.128)

-. - l t iC; . (2 .1 3 3 )
01 (K)j

Thus, from equations (2.129) and (2.131)

TO P*

h.Jto°,, (2.134)

and from equations (2.130) and (2.132)

( [ dP+
T P.

+ n1R In Po = S (P*. T0) " nR In P*

-T ' ~V'(2.135)

We will substitute equations (2.133)-(2.135) into equations (2.129), (2.130),

in this case having replaced the limit P* by 0, considering equation (2.119);

we obtain the following expressions finally for the enthalpy and entropy of

the gaseous mixture:
P

H(P, 7')= S[V-T--. ]dP + ,,h1 , (2.136)o \dT/pJ.

S(P, T) = $( )] dPu ) InPX +P I P., dP- dTI x

4 £ ne. (2.137)

The expression for G may be obtained by the same means:

(IP RRTC, o[- (1p ]dn.tRTIn Px,+

+ Z (/0 7's )" (2.138)
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From whence

PP

(2.139)
"+" R In Px, -+. It- TS'.

The expression for the law of the existing masses, therefore, is as follows:

K 1 "{ F/OV RT

J, V .P]
+ n In (.14)_

RT [ JLn /T
0

nIzRT (2.140)

This is the most common expression for the law of existing masses from

which, with definite simplifying assumptions, expressions are obtained for

the law of existing masses in a case of the fulfillment of the Gibbs-Dalton

law or the Lewis-Randall rule. In view of the fact that the right side of this

equation depends upon the composition, its calculation must be performed by

the me-thod of successive approximations, as iD a case of calculations according

to the Gibbs-Daltot, law.

In order to calculate the tnermodynamic properties of gaseous mixtures by

means of the ratios derived by the general limit method, it is necessary to

know the equation of state of the mixture in such a form that the number of

moles of the components explicitly enters into it. Usually we give the equation

of state of a gaseous mixture of constant composition the same form as we give

to the equations of state of pure gases, and each parameter of the mixture,

such as B , let us say, is connected with the corresponding parameters of the

components according to the ratio , - xxB,.

(I) C,)

The reaction pirameters of non-similar molecules B are associated with the
ii

parameters of the components according to definite combination rules, serving

as the object of numerous theoretical investigations.
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The general limit method gives the most accurate presentation of the

properties of the gaseous mixtures. In distinction from the Gibbs-Dalton law

which requires additivity of the pressures in the common volume and temperature

of the mixture of the constants, and the Lewis-Randall rule, which requires

additivity of the volumes with a common pressure and temperature of the mixture

of the constants, the general limit method does not impose such strict limita-

tions on the equation of state of the mixture. It requires only that PV

approach £n RT in a definite manner with a decrease in the pressure of the
ii

mixture to zero. All three methods may be used in the calculation of the

thermodynamic properties of real chemically reacting systems. But the appli-

cation of the Lewis-Randall rule in this case gives the greates advantages.

This is associat- with the following.

The general limit method gives the following expresssion for the fugacity

of the pure gasi
' '~~Iif RTI1 [V- ~P+ hP.

We may express the enthalpy and entropy of the pure gas through the fugacity

factor, which, according to definition, is equal to y - f/P by means of the

folliwing simple dependences:

)IQ1'. T) -?- -  • (2.141)

S PT) .-- T - Rin yP - Sa.
or T/P (2.142)

From this for the enthalpy and entropy for a real chemically reacting system,

subordinate to the Lewis-Randall rule, we obtain the equations

HIP. TI = - RT (£- -- ,+ nl (2.143)

R 7- . (2.144)

~The number of molea of each i-th comnponent, ni, is determined from the equation

~~~of the constant of equilibrium (2.111) . This equation may also be expressed :i

_'j F
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via the fugacity factors of the components. By substituting equation (2.110)

into equation (2.90), with consideration of expression (2.94), we obtain

v, (PIIf, + It: -. 7S)i f.

or, considering equality (2.92),

, i f) I 1 K r (2.145)

From this, considering equality (2.93), we obtain

. 1 • I YP V, In ,V' I.K"
(2.146)

We finally obtain
in

inKK,, . (2.147)

where InK. -

top (2.148)

Thus, both the composition and the thermodynamic properties of the components

of a real chemically reacting system subordinate to the Lewis-Randall rule,

are determined only via one quantity, the fugacity factor. In this case, the

composition is determined by a direct method, and not by the method of succes-

sive approximations, as in a case of the calculation of the composition accord-

ing to the Gibbs-Dalton law or on the basis of the general limit method for the

mixture of gases. With all the approaches explained above for the calculation

of thermodynamic properties of mixtures of gases, a knowledge of the volumet-

ric behavior of the components of the mixture is necessary. Usually the volu-

;: tric behavior of the components is either known in a very narrow range or

is not known at all. In this case, for a description of the volumetric be-

havior of the components, the law of the corresponding states is used.

In many cases it is useful to consider the behavior of the substances in

the given independent variables Tgiven, Pg, V determined by the equation

T= T/T PS =P/P Vg =V/V where T P ,and V are the critical

g cr g cr g cr' cr' cr cr
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temperature, pressure, and volume of the substance, respectively. The state

of two or several substances in which they have the same values of Tg, Pg, and
g g

V are called the corresponding states. The law of corresponding states affirmsg

that if two of the given parameters for several substances have the same values,

the third parameter for all the substances also has the same value. The fuga-

city factors of many substances are generalized in tables and curves as a func-

tion of the given parameters of the substances. This makes it possible, if we

know only the critical parameters of the components, on the basis of the Lewis-

Randall rule, to calculate the thermocvnamic properties of real mixtures of

gases, including real chemically reacting systems.

In the discussion of the law of corresponding states Hougen and Watson

[68] established the fact that the maximum error in the prediction of the volu-

metric behavior of the substances amounts of 15%, while the error in the pre-

diction of other properties lies in the range of 5-35%. This indicates the

degree to which the real substances are subordinate to the law of corresponding I
states.

The law of corresponding states gives better results for groups of similar

substances, each of which corresponds to a quite definite form of the law of

corresponding states. The classification of these substances into groups which

would satisfy the form of the law of corresponding states Lhat is common for

each group has only just begun. The principal difficulty lies in the selection

of the basic criteria which would determine most accurately the classification

of the given substance in one group or another. Pitzer [69] proposed the

following semi-empirical modification of the law of corresponding states, which

is widely used at the present time, and includes, aside frem the critical param-

eters, an additional criterion of similarity, and gives results that are an

order of magnitude more accurate than the ordinary form of the law of corre-

sponding states.

Statistical theory has demonstrated [70] that the group of substances will

be subordinate to the principle of corresponding states only when their inter-

molecular potentials are identical in form, although the depths of the minimum >1
of the potential and the minimum intermolecular distance, associated with the
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critical temperature and critical volume, respectively, are characteristic for

each substance. Intramolecular motions must be classic, i.e., the quantum

effect should be ignored. The only group of substances satisfying these re-

quirements, the heavy inert gases Ar, Kr, and Xe, precisely follow the law of

corresponding states. These gases are called simple gases. We may expect

that different types of the forms of the molecules and molecular dipole moment

will lead to different deviations from the macroscopic properties of simple

gases. It has been found, however, that the relative second theoretical virial

coefficients of a wide class of the molecular type of substances fall on a

single family of curves which may be characterized by one parameter. The excep-

tion is found in molecules with a large dipole moment. Substances constituting

this class are usually called normal gases. According to the principle of

corresponding states, all the substances must have one and the same saturation

line in relative coordinates. Actually, this is not so. These lines consti-

tute one family of curves differing from each other in slope. This slope was

also selected as the characteristic parameter in the description of the family

of curves of virial coefficients and as an additional parameter for a more

accurate system of the correlation of the imperfect nature of the behavior of

the substances. Ta this we must add the fact that the saturation line is mea-

sured with great accuracy.

The third correlation parameter w is determined via the following ratio:

P" I,

where P s/Per is taken at a value of T s/Tcr 0.7 at a point which is quite

far from the critical point. This formula was selected so that w was equal to

zero for the simple gases Ar, Kr, and Xe with simple spherical molecules.

Normal gases have small positive values of w. The parameter w is called the

acentric factor because of the fact that it demonstrates the measure of devi-

ation of the intramolecular potential function from the potential function of

simple spherical molecules. The P-,V-T data of the series of substances were

interpolated by series at equal values of P - T and were constructed as ag g
function of w. Such curves demonstrated that the compressibility factors of

the substances are well described by a linear dependence upon w:

Z Z"" , , . ,,-94- ,, T,.,,. t
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The swath valres of Z (0) and Z (1) taken from these curves are given in tables

of Z)(F T ), z ((P , T ) in refs. f69, 71, 721. The fugacity factors and

log og og "1) were calculated according to these values of the compressi-

bility factor, and also the corrections for the imperfect nature in the enthalpy

of the substances [(H -H)/(RT )](0), [(H0-H)/(RT()](I  [71], corresponding to

the dependences

Yogy 6og ) *'D~rY*(0

(-~~) (RT',1  +) RT1.1

6. C Icu lation of the Thermodynamic Properties of a Real Chemically

Re. .c System -0 * 2No t 2NO + 0'-4- 2 2

The chemically reacting gaseous system N20 2N* 2 t 2NO + 0 has a

imumber of features in the behavior of the first stage of the reaction N204

2NO-, which complicate the calculation of .ts thermodynamic properties with

a renaideration of its imperfect nature [71, 237, 238]. (Everything said below

ebout the behavior of the system N204 * 2NO2 and its components is also correct

for chemically reacting system Al2Cl6-2A1 and others, and therefore the
2 16 = AC13 anotesanthroete

behavior of them was not specially considered.

The components N204 and NO2 of this system do not exist in the pure form.

They always constitute an equilibrium mixture of gases in which it is impossible

to distinguish the bonding of NO2 to N204 or the dissociation of N204 into NO2

from the non-ideal nature in their behavior by experimental means. In view of

this, it is impossible to obtain separate experimental data with respect to

the volumetric behavior of these components or to compile equations of state

for them. It is also known that a chemically reaction system N204 * 2NO 2 be

haves as a single substance, and not as a mixc'tre of twv types of molecules

having constant melting xnd boilng points, critical parameters, and a single

saturation line. At the same time, the volumetric behavior of the system, and

the strong deviaticn from a perfect ga3eous behavior of the pure substances

even at insignificant pressures, demonstrates that this is not a single sub-

stance, and therefore its thermodynamic properties cannot be distinguished with
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respect to ratios for simple substances. It also demonstrates that this is

not a simple mechanical mixture of gases. If the experimental P-V-T data

of such a type of systems as a whole are unknown, at least their thermodynamic

properties may be calculated according to the ratios given above. If such

data are lacking, we can still work from the assumption of the separateness of

the effect of dissociation or associating of molecules and the imperfect

nature of their behavior on the common behavior of the mixture. In this case

we may apply any of the approaches considered above, based on a knowledge of

the behavior of the components in mandatory combination with the law of corre-

sponding states. Thus, a hypothetical volumetric behavior, assigned in a

definite manner by the selection of similar substances for these components

i& ascribed to the components N204 and NO2.

A number of works have been devoted to calculation of the thermodynamic

properties of an equilibrium chemically reacting gaseous system N2O4 - 2NO 2-t

, 2NO + 02. Furguson and Smith [239) calculated the degree of dissociation,

enthalpy and effective heat content at a constant pressure of the first stage

of the reaction N204 t 2NO2 to a temperature of -380'K at pressures slightly

higher than two atmospheres.

In ref. [10] a calculation of the thermodynamic properties of the entire

system N204 Z 2NO2 - 2NO + 02 is given in the temperature range of 300-15000K

and the pressure range of 1-150 atmospheres under the assumption of a perfect

nature of the dissociating system under consideration.

Stai and his co-workers [240] calculated the thermodynamic properties of

dissociating nitrogen tetroxide with consideration of its imperfect nature.

Its enthalpy and entropy were calculated by them in the solid, liquid, two-

phase, and gaseous regions up to temperatures of -5000K at pressures at from

-0.00035 to -700 atmospheres. The imperfect nature of the substance was con-

sidered by the introduction of correcting factors into the enthalpy and entropy

of the components of the mixture N204 - 2N0 2, calculated on the basis of the

law of corresponding states according to generalized diagrams and tables

Z = Z(Tg, P ) of Hougen and Watson [68]. According to the affirmation of the

authors of the work, the error in the calculations of the thermodynamic pro-

perties of the system N204 - 2NO 2 t 2NO + 02 did not exceed 2 %.
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We - Jst note that the statement of the problem of the magnitude of the

error in the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of real chemically

reacting systems of type N204  20 2 according to methodologies checked in

mixtures of constant composition and even in chemically reacting systems with

separating variables, in our view, is premature. Experimental data on the

thermodynamic properties of such systems in the gaseous phase at high pressures

are lacking. The behavior of them that is known is so specific that estimates

obtained according to mixtures of constant composition may not be justified.

Therefore, in the analysis of works on the calculation of the thermodynamic

properties of a chemically reacting system N204 4 2NO2 Z 2NO + 02 with con-

sideration of its imperfect nature, we will dwell only on the qualitative

evaluation of the calculation methods applied, on their logic construction and

sequence.

In ref. [240] just such an inconsistency was allowed, since, when con-

sidering the imperfect nature of the behavior of the components of the mixture,

the authors did not consider the effect of this imperfect nature in the calcu-

lation of the composition of the mixture. Incidentally, from this work it is

not clear what critical parameters were ascribed to the components N204 and

NO2 . In ascribing a definite volumetric behavior to these components, we must

also ascribe definite critical parameters to them, in order to make use of the

law of corresponding states in a generalized form.

In ref. [2411 the enthalpy and entropy of the system N204 t 2NO2  2NO +

+ 02 were calculated in the range of temperatures from 300 to 1500 0K and the
range ot pressures from 1 to 300 atmospheres with consideration of the effect

of the imperfect nature of the system, both on the behavior of the components

of the mixture and on its composition. The correcting factors were calculated

according to generalized perameters y = y(Tg, Pg) of Hougen and Watson [68].

The effect of its imperfect nature on the composition was considered according

to the Lewis-Randall rule (ratios (2.147)-(2.148)). In this case, however,

the critical parameters of the components N204 and NO2 were assumed to be the

same and equal to the critical parameters of the mixture N20 ; 2NO This2 4 2.Ti
leads to the fact that corrections for imperfect nature in the behavior of
the components N 2 04 and NO 2 and also the effect of their imperfect nature on

the composition of the mixture turn out to be the same. The components N20 4
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and NO2, of course, are not similar to each other and therefore are still less

similar to the mixture N204 t 2NO2. The mixture N204 t 2NO2 as a single sub-

stance with its own critical parameters is not similar to any of the pure

substances and is not subordinate at all to the law of corresponding states in

the generalized form. Therefore, it is not logical to accept the critical

parameters of the components N204 and NO2 to be the same as in the work under

consideration. But, on the other hand, in the calculation of the thermodynamic

properties of chemically reacting systems of type N204 - 2NO2, with a considera-

tion of their imperfect nature, according to the law of corresponding states in

principle we cannot avoid errors and inconsistencies of such a type. They are

caused by the specific behavior of such systems, not as mixtures of two varie-

ties of molecules, but as single substances. As we have already noted above,

according to the law of corresponding states all the substances in relative

coordinates have one common saturation line. From this, ascribing definite

critical parameters to the components N204 and NO2, we also ascribe to them

definite saturation lines differing from the saturation line of the system.

The selected critical parameters of the components may occupy a different

position relative to te critical parameters of the system under consideration

in P, T-coordinates. We will assume that both the critical temperatures and

the critical pressures of both components of the mixture obtained by some method

or other of the determination of the critical parameters are higher than the

critical parameters of the system. In this case, at definite values of P and

T, located in the gaseous phase of the system as a whole, corrections for the

imperfect nature of the components are calculated in their liquid phases (the

temperature region between the critical temperature of the system and the

critical temperature of any of the components at pressures above the critical

pressure of this component). Such a type of s-Ltuation also originates in all

other cases of the mutual arrangement of three critical points (uaturacion line

lines).

We have made an attempt to calculate the thermodynamic properties of the

chemically reacting system N204 Z 2NO2 _i 2NO + 02 with a consideration of its

imperfect nature according to the law of corresponding states in Pitzer's

modification when the components N204 and NO2 have been ascribed their own

pseudocritical parameters, differing from each other and the critical parameters
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of the system N204 2NO2 . The correction factors for the imperfect nature of

the system were calculated according to the lewis-Randall rule and were intro-

duced both into the behavior of the componeats of the mixture and into its

composition. As a result of the calculation, the H-S diagram of the N204 sys-

tem around the line of ics saturation was so distorted because of the circum-

stances mentioned above that we were obliged to dispense with this method and

shift to the following one.

In the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of mixtures of a con-

stant composition, the concept of a mixture of a homogeneous substance with

pseudocritical parameters, calculated according to definite combination rules,

turned out to be very useful. Kay's rule [73] is the simplest and most fre-

quently used, when the pseudocritical parameters of the mixture are considered

to be equal to a linear combination of the critical parameters of the compo-

nents of the mixture and their molar fractions in the mixture. The pseudo-

critical parameters of the mixture found in such a manner make it possible,

according to the law of corresponding states, to then determine the correcting

factor for the imperfect nature of the mixture as a single substance. Pitzer

and Hultgren [74] have extended Kay's rule to a case of mixtures of substances

subordinate to the law of corresponding states as modified by Pitzer. With

the variation of the pressure and temperature, a chemically reacting system

may be presented in the form of a set of mixtures of a constant composition at

each fixed point of P and T, the composition being determined via the constant

of chemical equilibrium of the system under consideration. Such a set may be

considered as a single substance with variable pseudocritical parameters.

The molecular weight of such a substance at various points of P and T will

differ, depending upon the composition of the mixture. In ref. [242] the

thermodynamic properties of the system N204  2N02  2NO + 02 as a single sub-

stance with variable pseudocritical parameters and a variable molecular weight

were also calculated. The law of corresponding states was applied in Pitzer's

modificaLion. With such an approach to the calculation of the thermodynamic

properties of the chemically reacting system N 204 t 2NO 2 the correcting factor

for the imperfect nature of the mixture at all pressures and temperatures

turned out to be arranged in the purely gaseous region of the system N 204 :t

t 2N0 2, although in consideration of the imperfect nature of the composition
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of the mixture, the distortions indicated above occur as before. Such a cal-

culation scheme, generally speaking, is identical to the assumption that cor-

rections for the imperfect nature-of the behavior of all components of the

mixture are the same, but in this case the corrections are sought according to

the current pseudocritical parameters of the mixture. With a total lack of

experimental P-V-T data this methodology for considering the effect of the

imperfect nature of the mixture in the calculation of uhe thermodynamic proper-

ties of real chemically reacting gaseous systems gives the most acceptable

results. It was used by us in the calculation of the thermodynamic properties

of chemically reacting systems Al Cl $ 2A12C3 Al2Br 2AlBr [40, 49.
2 6 12013, A 2  6 l~ 3 [4,9]

In ref. [243] the thermodynamic properties of the system N 0 t 2NO I
2 4 2

2NO + 02 were calculated according to the equation of state or, more accu-
rately, to the approximation equation describing the known experimental data

according to the volumetric behavior of the system as a whole in the gaseous

phase in the temperature range from the saturation line to 4800K and in the

pressure range from 1 to 500 kg/cm2 . In this case the authors of the work do

not give the ratios according to which the enthalpy and entropy of this system

were calculated. We may only assume that these ratios consist of an ideal

part, the sum of the products of the molar fractions of the components multi-

plied by the values of the corresponding thermodynamic functions of the compo-

nents at the current temperature and pressure at 1 atmosphere, and the integrals

with respect to pressure with a lower limit equal to 1. Conventional ratios,

as was demonstrated by us above, are not applicable for the calculation of the

thermodynamic properties of chemically reacting systems, but strict ratios

derived by us have not yet been published. The latest work devoted to the

calculation of the thermodynamic properties of a chemically reacting system

N2 04 t 2NO 2 : 2NO + 02 with consideration of its imperfect nature is ref.

[244]. The thermodynamic properties of this system were calculated in this

work in the temperature range of 480-200e K and the pressure range of 1,500
2

kg/cm . The calculations were performed according to the equation of state

in the form
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where the composition was corrected for its imperfect nature according to the

Lewis-Randall rule. The volatility factors were determined on the basis of

the law of corresponding states according to generalized dependences derived

by Hougen and Watson [68). The critical parameters of the components N204 and

NO2 were determined in the following manner. In the first approximation the

critical parameters were determined from data concerning the properties of the

liquid phaseof N204 according to the well-known ratios [24], and the critical

parameters of NO2 on the basis of the power constants of the Lennard-Johns

potential (6-12). According to the accepted critical parameters from the

dependence,

Z = X'N'o, + (I -x) 2 ZNo, +2x (I - x) Z,o,- No.,( 2; (2.149)!

where x is the molar content of N 204 in the mixture, ZN0.NO represents the

compressibility factor, considering the reaction of N204 with NO2 . The values

of ZNO were defined, on the isotherms corresponding to the experimental values

of Z of the mixture N204 t 2N0 2, substituted into the lefthand part of the

equation. Z and Z were determined from the generalized dependencesN204  N204 -NO2
[683 according.to the critical parameters Z according to those accepted

for N2049 EN2OU-N02 according to the critical parameters calculated as the

arithmetical mean of the critical parameters N204 and NO2 [2451. The values

obtained for ZNO2 made it possible to refine the critical parameters of NO2

by means of comparison of Z with Z = Z(P , T ) C11, accepted as an analog

for NO2 with respect to the first approximation critical parameters. The

values of the critical parameters of NO2 refined in such a manner made it

possible to refine the critical parameters of N204 also by means of separating

ZN204 from formula (2.142) and the comparison of these values with the general-

ized values Z = Z(Pg, T ) [68]. We note the following illogicality made in

this case by the authors of the work under consideration. The form of the

initial equation of state was accepted by them, in view of its successful appli-

application in the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of mixtures of

constant composition also in the assumption that the chemically reacting system

under consideration in each state coincides with the properties of an unreact-

ing mixture of the same real composition. From this also comes the term Z

ZN in equation (2.149), considering the effect of the imperfect nature
-N2041NO2
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of the reaction of N2O4 with NO2 on the compressibility factor of the mixture.

But the correction for the imperfect nature of the reaction of N204 with NO2

is not considered and cannot be considered in the calculation of the composi-

tion of the mixture according to the Lewis-Randall rule. In this lies the

logical ambiguity of the calculation scheme accepted by the authors.

Thus finding the critical parameters of N204 and NO2 P the authors calcu-

lated that the critical parameters of NO2 were more reliably determined than

the critical parameters of N204, although they had determined everything only

so that the equation of state in the previously selected form satisfactorily

described the experimental data with respect to the system N 0 + 2NO Arriv-

ing at such an opinion, the authors decided to calculate the thermodynamic
properties only in the temperature range of 800-20000K, where at all pressures

in the mixture, according to their estimate, the component N204 is lacking.

Here, as in a previous work [244] of these same authors, in the calculation

according to the equation of state (P-V-T) nothing was said of the form of

the formulas with respect to which the enthalpy and entropy of the mixture

were calculated. In the temperature 480-800K data on enthalpy and entropy

were obtained by means of graphic interpolation between the data calculated

in ref. [244] and the data obtained in the work under consideration. Although

the interpolation was conducted in deviations from the ideal properties simul-

taneously with respect to the isobars and isotherms, and the quantities ob-

tained were checked by means of the identity (i-iid) - T(S-Sid) = f(V-VId)dP,

this did not exclude, in principle, arbitrariness In internolation. With a

precisely determined righthand part the identities (i-iid) and (S-Sid) may

be determined with such an error that they mutually compensate each other in

the fulfillment of the identity as a whole. Such a type of calculations, of

course, cannot be carried over to other chemically reacting systems and are

of no value, generally speaking, from the methodological standpoint.

For a chemically reacting system N204 t 2NO 2 Z 2NO + 02 in a quite wide

range of temperatures and pressures, experimental data with respect to the

volumetric behavior of the system as a whole in the gaseous phase are known.

The equation of state given in ref. [244] describes them in the region of
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temperatures up to 4800K. But it is so compiled that it cannot be realized on

the Minsk-22 ETsVM (electronic digital computer), which is at our disposal.

Therefore, in the calculation of the thermodynamic properties we ,sed the P-V-T

data in the form of tables. They include P-V-T data processed and matched for

a system up to 580 K in the entire range of pressures of interest to us.

The calculation method developed and expounded by us for the thermodynamic

properties of chemically reacting systems with respect to P-V-T data as a whole

gives the opportunity to calculate the thermodynamic propexties of the system

N2 04 " 2NO2 Z 2NO + 02 also, according to its P-V-T data. It is true that the

derivation of the formulas for it is somewhat complicated in view of the fact

that in the system under consideration two reactions occur in sequence.

The equation of state of the chemically reacting system N204 ++ 2NO 2  2NO +
+ 02 which is perfect in the sense of the assumptions, is as follows:

,. Rrl -+ + 4-(2.150)

where aI0 is the ideal (perfect) degree of dissociation of the first stage of

the reaction, a is the ideal degree of dissociation of the second stage of

the reaction, M is the molecular weight of I mole of initially nondissociated %

a204, and M 92 g/mole.

The degrees of dissociation of a1 0 and a 2 0 are determined from the joint

solution of the equations of the ideal constants of chemical equilibrium of

the first and second stages of the reaction as a function of the temperature,

with a concideration of their occurrence in sequence:

KI.0 (T) 0 -- .,0 - (2.151)

0I -- a ) "; *0 "-.- a -0) (2.152)

By considering equations (2.150), (2.152), and (2.38), we obtain

( V) --- +(I . a. +awa!0) +

OT Al0 p
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where

ij' - J[A (3 3amjo- a.-, + a,'%,,)+oT .6,R.6-2

-.. .(2 -- 3a - ), (2.154)

..

-- V/(1-a,)I, (2.155)

AH is the thermal effect of the first stage of the reaction, AH2 is the ther-

mal effect of the second stage of the reaction.

From equations (2.151) and (2.152) we obtain

(2.156)
ca,,(l -a ,,) (3 + a:,, ( + al, + a,,, 1,216

(2.157)

SOP6

By considering equalities (2.153", (2.156), and equation (1.52), for the system
U

tinder consideration we obtain '.he following connection of S with (6V/6T)

m p

M ( A+
+p aS ( Oa O 

-[++ OP '

where AS is the variation of the entropy in the course of the first stage of

the reaction, AS2 is the variation of the entropy in the course of the second

stage of the reaction. it-.m this

P,

AI 'V )"~ dP -IS tP, T)ASa-A i iT Pi

,~ (2.158)

- Ps .,+TAol I :

Since, co-sideyiug ex-ression (2.151) and (2.152),

li11 ,o : 1, Nio = 1,
P-10 P- 0
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For C* of the system under consideration we obtain the following expressionpm
(the subscript i here and later on signifies the components N204, NO2, NO, and

02 of the mixture under consideration with respect to sequence).

4

.C m V jc~ \vCp 2C,3 - CP4.

Ignoring the constants,

0 0 i3~~'
* ('r .:.av1 0 I .A

TOP T, P,

after a number of transformations we obtain the following final expressions

for calculation of the entropy and enthalpy of the chemically reacting system

N204 Z 2NO 2  2NO + 02 in the region of known experimental values of P-V-T

data of the system as a whole:

S (P, T) So + S, (T) -- oA. -,.. AS,

r 2 .~ 00 S

.- [(1 - c,) In 1 - ) + 2c o (1 - - a ) In 2aco (- C.,o)+

-aoc. In .- (1 0 -o 1 -io' a1oa. 0) In( + o.,)]}
pp

.L.L[A i' -T p A. 1 dP, (2.159)
0

H (P, T) 1 211" 114]
92

-A- 2 )[V-T(-- ]dP. (2.160)
0

0Here S1 SI(T) are the standard entropy of N204 and the entropy of N 204 as a

function of temperature, respectively; H3 and H4 are the enthalpy of NO and

02 as a function of temperature, respectively; A is the mechanical equivalent

of the heat.

In the region where the P-V-T data of the system N204 - 2NO2 - 2NO+ 0

are lacking, the thermodynamic properties of it were calculated according to

the methodology already explained for the representation of a cheml :ally re-

acting system by a homogeneous substance with a variable molecular weight,
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with the application of the law of corresponding states in Pitzer's modifica-

tion with pseudocritical parameters sought according to Kay's rule. The depen-

dence of the ideal constant of equilibrium of the first stage of the reaction

N204 - 2NO 2 upon the temperature was accepted according to ref. [76], and that

of the second stage 2NO 2 4 2NO + 0 according to ref. [77]. In accordance with

these dependences, the heat of the first stage of the reaction at the point of

the standard state is equal to AH = 13,680 calories/mole. The variation
1298.15of the entropy in the progess of this reaction at the point of the standard

state is equal toAS0 = 42.06 cal/mole/g. For the second stage of the
S1298.15 0

reaction, accordingly, AHO298 15 = 17,200 cal/mole, AS2 2 98 1 50 34.86 cal/M/g.

The dependence of the enthalpy and entropy of the component N204 upon the

temperature was obtained according to the dependence of the heat content of

the component upon the temperature, given in ref. [2]. Analogous dependences

for the enthalpy and entropy of the component NO2 , NO, and 02 were accepted

according to ref. [79]. The critical parameters of NO and 02 are in accordance

with ref. [246]. The acentric factors of these components were determined

from data according to their saturation lines, as given in ref. [216].

The critical parameters and the acentric factors of the components N204

and NO2 were determined in the following manner. From the methodology for a

homogeneous substance with a variable molecular weight, explained above, the

density of the mixture N204 < 2NO2 was calculated with the application of

Pitzer's tables with respect to the compressibility factor on fixed isobars

(100-150 atmospheres) from the saturation line of the mixture to a temperature

of 5806K, i.e., in the range of the experimental P-V-T data of the mixture

known on these isobars. In the first approximation, the critical parameters

and the acentric factors were accepted fcr the components of N204 and NO2 as

the same and as equal to the parameters of the miyture N204  2NO2. Then by

variation of one of the parameters with the others constant, we achieved a

great coincidence of the calculated and experimental data. Thus, in sequence,

all the parameters were sorted to the best coincidence of the quantities being

compared. The critical parameters found for N204 and NO2 do not, of course,

correspond to any physical sense, but are simply a set of quantities most ac-

curately describing the experimental P-V-T data of the mixture under considera-

tion determined in accordance with the accepted calculation methodology (in
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this ;.se the composition of the mixture determined with a consideration of

its imperfect nature according to the accepted critical parameters may differ

strongly from the actual composition because of the inconsistencies indicated

above, which are internally proper to the methodology). It is clear that even

this set of parameters may lead to large errors in the description of the P-V-T

X, behavior of the mixture in a region where ;xperimental rata are lacking.

1.107-,
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Chapter III

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF N204

1. Viscosity of Dissociating Nitrogen Tetroxie

The chemical reaction has only an insignificant effect on the transport

of an impulse in intermolecular reactions [20]. The effect of the chemical

reaction on viscosity is manifested basically in the fact that the composition

of the chemically reacting mixture varies as the external parameters vary.

In a case of fast (equilibrium) reactions, the composition at any point

in the cross-section of the channel is ln local equilibrium with the given

temperature. The variation of the compositiin follows the variation of the

temperature practically instantaneously at a constant pressure. In this case,

the rates of the direct and reverse chemical reactions are equal to each other,

so that in the consideration of problems of transport- the equations of chemical

kinetics are omitted.

Therefore, if a mixture of chemically reacting gases is in a state of

thermochemical equilibrium (it is assumed that thermodynamic equilibrium in

the internal degrees of freedom is established much faster than chemical

equilibrium), its composition is unambiguously determined by the parameters of

state P and T. In a case of nonequilibrium chemical reactions the composition

of the mixture will also depend upon hydrodynamic conditions. In this case,

the hydrodynamic equation of the flow must be solved together with the equation

of chemical kinetics.

But in aay case, such a mixture may be represented for calculation of

viscosity in any state ry a definite mechanical mixture. Since, so far, no

satisfactory theoretical formulas exist for calculation of the viscosity of

dense gaseous systems, and the semi-empirical ratios using the theory of

thermodynamic similarity of the substances, were obtained for dense homogeneous

(individual) gases, a mixture of gases, as a rule, is represented by a hypothe-

tical 'homogeneous' substance.
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Historically, such an idea was used on the basis of Kay's postulate [731

that a gaseous mixture follows the beha:ior of a 'homogeneous' (individual)

substance with its 'effective' (pseudocritical) parameters. The pseudocritical

paraneter3 of the mixture are associated with the critical parameters of the

;mpouents by definite combination rules, explained in monograph [118]. For

exaule, according to Joffe's rules,

.C T F( P(rj " (3.1)

With reference to a definite class of cbemically reacting mixtures, dis-

:;ociating systems of type N204 . 2N02, the model of a 'homogeneous' substance

witb 'effective' parameters of the intermolecular reactions serves somewhat

better [141]. This method iz good if the microparameters are found from ex-

perimental data with respect to viscosity. Besides this, such systems consist

of components which, as a rule, it is impossible to separate, no matter what

the external P and T parameters are. Therefore, it is not possible to deter-

mine the critical parameters of such coliponents by experimental means.

The combination rules for finding the 'effective' parameters of the inter-

molecular reactions were obtained from combination rules for finding pseudo-

critical parameters and checked in twelve mechanical mixtures in a dense gase-

ous state [155]: ( K)0 Z X 312GM 3 X, (elK),0
L1

CIS"

(3.2)
J" +2

A cbaracteristic of both nethods of the representation of a chemically

reacting mixture by a 'homogeneous' substance is the fact that both the pseudo-

c:ritical parameters and the 'effective' parameters of the intermolecular reac-

tions will be variables: functions of temperature and pressure (for a mixture
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in chemical equilibrium) or, in a general case, functions of the composition.

With reference to the second method the physical model lies in the fact that

intermolecular reactions in such systems will be described by a set of poten-

tial curves so that each composition will correspond to its own potential of

intermolecular reactions, with its own power parameters. For a mixture of

variable composition these potential curves make a smooth transition one to

the other, composing a potential reaction surface.

Thus, in principle, any generalized dependence of the viscosity obtained

in dense homogeneous gases and checked in dense mechanical mixtures, may be

extended to a dense chemically reacting mixture, if we represent it by a

'homogeneous' hypothetical substance with a variable molecular weight N 0 t2 4
2NO2 or with 'effective' pseudocritical parameters (combination rules (3.1)),

or with 'effective' parameters of the intermolecular reactions (combination

rules (3.50)) [sic], depending upon the form in which the reduction parameter

is used (via the macroparameters or via the microparameters) [146].

The effect of the composition on the viscosity of a chemically reacting

mixture in an ideal (perfect) gaseous state VOT is entirely considered either

by a formula obtained on the basis of the molecular-kinetic theory for a

homogeneous (individual) rarefied gas,
V M,, (K") * isec

Po rT =  0,26693-10-6 -02 ",fs, (T tu -- ' 3
.r,.(2.2 st T;.)(3.3)

or according to the Dean-Stiel expressions [118]

T10.r t ,3 -1 7 1 4 . < 1 5 , ( 3 . 4 )

a.r V 0.1778"10- [0.1338) ,.09321

T (3.5)

As for the basic effect of the pressure on the viscosity of a chemically

reacting mixture, it may be considered by applying one of the following gen-

eralized dependences obtained for dense homogeneous gases.
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The law of corresponding states, using the method of reduction to a dimen-

sionless form by means of the microparameters e/k and a, was developed in refs.

[148, 149, 154]:

-- Ta,(og*rpi (3.6)

,'

'S Cto*. yr ew• Jr or Ts

IIn
'~ ~~ wall* ' T* e," (3.7)

-" 
1 , • _ * = alp~, (3.8)

where
' " " 4 T* KT

I* pt tz --- p; T = -T

~bo=

The method of reduction to a dimensionless form by means of the macro-

parameters P and T was applied in refs. [158, 159]:.cr cr

s, p4 3 TD : ,33 -- 0,0387 pT.,_._P_ (3.9)

(3.10)

Here - 0,108. 10- [exp (I.43--) - cxp -I.1i 2 "'J.

PITp

We may demonstrate that both methods of the application of the law of i
corresponding states must lead to one and the same results with a definite

degree of accuracy, i.e., we may accomplish the mutual transition of formulas

(3.6)-(3.10).

We will consider these depte.Jences in the coordinates AP* and p*- After

some simple transformations, expressions (3.6) and (3.7) take the form

--. -(log T.11 -  (3.11)
r Ir J-O

We my dmontrat tht bth mthos o theapplcalon f te lw o

corepodig taesmut ea t oe ndth smereuls-1t1ade1nt



n I

_ P B ~p*f. (3.12)
T3 T* 4

By using the connection between the critical parameters and the molecular con-

stants [118]
--- _O,77Tr; a 0,841V; (e/K) U--3 8,197P,,(K .(3.13)

we obtain for dependences (3.9) and (3.10), with the accuracy of combination

rules (3.13), the following expressions

2,70
6.I0 -

3 p*4 .
3

5,33- 5,02p* (3.14)

4N.* - 0,03778 lexp (4,1261,*) - exp (-'8,2021)* -:I*){. (3.15)

Dependences (3.8), (3.11), (3.12), (3.14), and (3.15) are presented in

Fig. 3.1. The dashed lines bound the region of experimental points of 25

homogeneous dense gases and 12 dense gaseous mixtures, information concerning

which was assembled in refs. [154-157]. Dependences (3.11) and (3.12) were

taken at values of the given temperature T* 1 1. Although the coefficients

Aij and Bi are strong functions of the given temperature T*, the general re-

sults with respect to Ap* varies only very weakly and in the region of 0.9

' T* 4 10 and 0 4 p* 4 0.6, which according to the conventional parameters

amounts to 0.7 < T/Tcr < 8 and 0 < p/pcr < 2; these variations lie within the

limits of scattering of the experimental values.

Thus, both methods of the presentation of a chemically reacting mixture

for calculation of the viscosity by a 'homogeneous' hypothetical substance

lead to one and the same results, with a definite degree of accuracy.

For calculation of the coefficient of dynamic viscosity of the dissociat-

ing system N204 t 2NO 2 t 2NO + 02 in a dense gaseous state, the method of

presentation of such a mixture by a 'homogeneous' hypothetical substance with
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a variable molecular weight and with 'effective' parameters of the intermolecu-

lar reactions was used [142].

.. -.- - -

"9.

1441//

___/ I_. _i__

Figure 3.1. Comparison of various generalized dependences of the
viscosity of a dense gas in coordinates:
given excess viscosity Ap* = p O x a2/me and"

given density p* = p a /m (generalized dependences:
1- Dean and Stiel (159]; 2- according to this work;
3- Trappeniers and Botzen [148]; 4- Kessel'man and

Kamenetskiy [149]; 5- Filippova and Isjkin [158]).

The results of a calculation of the viscosity of dissociating uitrogen

tetroxide in an ideal gaseous state according to formula (3.3) are given in

Fig. 3.2. The indirect effect of the pressure on the viscosity of the mixture

via the variation of the composition is apparent. With an increase in pressure

the equilibrium of the reaction N204 4 2NO2 t 2NO + 02 shifts to the left toward

the less viscous component, to the N204 side according to the first stage of

the reaction and to NO2 according to the second stage (Fig. 3.3).
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Aff

Figure 3.2. Viscosity of dissociating nitrogen tetroxide in an
ideal gaseous state:

1- 1 bar; 2- 10 bars; 3- 50 bars; 4- 100 bars; 5- 200
bars; 6- 300 bars; 7- 500 bars.

I
The basic effect of the pressure on the viscosity was considered by the

generalized dependence (3.8). The viscosity of nitrogen tetroxide in a dense

gaseous state is presented in Fig. 3.4.r

-- -T ---

Figure 3.3. Viscosity of the components of the system N204  2NO2
Zt 2NO + 02 a atmospheric pressure:

22- 02; 2- NO; 3- NO2-; 4- mixture; 5- N204.
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Figure 3.4. Viscosity of the dissociating system N 204  2 2NO2

t 2NO + 02 in a de;.se gaseous state.

The calculation of the viscosity of he system under consideration was

also conducted according to other generalized dependences (3.6), (3.7), (3.9),

and (3.10). A satisfactory agreement of all the methods listed is observed

within limits of the expected error of 6-8%.

In the calculation of the coefficient of viscosity of a dense chemically

reacting mixture, both with respect to the first and with respect to the

second methods of representation by a 'homogeneous' substance, we may note

several nodal moments, which also determine the accuracy of the data obtained.

Both methods claim universality, since the generalizations are applied

to homogeneous substances, mechanical mixtures, and mixtures of chemically

reacting gases. But they are obtained in individual substances under the

assumption that all the gases which were used for the construction of the

single dependences are thermodynamically similar. Because of the phase sepa-

ration of the values of the coefficient of viscosity of individual substances

from the averaged curve, and because of the experimental error of the data

themselves, the error of generalization amounts on the average to 5-6%. In

the extension of the method to mechanical gaseous mixtures the viscosity of

the latter is plotted around the generalizing curve by the same scattering.
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The application of these generalizations to dense chemically reacting

mixtures causes a deterioration in accuracy because of the approximate con-

sideration of the imperfect nature of the components in the calculation of

the composition. Since the theoretical estimate is difficult, the non-strict

nature of the consideration of the imperfect nature of the components in the

composition may be determined in each specific case.

Such a calculation was performed for the system N2 04 - 2N02  2N0 + 02.

As is apparent from Fig. 3.5, the variation of the molar fraction xi even

by 30% introduces an error of about 6% into V ,T and an error of the order of

5% into VP,T" The error in the determination of xi has a very small effect

on the excess viscosity Ap.

AX,I, I" 2 ... 73

,- -

Figure 3.5. The error introduced into the magnitudes of Ap,

10,T ,and 1P,T because of the possible error in

the determination of the composition.
1- Ap; 2- V p,T ; 3- uO0,T

According to preliminary estimates, in the use, for example, of Watson's

diagram with respect to volatilities we may err in x by a maximum of 7-8%,

which gives a contribution of 1.5-2% to vP,T In the use of Pitzer's dia-

grams [71] this error is decreasel. The non-strict nature of the consideration

of the imperfect nature of the components in the composition on the viscosity

of any chemically reacting system will be felt to a greater degree if the

difference in the viscosity of the components of the mixture is greater.
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The viscosity of nitrogen tetroxide in a dense gaseous state was experi-

mentally studied in ref. [33]. The data were obtained by the falling weight

method in a range of variations of temperature from 300 to 850 K and in a

pressure range of 1 to 50 bars with a maximum relative error of 5%. Within

the limits of the guaranteed accuracy of the calculation and experimental

methods, a satisfactory agreement is observed between the calculated and

experimental data, and the maximum divergence does not exceed 8%.

This method of calculating the viscosity of dense chemically reacting

mixtures may be extended to any chemically reacting systems. For calculation

of the viscosity of dense dissociating systems it is necessary to know the

density and the composition, and also the intermolecular constants of the

components of the mixture.

2. Thermal Conductivity of Nitrogen Tetroxide

The effective coefficient of thermal conductivity of a reacting mixture

of gases is, as is well known [21, the sum of two components describing the

two methods of heat transfer in such a mixture: X eff + A , whe

the 'frozen' component, describes heat transfer by ordinary molecular thermal

* conductivity, and Xr' the reaction component, describes the transfer of enthalpy

of the components of the mixture by means of concentration diffusion.

The expanded expression for the effective coefficient of thermal conduc-

tivity has the form [132]

= A. 2AJ, 1AllP2A 2 - AllHp2A11

RV AIA222AJ

1 i (2x, 4x)2 + + + +

AM 1~xIXZD 12 + xI, ;D14
4x, 1

2x3  + 2x, 2+ 7-. +
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A2 I-~~ - X,- .. L X
PI X,,D13  2x4D,4  2xix.D.,

2 2 x2 + - 2x }

T e quantities entering into these expressions signify the following: pm molar

c ensity; xi molar fraction of the i-th component in the mixture; Dii represents

the binary coefficients of the diffusion of the corresponding pairs of compo-

nents; AH l and iH p2 are the changes of the total enthalpy of the system as a

result of the chemical reaction AHpl = 2H 12 H1 (stage I), AHP2 = 2H3 + H4 -

- 2H2 (stage II). The subscripts 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to N204, NO2, NO, and

02.

The difficulties of the calculation of the thermal conductivity of a

dense reacting mixture lie basically in the absence of a good method of calcu-

lating the coefficients of thermal conductivity of ordinary, non-reacting dense

mixtures and the binary coefficients of diffusion of mixtures of gases in a

dense state. Both in one and in the other case up to the present time too

little experimental data have been accumulated to permit us to construct any

empirical generalizations or formulas making it possible to calculate these

coefficients. The theory of transport (transfer) in dense mixtures of gases

is still inadequately developed in order to give reliable results in the cal-

culation. Therefore, for the calculations we ordinarily use indirect methods

such as, for example, the method of representation of a mixture by a certain

homogeneous substance, in the calculation of coefficients of thermal conduc-

tivity, and theoretical formulas corrected by means of experimental data in the

calculation of diffusion factors.

Calculation of the frozen component of the thermal conductivity of dissoci-

ating gases. For the calculation of the frozen component of thermal conductiv-

ity at increased pressures, two methods are ordinarily used. The first ig

calculation according to formulas available for rarefied mixtures, in which

data for compressed components are substituted. The second method is based on

the representation of the mixture by a certain homogeneous substa,-'e with sing',
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critical parameters. This makes it possible to use generalizations and formulas

that are valid for homogeneous substances for calculation of the thermal con-

ductivity of the mixture. Usually in this case generalizarcions are used which

are constructed on the basis of the law of corresponding states [24, 176].

Both methods give the sam errors on the average. In individual cases

these errors reach almost 50% [24]. The second method gives greater opportun-

ities for refinement of the calculations, since as new and more reliable ex-
"NX ,perimental data for homogeneous gases appear, new and more accurate generali-

zations may be constructed. For example, a calculation performed by means of

a generalization that recently appeared for homogeneous substances, found by

Stiel and Thodos [177], gave a maximum error of appiiximately 25% in the ther-

mal conductivity of the mixture.

Attempts to decrease the error of calculations have led to the use of a

formula somewhat altered by N. B. Vargaftik for homogeneous gases [1781. The

formula C. 01
,-or [I Per '0' -

describes the thermal conductivity of homogeneous gases up to P/Pcr 1.8 with

an average error of 5-6%. In this formula X is the thermal conductivity
P,T

at the pressure P and temperature T; X is thermal conductivity at P 1
0,T

atmosphere and at temperature T.

The quantity B can be calculated according to the formula

M_'t.~ )(Asr)213 T12 1__C1 Io r

C = (33,4 + 0,240) 10'.

The exponent n is expressed by the dependence n = 1.16 + 0.0024M [179]; 0cr,

Tr, and Z are, respectively, the density, temperature, and compressibility
cr' cr

at the critical point, and M is the molecular weight of the substance. p/pc=
pg is the ratio of the density at P a.ad T to the density at the critical

point.
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As is apparent, in the use of the given formula for calculation of the

thermal conductivity of the substance, it is necessary to know its critical

parameters and for the mixture its pseudocritical parameters.

?rausnitz and Gunn [118] demonstrated that we may calculate the pseudc-

critical parameters with a good accuracy according to the formulas

Mcmlpp~ cr cr=PMlcc

Here Vmps cr is the molar pseudocritical volume; Vm  M/

iii
m ~ ~ ~ ~ .psScr =m psc r

is the molar critical volume of the component of the mixture, and M H
n cm

n
=i!Iii is the molectilar weight of the-mixture.

The calculation of the thermal conductivity of the mixture according to

the formula gave a maximum deviation from the experimental results that was

only approximately half as much as results by means of the generalization of

Stiel and Thodos [177].

At present the theory of rarefied gases has been so well developed that

the transport properties of the gases and unreacting mixtures may be con-

sidered adequately accurately at moderate pressures [160]. Several simplified

semi-empirical and empirical formulas have also been proposed [24, 160, 1801,

with respect to which the thermal conductivity of rarefied mixtures is calcu-

lated with an accuracy that is entirely acceptable for engineering purposes.

The thermal conductivity of mixtures consisting of multi-atomic molecules

depends both upon the translational and upon the internal degrees of freedom.

Brokaw [160] proposes to calculate the thermal conductivity of such mixtures
~cm + cm Aaccording to the formula X. A component depending only uponO,T 0 inthe translational degrees of freedom (or the thermal conductivity of the

mixture of monoatomic gases) may be calculated according to the formula
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X,

Here

Oil. I + 2,41 (.1 ,II) (,,- 0,1 42V 1)]

[ ( )I/2[ ) + I--' "-
+ ) A2 M, 4

The coefficient of theirmal conductivity of pure monoatomic gases and the

coefficients of viscosity of the components are calculated according to the

well-known formulas of the kinetic theory

0 pi. CI.,O-

,'?Aiken [120] introduced the correction for the monoatomic nature of the gases

;;i (consideration of the internal degrees of freedom) for the first time. Later

, 'it was refined by Hirschfelder [164). The thermal conductivity of a pure

monoatomic gas is

Brokaw [160] proposes to consider the contribution of the 'internal' thermal

conductivity of the components to the thermal conductivity of a multi-component

mixture in the following manner:

IMI

-I " j I x

X,

Calculation of the binary diffusion factors of dense gaseous mixtures•

For calculation of the reaction component of the thermal conductivity, it is

necessary to know the binary diffusion factors of the pairs of components
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participating in the reaction. Their calculation presents special difficul-

ties, since there are no generalizations for them based on experimental data.

Experimental works are basically concerned with the determination of self-

diffusion factors. The only work. by Slettery and Bird [181], generalizing

these data makes it possible to ci1culate the self-diffusion factors of dense

gases and that only in a-range of given pressures from 0.1 P to 4 P andg g
given temperatures from 1 T to 3 T . By means of Slettery's diagram theg g

diffusion factors of certain mixtures were calculated and compared with the

experimental data [182]. A satisfactory agreement was obtained. In the con-

struction of the diagram, Slettery and Bird used generalized data on compres-

sibility given by Hougen and Watson [68]. As is well known, they give great

errors. It was possible to attempt to improve Slettery's diagram by using

the generalized data on compressibility of dense gases given by Pitzer [69],

which are an order of magnitude more accurate than the data of Hougen and

Watson. However, the introduction of a third correlation parameter, the

acentric factor w leads to great difficulties in the realization of this

method. A method for the calculation of the binary diffusion factors of dense

gases is explained below, which retains the approach of Slettery, but excludes

the numerical differentiation of tables with respect to compressibility.

According to Enskiy's theory for the diffusion factor we have

DI"

where (DP) I '

R --.

or in dimensionless coordinates,

Here
T -_nT | .1 2- V

In order to avoid differentiation of tables with respect to compressi-

bility, we will determine bpK from experimental data on the 4iscosity of dense

gases, having used Golubev's equation [183], which describes them with a high

degree of accuracy.
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In the dimensionless form, Golubev's equation has the following form:

p.J r . am 0. )J~~"2 . I
The quantity (&./IT)v=I = %r in the dimensionless coordinates 7T and T

characterizes the dip of the buoyancy curve at the critical point. As Pitzer

demonstrated [69], a, tne Riedel factor, is associated with the acentric

factor &6 in the following manner: = 5.808 + 4.93 . After certain trans-
cr

formations, we may obtain the following dependence:

a.p  an ]

If we assume, as Golubev does, that n = 1.115, then

Z =-- .Z----

Then for the diffusion factor we :.btain

D P Z ,
T All08 S1)I"P-* Z -- a,,p -- . -- 1

"1 " A i t.

We calculate the quantity bP according to the following formula:

IP.T 1______________

1.r --+ 0,8000 - 0,7614 bpx
bp0 

7.

The quantity (DP)* may be calculated according to the formulas of the kinetic

theory of gases or according to Slettery's formula [181]. Finally, for cal-

culation of the mutual diffusion factors of the components of the mixture,

we obtain the following expression:
PD u - Doi.-

Z,., (bP) , AL .9t~

~ ( ,5(.808 ± 4 ,93 ,.S) ( - 1

where D represents the diffusion factors of a perfect gas at 1 atmosphere:
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n

We should be 'r in mind the fact that the extrapolation of the formulas given

above for calculation of the diffusion factor in the region of moderate pres-

sures is incorrect and leads to considerable errors. At moderate pressures (in

the given case up to 30 atmospheres) the calculation was performed according

to the formulas of the kinetic theory of rarefied gases.

Figure 3.6. 'Effective' thermal conductivity of the system
N204 - 2NO2 * 2NO + 0

Thus, the quantities causing the basic difficulties in the calculation

of the effective thermal conductivity of a compressed reacting mixture (the

'frozen' component and the binary diffusion factors) may be calculated by the

methods given above. The other variables (the composition, variation of en-

thalpy, density, and others), upon which the effect thermal conductivity de-

pends, are calculated by the methods explained in Chapter II.

The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 3.6.
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Chapter IV

THE EFFECT OF THE KINETICS OF THE CHEMICAL REACTION
ON HEAT TRANSFER AND MASS .TRANSFER IN STATIC STEADY-STATE

CONDITIONS (HEAT-CONDUCTING GAS) IN A SYSTEM
N204 t 2N0 2  2NO + 02

1. The Effect of Chemical Reactions on the Thermal Conductivity of a

Mixture of Reacting Gases. The Theory of Local Chemical Equilibrium

A feature of heat transfer in a non-isothermic mixture of chemically

reacting gases at rest (a heat-conducting gap) lies in the fact that aside from

the ordinary molecular thermal conductivity an additional quantity of heat is

transferred (transported) in the form of chemical enthalpy by means of molecu

lar concentration diffusion. Thus, the total 'effective thermal conductivity'

of the mixture of reacting gases is determined by the thermal conductivity

itself (the 'frozen' component X ) and the diffusion component (the 'reaction'

component A ), which depends upon the thermal effects of the reactions and the
t

gradients of the concentrations of the components.

The contribution of the diffusion transfer to the general heat flux de-

pends upon the ratio of the rate of the chemical transformations in the gas

and the rate of the process competing with them -- diffusion equalization of

concentrations in the heat-transfer gap.

If the rates of the chemical transformations of the components are much

greater than the rate of the latter, the composition of the mixture is in

local equilibrium with temperature. Thererore, the total 'thermal conductiv-
ity' of an equilibrium mixture is an unambiguous function of the external
parameters (it is assumed that in the internal degrees of freedom equilibrium

has been established). Such a mixture behaves like a homogeneous (individual)

substance with a general thermal conductivity Xe, the values of which in cer-

tain range of the variation of the external parameters (P, T) may exceed the

magnitude of the thermal conductivity of an inert mixture of gases by an order

of magnitude.
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Nernst [161] obtained an expression for the 'effective thermal conductivity'

of a binary reacting mixture A2 I 2A in a state of thermochemical equilibrium,

, for the first time. But in the notation of the equation of diffusion in

the form of Fick's law he used a conventional coefficient of binary diffusion

of the unreacting gases, D = D1 2.

However, in distinction from conventional diffusion in the presence of

chemical transformations in the mixture the average rate of diffusion of indi-

vidual components of the mixture in a steady state are not equal to zero, al-

though the average mass velocity is equal to zero. Having taken this into

consideration, Haase [132, 162] obtained

D..= D, -L- Dl;, =
1+ x1. 2

We should note that Nernst himself expressed doubts of the correctness

of the identity of D with a conventional binary diffusion factor. It was

possible to check that D # Dle in a mixture with a low degree of dissociation,

ale, where this distinction is noticeable. But the only experimental data

available at that time, those of Magnanini and Zunino [143] with respect to

A* of the mixture N204  2NO2 embraced a region of high values of ale 0.5,

where (l/2)(l+cle) varies within limits of the 0.75-1. Also, these data were

obtained with a great error: the deviation of the experimental values at the

same parameters of P and T amounted to up to 30%. Probably the effect of con-

vection as a consequence of a large experimental gap (Fig. 4.1) was felt on

the results at low temperatures.

Subsequent experiments confirmed the correctness of Haase's conclusion

concerning the 'effective' diffusion factor of a mixture of reacting gases.

Later Butler and Brokaw [132] obtained a general expression for the

thermal conductivity of a mixture consisting of any number of reagents and

inert components with an arbitrary number of equilibrium chemical reactions.

This expression was then simplified [1601, which later made it possible for

Brokaw [151] to make an excellent transition in the derivation of a ratio for

the average 'thermal conductivity' of a nonequilibrium mixture.
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Figure 4.1. Experimental values of the 'thermal conductivity'
of the mixture N4 02NO at atmospheric pressure.

1- Magnanini-Zunino [143]; 2- Coffin-O'Neal [25];
3- Dresvyannikov [1451; 4- IYaE AN BSSR [29.1;
5- values from ref. [25], corrected by Brokaw (170,
1711; solid line represents calculated values of Xel;
dashed line represents calculated values of Xfl
(in this work).

Prigogine and his colleagues [1631 and Haase [1361 investigated heat

transfer and mass transfer in a non-isothermic mixture of reacting gases at

rest from the standpoint of the thermodynamics of irreversible prcesses. The

same expression was obtained for the X e of the system A2 4 2A, as by Hirschfel-
der [164, 165] and by Butler and Brokaw [132] in the assumption of thermo-

chemical equilibrium. In this case Prigogine with his colleagues analyzed the

effect of the thermal-diffusion term and arrived at the conclusion that its

contribution to equilibrium thermal conductivity is non-essential.

Verba and Portnov [166] obtained an expression for A of a multicomponent Ie
mixture by the method of thermodynamics of the irreversible processes.
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The theory of local thermochemical equilibrium successfully expalined ex-

perimental data with respect to the thermal conductivity of certain mixtures.

In particular, the experimental values of the thermal conductivity of hydrogen

fluoride with two parallel reactions (2HF (HF)2, AHp2 = 7400 calories/mole

and 6HF * (HF)6, H 6 = 40,500 calories/mole] agree well with the calculated

equilibrium values of Xe [167]. And the latter are 33 times higher than Xf

and almost 3 times as high as XH2. The experimental data of Chakraborti [1691

with respect to the thermal conductivity of the system Pl t PCI + Cl at

pressures below 1 atmosphere also agree well with Xe

2. Experimental Investigations of the 'Thermal Conductivity' of the

System N2O -('0 ' 2NO + 0

Experimental data on th2 thermal conductivity of dissociating gases are

few in number. It is possible that this is connected with methodological

difficulties of the investigation of the thermal conductivity of aggressive

media at comparatively high temperatures. Probably for this reason those

dissociating gases are more thoroughly studied whose thermal decomposition

occurs at lower temperatures. As a consequence of the aggressive of the

majority of dissociating gases the range of pressures being studied is limited

to 1 atmosphere, when glass apparatus may be used.

Nitrogen tetroxide, N204 , is just such a low-beiling substance, the

thermal decomposition of which in the gaseous phase begins at comparatively

low temperatures.

The investigation of the thermal conductivity of the system N 204 2NO2

was attempted for the first time by Magnanini and Zunino [143, 150] (Table

4.1). We do not have information concerning the details of the experiment or

the geometrical dimensions of the apparatus, but the anomalous fluctuation of

the curve at P = 1 atmosphere and at low temperatures (see Fig. 4.1) makes it

possible to assume that the heat-transfer gap was too great so that in these

conditLons convection was mixed with true thermal conductivity. The exaggera-

tions of X at T < 330 0K speak in favor of this explanation, and also the
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fact that the anomaly disappears with an increase in temperature at P = 1 atm

and with a decrease in pressure.

Feliciani [168], wishing to refine the experimental values of thermal

conductivity obtained by Magnanini and Zunino, attempted the investigation

of the thermal conductivity of the mixture by the unsteady-state method. He

does not give a diagram of his apparatus but, judging by the brief description,

the experimental part consisted of a glass flask inside of which the bulb of

a thermometei was placed coaxially. The flask, filled with pure N20 was

heated in a chermostat to a temperature exceeding the highest temperature of

the range being investigated by 20-30". Then it was momentarily submerged in

another thermostate and an observation was made of the 'time of cooling of the

thermometer by steps of 5'. The pressure was recorded by an aspirator con- A,

nected with the flask.

The processing of the results of the observations was conducted to an

approximate formula of unsteady-state thermal conductivity obtained for the

t cooling of a solid in the zone of a linear regular regime. The fact sticks

out in the description that the average rate of cooling was determined from

all the measurements in the selected range of temperatures, while at first the

cooling occurs in a disordered unsteady-state regime. In this case, convection I
continuously originates in the layer'of gas, which will facilitate the equali-

zation of the temperatures. Probably partly due to this and partly due to the

method of processing we may explain the extraordinarily high values of X ob-e

tained by Feliciani (Fig. 4.2). The fact that in an investigation with a

large flask large values of A were obtained speaks in favor of the argumente

of the effect of convection. In Fig. 4.2 for comparison equilibrium values of

at P = 0.4 and 0.7 atm are given.e

Later the coefficient of 'thermal conductivity' of the system N204 - 2NO

was investigated by Coffin and O'Neal [25] by the heated filament method.

The experimental values [25] are given in refs. [151,167,147,170,171] (see

Table 4.1). In this case the error of the experimental data in the range of

low pressures P = 0.05-0.2 atm, in the opinion of Coffin [147], reaches 10%

because of the effect of thermal accommodation.
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Figure 4.2. Experimental values of the 'thermal conductivity'
of the mixture N204 2NO2 obtained by Feliciani [168].

I- P = 0.733 atm; 2- P = 0.413 atm; 3- P = 0.078 atm;

solid lines represent large flask; 4- X el at P = 1.7

atm; 5- Xel at P = 0.3 atm.

Relative to the values of 'thermal conductivity' at P 1 atm, given

in the drawings of Brokaw [170, 171] as experimental values of Coffin and

O'Neal, we should note the following. Two corrections were introduced by

Brokaw into the experimental values of ref. [25].

The first is associated with the fact that for the calibration of the

apparatus in ref. [25] the experimental values obtained by Kannuluik and

Karmen with respect to X were used, which, according to his opinion, are
He

understated in comparison with the 'true values' [173] by 3-4%.

The experimental values of Kannuluik and Karmen actually lie below the

values of XHe of Zaytseva [174] (at 5000K by 5.3%, and at 580*K by 6.6%).

Probably this is associated with the inaccurate consideration of the effect

of radiation: because of the use of a thick heated filament (1.5 mm) in the

experiments of Kannuluik and Karmen, the correction for radiation amounted to

20% at 600'K. But the experimental values of A He of other authors also lie

1-2% below the calculated curve [173] in the region of T = 300-370°K. Thus,

although the experimental values of Kannuluik and Karmen at high temperatures
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are also explicitly understated in comparison with the data of other autors

[174, 175] in the region of temperatures investigated by Coffin and O'Neal,

they agree satisfactorily with the latter, within the limits of error of the

experiment. Thus, in the correction of the values of Aeq [25] with respect

to A He Brokaw somewhat exaggerated Xexp .

Table 4.1 Experimental investigation of the 'effective thermal
conductivity' of the system N204  2NO 2 * 2NO + 02

Ref. j Dimensions of
Researchers Yer PamT,*K ource gap, cm

Hagnanini- Ia 1 298-472
Zunino 0.34 273-428 1143,1501 not given

Feliciani 1ly 0078
1 0,413 291-401 (1681 not given0 ,76 3 =2 5 -9

Coffin- ISA 0,33-1 2 [25,1471 R,=-6.48.10-3

0'Neal 135s 0,02-1 295-350:1170. 1711 R.,--0.2405
1 294-3881 [1471 A=.R -R --
0,02-1 351.5 1=0,234
0,04-1 296 R.'R, = 37,1

a 0 05- I 300 11151. 1671 "
Srivastava- India 0,135- 305,318 1 (261 R=5.10"V

Barua 1961 -0,69 333,348 1 R2=0,144
363 A=0,139

R./R =28,8
Barua- India 0,2-0,87 373,393 1271 R=3.75.10-3

Chakraborti 1962 0,2-0,87 413,433 R.=0,161
453,373 A =0, 1573S IIR Rj -.43 .

Dresvyannikov USSR, 0,263; 296-871 [144, 145 1 R .=-3,025 0
KAI 0,53; R2=0,162

and others 1965 0,787 A=0.1567

Bilyk, USSR 1; 5: 10. [291 R 3=0,4
Timofeyev, IYaE 20, 30. 50 301-780 R=0,48

and others 04BSS9; R/R1,
196.7 R.IR,=R1A,225

Dastidar- Ind- 0,061- 308; 323 [1721 not given
Barua 1967 -0,8

The second correction is associated with the effect of the -rnal rate

of the reaction N204 '+ 2NO2 on Xexp" Brokaw corrected the experimental values "
[25] on the basis of his formula for nonequilibrium 'thermal conductivity'.

That is, having excluded the effect of the rate of the reaction, he thus de-

termined the values of equilibrium thermal conductivity, which now are called

'experimental' equilibrium values. Precisely with these 'experimentai_ data .4

of Coffin and O'Neal are the values of Xexp compared at P = 1 atm in ref.

[145]. Mi
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The difference of the experimental data [25] from the calculated value

of the equilibrium 'thermal conductivity' mixture N204 Z 2NO2, Ael observed

by Brokaw at P = 1 atm, in our view is basically explained by the fact that in

the calculation of Ael he used the parameters of the intermolecular reaction,

determined from experimental data P [31]. As later investigations [46] dem-

onstrated, the experimental data of Vsm obtained by Petker and Mason [31] are

somewhat exaggerated in the low-temperature region. The experimental data of

Coffin and O'Neal agree satisfactorily with the values of Xel at P = 1 atm if

in the calculations we use the parameters of the reaction determined from the

values of Vsm [46] (Fig. 4.1).

Coffin and O'Neal observed a noticeable decrease of X in comparison
exp

with X e at low pressures. But since their experimental data at low pressures

were obtained with a comparatively large error, Srivastava and Barua [26]

decided to repeat the experiment with respect to the determination of the

thermal conductivity of the system N204  2NO2.

The researchers, as in ref. [25], accepted the heated filament method

which was well worked out by Kannuluik and Martin. The experimental gap, to

avoid natural convection, was reduced in comparison with the one used by

Coffin and O'Neal (Table 4.1), and the pressure did not rise above 0.69 atm.

To avoid the chemical reaction of the N 0 with the mercury, the pressure
2 4

was measured by a glass diaphragm manometer designed by Daniels. The re-

searchers [26] took care to purify the N204 thoroughly. Srivastava and Barua

introduced corrections for radiation, excentricity, temperature difference at

the wall, and temperature jump at the wall at low pressures into the experi-

mental values obtained.

While Coffin and O'Neal did not take the natural experimental data at

P < 1/3 atm into consideration, assuming that the sharp decrease in X in
~exp

comparison with X at low pressures was a consequence of the effects of thermal

accommodation that were not considered, after the experiments of Srivastava

and Barua already no doubts remained that this is to a greater degree a con- I
sequence of the relaxation of chemical energy if also After the introduction
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of the correction for the temperature jump the tendency in the behavior of

X with relationship to A at very low pressures remained as before. Theexp e

problem of the accuracy of the values of X obtained by the authors [261i exp

was not discussed. As calibration values, the values obtained by Kannuluik

and Karmen were used.

The work of Barua and Chakraborti [27], where the temperature range was

expanded to 200°C, which made it possible to capture the initial region of

the thermal dissociation of NO2 as well, was a continuation of investigation

in ref. [26]. It was observed that X In the region of stage II of disso-

ciation is close to the 'frozen' thermal conductivity of the mixture with

respect to values. But since in the region of temperatures investigated even

equilibrium values of the degree of dissociation did not exceed 0.01-0.02

according to the results obtained it was difficult to make a general conclusion

concerning the effect of the kluetics of stage II of dissociation on 'thermal

conductivity.'

Dresvyannikov [145] expands the range of temperatures with respect to

stage II to 600 0C, and performs a quite detailed investigation of 'thermal

conductivity' of stage I of the dissociation of N204 also, as a function of

P and T (see Table 4.1). The researcher constructed an experimental apparatus

similar to the ine described in [26], and accepted approximately the same gap.

In the course of the processing of the results corrections were introduced for

radiation, heat transfer from the ends, the effect of excentricity, and the

temperature difference at the wall. The jump of temperature at the boundary

between the wall and the gas was not considered. Gupta and Sachsen established

that when P > 0.1 atm in the investigation of X by the heated filament method

the effect of the temperature jump need not be considered. It is true that

the investigations were concerned with low temperatures (T = 93.5'C) and com-

paratively simple gases (Ne, Ar, H2, 02). But since Dresvyannikov conducted

his experiments at P 0.263 atm, then, probably, the failure to consider the

temperature jump in these conditions did not introduce any noticeable error

into XA;

exp
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According to the estimates of the author of ref. [145], the total error

of the experimental values of Aexp did not exceed 2.9%. We note that although

the control measurements of A NO [145] did not differ by more than 2% at moder-

ate temperatures from the values obtained by Johnston and Greeley, at high

temperatures the values of XNO [145] are 4-6% above the calculated values

obtained with Suyetin's reaction parameters [1531.

It is possible that this was caused by the non-strict consideration of

the effect of radiation or by failure to consider thermal accommodation at

high temperatures.

The experiments of Dresvyannikov confirm the conclusion that at low pres-

sures stage II is a 'slow' reaction.

The work of Dastidar and Barua [172] supplemented the data with respect

to thermal conductivity of the system N204 - 2NO2. The authors estimated the

error in the values obtained as t2%.

But all the reliable experiments [26, 27, 145, 172] were conducted at

pressures P I atm and by one method, with a heated filament. As a heater,

a platinum wire was used by everyone. Hoaever, according to the reports of

the authors of ref. [225], platinum plays the role of a catalyst in the reaction

of the oxidation of NO to NO For example, an addition of 0.5% Pt by weight

to the glass surface on which the oxidation of NO is conducted increases the

yield of NO2 to 21% at 255 C, and the addition of 0.5% Pt to the surface of

Al203 made it possible to achieve 100% yield of NO2 from a mixture of NO and

NO2 at t = 315
0C. It is true that these works were not conducted with a

stoichiometric mixture, but with a mixture with a low content of 02* Conse-

quently, the quantitative results of this work cannot be applied to the given

system. But at low pressures, when the probability of a trimolecular homoge-

neous reaction is small, we may entirely assume the effect of the catalytic

action of Pt.

In any case, in the discussion of experimental data with respect to

thermal conductivity obtained by the heated filament method, the problem
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unavoidably arose as to heterogeneous reactions were not also being mixed

with homogeneous reactions, and what the role of the heterogeneous reactions

might be.

In order to exclude the possible effect of surface reactions, at the IYaE

AN BSSR for investigation of the 'thermal conductivity' of the system N24

t 2NO2 t 2NO + 02 in a wide range of temperatures (258-773*K) and pressures

of 1-50 atm, the coaxial cylinder method 'las used [291. The basic design

material selected was stainless steel Khl8N!OT, which is entirely corrosion-

resistant with respect to dried nitrogen tetroxide.

As also in the previous work [144, 145], in the investigations [29] it

was establishec, that the 'thermal conductivity' of the mixture 2NO2  2NO + 02

at P = I atm in practice does not differ from the 'frozen' component.

The experimental values [29] at a pressure of 50 atm in the region of

temperatures corresponding to stage II lies approximately 30-40% above Xf,

corresponding to P = 50 atm. An increase of such an order of magnitude cannot

be explained by the effect of the pressure on the thermal conductivity of the

individual substances, as follows from an analysis of the values of X(n, T).

At the same time the values of X obtained for the mixture 2NO 2NO + 02
difre trnlyfomte exp 2 2

differed strongly from the asymptotic equilibrium values.

This shows that in practice the condition of thermochemical equilibrium

for the mixture under consideration is not always realized, and in the investi-

gation of heat transfer and mass transfer in the heat-transfer gap at different

values of P and T we should consider the rate of the chemical transformations

of the components of the mixture.

3. The Effect of the Kinetics of Chemical Reactions on the 'Thermal

Conductivity' of the Reacting Mixture

The effect of the kinetics of the chemical reactions on the average

'thermal conductivity' X* in the gap was studied by several authors L137,150,

151,225,226].
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Meixner [137] obtained an approximate analytical expression for * of a

binary mixture placed in a heat-transfer gap of plane geometry by the method

of the thermorlynamics of irreversible processed.

Frank and Spalthoff [150] investigated the effect of chemical relaxation

('incomplete estalishment of equilibrium') on the average 'thermal conductivity'

of the mixture A2 ' 2A, placed in a gap of cylindrical geometry with a heating

filament as the internal cylinder (R2/RI>>I). In this case the authors (150]

used a two-temperature scheme accepted by Scheffer-Rating-Aiken in the inves-

tigation of the effect of retarded transfer of translational and oscillatory

energy on the thermal conductivity of a multiatomic gas. In the construction

of the analytical expressions for X* the authors of refs. [137, 150], follow-

ing Nernst, in the equation of diffusion identified the 'effective' diffusion

factor of the components in the reacting mixture with the ordinary binary

diffusion factor. Besides.this, in the final expression for * [150], the

length of the free path of the molecules is included, the magnitude of which

is determined within the limits of the order of magnitude.

The authors of refs. [137, 150] during adjustments used simplifications

assuming that the temperature difference in the gap is small and the deviation

of the steady-state composition from the equilibrium value is not great.

Spalding [226] in the derivation of an expression for the X* of an ideal

dissociating Lighthill gas, placed in a heat "onducting gap of plane geometry,

aside from these assumptions, assumed a 'frozen' Lewis number Luf equal to

one. Although Luf is actually close to 1 with respect to order of magnitude,

for a mixture of reacting gases it may vary strongly with the composition

(from 0.8 to 1.2 for the System under consideration).

Brokaw [1511 generalized the experience of previous investigations [137,

150]. He obtained a single expression for the average thermal conductivity

of a mixture not in chemical equilibrium with one reaction of arbitrary stoich-

iometry, placed in a gap of any single-parametric geometry (between parallel

plates, coaxial cylinders, or concentric spheres).
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From a qualitative analysis of the approximate analytical expressions

1137, 150, 151, 2261 it was established that the 'effective thermal conductiv-

ity' of a mixture with finite rates of chemical transformations of the compo-

nents is not an unambiguous function of the external parameters P, T, but also

depends upon the width and geometry of the gap and upon the properties of the

surface (thermal accommodation, chemical and catalytic activity).

Below, for brevity, we will call )* 'thermal conductivity', including in

it the sense of a certain summary characteristic of heat transfer and mass

transfer in the reacting mixture in static steady-state conditions, i.e., in

a heat-transfer gap.

We will construct a closed system of differtential equations and boundary

conditions, connecting the basic processes: thermal conductivity, molecular

diffusion, and chemical transformations (in the gas and at the surface).

The equation of motion [227] in static steady-state conditions is trans-

formed into P = const.

From the general condition of non-accumulation of mass gM = 0 [227]

(f)
with reference to the mixture under consideration, we will determine the con-

nection of the molar diffusion flows of the components

1 1

2 + (4.2)

Stoichiometric ratio (4.2) is valid, since for the given mixture with a good
degree of accuracy we may assume that D2 3 = D24' 3 = D4' i.e., in the

four-component mixture being investigated we may define two independent com-

ponents, for example N204 (g1 ) and NO(g3).

The equation of continuity of the J-th component of the mixture in a

nonisothermic mixture at rest is written thus

r (rg) - 'pl \', (VJ. ,, ,(4.3)
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where v. is the stoichiometric coefficierit of the J-th component in the z-thjz
reaction; I is the total rate of the z-th reaction. The rates of the directZ
and reverse reactions Vdi(rev)z, according to the law of existing masses, is

detcrmined as:

Vd, -,. k n,, ri "; v,.v
qi ;,4k,)

=k,.,v n , i (V J i, <O; %'j Pr > 0), (4.4)
fj prcduc *)

where p is the molar density of tne j-th component, which is expressed via

the molar density of the mixture and the molar fraction of the component, as

p = x o (4.5)

The molar fractions of the components of the mixture being studied are

connected with each other by the ratio

.3 -- I!4X
S 2 2 (4.6)

Having used expressions (4.4)-(4.6), we write the equation of continuity

(4.3) for the independent components:

I d

r d[

d (r93)  kcr.P2[I -

3 2PX
2~ 'rX, K-2 (4.7)

where kdil(2) is the rate constant, and Kpl( 2) is the constant of equilibrium

of stages I and II, respectively.

The equation of multicomponent concentration diffusion for the J-th compo-

nent of the mixture in the form derived by Stefan and Maxwell [20], obtained

by ignoring the effect of thermal diffusion on mass transfer, will be written

in the form of Flick's first-order law, using expressions (4.1), (4.2), and

(4.6).
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adr - d;. __

- dx, f dx..,

a 11  p i I~ kdi- -

- d dr

3 1;
p D 1 9  2D13

alff

I 2D1~s

.4

When x x -0 24erecio 2N02) as follows from ratios (4.8): f
g3  0g, - -p, d.

When x, 0 (the reaction 2N 0 N + 0 2) we obtain

2D ,' . x,\ d..,
0; 1 -2- -.- p%

• =--Puu r - ,va 3 dr" d

Here Dand Dare the 'effective' diffusion factors of the J-th component in

binar"' reacting mixture, differing from the ordinary ones in an inert mix-

ture because of the appearance of a Stefan flow as a consequence of the varia-

tion of the volume in the course of the chemical reaction.

The differential equation of energy [227] in stetic steady-state conditions

is reduced to

.(rq)-- 0.

I~ r _(4r.9r)

It is supplemented by the phenomenological equation of density of the heat

flux q. If we ignore the effect of the diffusion thermal effect and exclude

the contrbution of radiation, we obtain
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€ L zI  + gfl
dr ,(4.10)

Exprt.ssion (4.10) may be written in the form of a Fourier equation:

I* dT (4.11)dr

where the summary 'thermal conductivity' of the mixture under consideration

is determined via the thermal effects of the corresponding reactions [274]:
*= ,-g A,. [dT _%-1 1 g , T )-I.(t + ' g A dT (4.12)

dr) 2 g 2 k dr

Boundary conditions. The first pair of boundary conditions (first order)

are conditions with respect to temperature at the surface:

T ' T I; (.13)

The other conditions are relative to the flows of matter from the surface.

In a general case these conditions must consider all the chemical and physical

phenomena originating at the surface: thermal accommodation (which has a

noticeable effect at low temperatures P<<l atm); physical and chemical adsorp-

tion and chemical reactions, both with participation of the wall material and

those of a merely catalytic type.

But no matter in what form these conditions are written, the conditions

of the balance of mass at the boundary between the solid surface and the gas

are always these: the flow of matter from the surface is compensated by Its

diffusion removal:

sur ditsur (4.14)

In a general case of an arbitrary reversible reaction, at the surface the
sur

boundary conditions (4.14) are nonlinear, since I is a complex function
of the compGsition, temperature, and properties of the surface.

In a case when the rate of one of the processes (diffusion in the gas

or chemical transformations at the surface) is great in comparison with the

rate of the other, boundary conditions (4.14) are essentially simplified.
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Let us consider, for example, the limiting boundary conditions for the

mixture 2NO 2NO + 0 Since there are no factual data concerning the rate
2 2

of the surface catalytic reaction .for the decomposition of NO2 and, this means,

that in a general case ur will be formally constructed, this is convenient

to do under the following assumptions. We will assume that the catalytic sur-

face reaction of the decomposition of NO2 proceeds in accordance with the same

bimolecular scheme as in the homogeneous phase. Then Isur is determined so

that it will satisfy the same condition of equilibrium with respect to x as
eA

for homogeneous reactions.

'Thus, we write the boundary condition in the dimensionless form:

D~p dx3dy ~ W ix (4.15)

where kdi , naturally, has the dimensionality of the rate constant of the I
surface reaction (in moles/cm2/sec), y = r/6.

The criterion

SP/kur k (4.16)
D3  di x

characterizes the ratio of the rates of the processes of diffusion in the

gas and the chemical transformations at the surface with an accuracy up to

the coefficient. If ksur is great, then k << 1, f(x) -*- 0, so that atth offcet.I di x sr +

the limit

Xj1 sur = Xelst (4.17)

In this case the rate of the entire process is determined by +he rate of

diffusion as the slower process. In a very thin layer at the wall x x e

and outside it x is determined by the rate of homogeneous transformations.

If k di is small, then

k>> 1, (4.18)kx

so that at the limit

dy sur
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If
In the absence of a chemical reaction in the gas this would signify that the

composition in the gap xj = const (if we ignore thermal diffusion). But in

the presence of a chemical reaction in the gas the variation of the composition

throughout the gap is determined by the rate of homogeneous chemical trans-

formation. Strictly speaking, the definition of the concept of a 'entirely

catalytic surface' (4.17) and an 'inert surface' (4.18) in the presence of

homogeneous chemical transformations should be given not only with respect to

the magnitude of k but in comparison of the rates of the chemical reactionsx

at rhe surface in the gas and the rate of diffusion.

We will construct general boundary conditions for the surface of an

arbitrary catalytic activity, relative to an independent component of the

mixture, formally up to a certain degree.

Following Brokaw, we will define the concept of catalytic activity as

follows: ej - (gj i " gj ref)/(gj inc g Mj ref) is the number of moles of

the J-th component incident per unit of surface in a unit of time and reflected

from a unit of surface per unit of time; gj ref e is the same thing with
jI

equilibrium omposition at the surface.

Then the flow of moles of tne j-th component from the surface of the

c-th activity g sur = gj inc " gJ ref' and the equation of the balance of

energy at the surface (4.14) is written thus

gj inc - gj ref = "pDjIdxj/drlsur (4.19)

At the limit when e = 0, gj inc = gj ref' gJ sur - 0 or dx /dr sur = 0
(the inert surface). When cj 1, g i.e., xX

1, J inc =gj ref e' .,Xj sur je
(a compltely catalytic surface).

From the condition of the balance of mass at the surface of the internal

and external cylinders, it was established that for the independent component

of the mixture, the concentration of which in the progress of the reaction is

increased, the 'minus' sign is preserved in equation (4.19) at both surfaces,

i.e.,
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(g 3inc "g3ref) lRI -pD3Idx3/drIRI

R2  R2

For a component, the ccncentration of which in the progress of the reaction

is decreased, the 'minus' sign is preserved only on the internal surface

(Brokaw considered precisely such a case [151]):

gn "grf R = PD3 dx3/drIR
R2  R2

Having expressions for the incident and reflected fluxes, according to

the Hertz-Knudsen equation, and introducing the function T

2 e j iv i _ _ _

,, 2-ej 4 k' V nt,) (4.20)

we obtain the boundary conditions in the form shown by Brokaw:

(x~c~)j --- [1tj'~" i ;(4.21)

[ r iJ:, R,
( xie - . Ro' (4.22)

Closed system of differential equations (4,7)-(4.9), (4.11), (4.12), and

boundary conditions (4.13), (4.21), and (4.22) determines the heat transfer

and mass transfer in static steady-state conditions in the mixture N204 _

2NO2 Z' 2NO + 02' when both homogeneous reactions proceed with finite rates.

4. Composition and 'Thermal Conductivity' of a Nonequilibrium Reacting

Mixture

As follows from the analysis of the experimental data, the effect of the

rate of the chemical reaction of stage I is felt on the 'thermal conductivity'

only when P < 1 atm, so that when P 1 atm, the mixture N2 04 ' 2N0 in prac-

tice, may be considered as 'equilibrium'. At the same time the rate of the

dissociation reaction with respect to stage II is so small that when P 1 atm

the mixture 2NO 2 +1 2NO + 02 may be considered as 'frozen'. Therefore, the
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effect of the kinetics of the chemical reactions on the 'thermal conductivity'

of these mixtures may be investigated individually.

Composition of a nonequilibrium mixture. After substitution of (4.8) into

(4.7) and (4.11) into (4.9), we obtain the connected system of nonlinear dif-

ferential equations following for the mixture 2NO9  2NO + 0,:
dxc dx3 1 dIn pD') + I dx:, _

dr dr r dr 2-x. dr

k11j)U22 I __ _ \-_ pD 2---)[( 2X K1
23o 3 %

d2T I.l[ dT dT I d). (4.23)

dr " r dr / dr X* dr

which may be solved only numerically. With certain simplifying assumptions,

the problem permits an analytical solution.

We will use two simplifications: the temperature difference in the gap

is small and the deviation of the composition from an equilibrium value is not

great.

The first assumption makes it possible, with adequate accuracy, to use

thermophysical and chemical constants that are averaged throughout the gap.

Aside from this, having assumed, in the first approximation, that * is a

weak function of the temperature in the gap, and having integrated the equa-

tion of thermal conductivity, we determine that

T. 0 T r- 7AT r (4.24)

I(R-IR,) R,

In this approximation we will solve the equation of continuity of the compo-

nent regardless of the equation of thermal conductivity, i.e., we will open

system (4.23).

We will linearize the equation of continuity of the component, using-i
Brokaw's method [151]. By expanding expressions (2-x3) in equation (4.8)

and Vdi(rev)2 in equation (4.3) into a Taylor series around the equilibrium

value of the composition, and limiting ourselves to the first terms, we obtain

__ , I d Y3

dzl dz ' (4.25)
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7m
where 'F

Y3 = -v2 e X3; Z - ,,

2A(' 2n (4.26)-. ... .. co,!-st; Im2 =P- le =c01, t;
tn2

A()2 W in.,

(4.27)

The solution of equation (4.25), via the modified first and second order

Bessel functions, is written thus:

33 C110(z) + CK (z). (4.28)

Boundary conditions (4.21) are rewritten relative to Y3:

y, 31 [._ 1  + dy.

where Br dr j~
where B2 = Ar, 2AT( pD,,AH,,In R2 ' ,

R,(]f " (4.29)

The integration constants are determined from the system of linear alge-

braic equations

C, [Io(z,) (z 1)
C, [. + .

12 J L1? R

Performing similar reasonings relative to the mixture N 2 04 2N0 2, from the

equations
I d (r g,- k I1 p
r d ' L

we obtain the same expression (4.28) for the nonequilibrium composition

y = x le with the constants
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Ai'" k [1,p ±(I Ph(.1::- ' -- , P I  = 0

R, J"

The dimensionless complex 06 characturizes the 'reaction capability' of

the gaseous phase. The introduction of the function 4 by dependences (4.27)

and (4.31), differing from Brokaw's method, made it possible, by using the

expressions obtained for the time of chemical reaction "chem [288] and the

scale of the time of the diffusion process, T dif [231] to determine the ratio

of the times of the competing processes

-rat (4.32)

where 6 - RI ln(R 2/R1 ) is the characteristic linear dimension in cylindrical

geometry.

Average and local 'thermal conductivity' of a nonequilibrium mixture.

According to definition (4.12), the local 'thermal conductivity' of the mix-

ture is

From condition (4.9) it follows that rq = const Q, i.e.,

dr Q (4.34)
dr *

Having integrated equation (4.34), we obtain

AT(4.35)In (R.IR).(

Having substituted expressions (4.35) and (4.34) into iormula (4.33), we ob-

tain an expression for the local 'thermal conductivity'

(4.36)

-1
Having integrated equality (4.36) from R to R2 with a weight r , we obtain

T- ArG. (4.37)
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In the expressions obtained the functions

ay y
B b; is?:" _

B rin.(,R.IRl).(l10()-1 o

I IKoz)- Ko z)J, (4.38)
!= dy -- C1/, (z) - q. K, (4)| (4.39)

: 7= B dr = B"

depend upon the ratio of the rates of the chemical transformations in the

gaseous phase ( ) and at the surface (') upon the geometry of the gap (R2/R1 )

and the characteristic dimension 6.

Having made the limiting transitions (T + 0 or T + o) in equations (4.30),

(4.38), in particular cases we obtain the function G:

1) both surfaces are chemically and catalytically inert (TI(2) 0)

{ (z,) -I K (z,)J [ K, (z) K,- K(z.)]}R2K
X {( (1 (2) K (z,)- I K (zI L)-;

2) the internal surface is inert, and the external surface is entirely

catalytic (Ti 0, T2 4 0)
2= l Ko (Z ) - lo (z) Ko (z2)

4P6 Io (z,) K1 (z,) + I, (z1) K, (z;)]

3) the internal surface is entirely catalytic, and the external surface

is inert (T 1  T ' '2 0) G lo (z2) Ko ( z,)  Ko ( 2) 0(z2)
0 ' [Ko (z,) 1, (z..) +i K, (Z'2) lo (zi)]

4) both surfaces are entirely catalytic (Ti ' 1 2 = )G 0.

The Bessel functions for the values of the argument 0.02 < z < 10 are

tabulated in ref. [229]. At values of z > 10 in the calculations of G, we

should use expansions of the Bessel functions into series [230]. For the

heat-transfer gap between ;he coaxial cylinders (the ratio R2/R of order 1)
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when both z and z 2  20, the expressions for the function G are rewritten

thus:

R~n(IR {2 1/)

Hsh (z.--z,)1 [ P R 2
1 Y.

+ . ch.- (z--z) {sh(Z-z 1) _(,- 1) +

2
R,,

+,c,(z,.-z,, [ th, ~z-)

th (z,- z,).R.
'4O q'R InT&

If z and z2 arc so great (at great values of 4 or 6) that z - zI  a4, the

expressions obtained above are simplified:
R, +e,

R

yR, In Lt~

T61  0

'l',-, I . R.'.-o = R%7- I'= n R2

In the heat-transfer gap of cylindrical geometry with a heated filament as

the internal cylinder (R2/R1 >> 1) the funct-on G should be calculated accord-

ing to the common formulas (4.33) when z < 4.
-4
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U en z2 > 4 the following inequalities are valid: 0 (z2) >> 10 (z1 );(z2 >> Il(zl); KI(zl)(RI/R2 >> Kl(z2); I (z ) >> I (zl)(RI/R2) K0( 2 <

<<Ko0 (zl).In this case expressions (4.38) are simDlified:
_ Rt Ko (z, )

'&:,-o EpR, In (CR .'R1) '1, (zj .. ) K, (z) '

G1,o = K ) (z , ) .',- . q R1 in (&'1k') K1 (z,)'

I I0 (Z.)i go (p R.. I n (R. R,1) 1I, (z ) '

Z> -- z2'- 10 Ln

The function G varies in the range [0.11 (Fig. 4.3). When G 0 (a high

rate of reaction in the gas or a large width of the gap, A - R2-RI) X*, accord-

ing to equation (4.37), tends toward the maximum possible value of X e In

the othe extreme case, when G + 1 (low rates of the reactions or small values

of A), 7* + ?,f.

The width of the heat-transfer gap in the experiment is limited to avoid

convection. Therefore, an increase in the average 'thermal conductivity' may

be achieved basically by an increase of the 'reaction capability' of the gas

as a consequence of an increase in P and T. The limiting values of A* e

at a width of the gap of I mm is realized for stage II at P = 500 atm and

T = 1000 K (Fig. 4.4), while for stage I it is already achieved at P - 1 atm

(Fig. 4.5).
;&

The second limiting case * Af for stage II is realized at P = 1 atm

at all temperatures (Fig. 4.4), and for stage I at the same gap, only at

very low pressures P << 1 atm.

Since with an increase in the width of the gap the characteristics time

of the diffusion process is increased, then it is qualitatively clear that

with a noticeable increase in A, even at rates of the chemical transformations

that are not very high, we may achieve an increase in X* and even obtain A*

SAe only as a consequence of a perceptible increase in Tdlf . Or, by a de-

crease in A, X* -+ Xf is achieved. But for this (at high values of TChem) we

must change A by orders of magnitude.
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Figure 4.3. Variation of t~le function G as a function of the 'reaction
capability' of the gaseous phase (coaxial cylinders R1=0.4 cm,
A -R2-Rl, I) R2/R1 =1.0025, A=0.001 cm; I) 1.025, 0.01;
III) 1.25, 0.1; IV) 3.5, 1.0. 1) both surfaces inert, Tily*,

Y2 0; 2) surface of internal cylinder inert, external entirelycatalytic, T10, T2-); 3) Ti 2-*0; 4) Tli- T2-).

It is practically impossible to establish such special experiments with

respect to checking the effect of the width of the gap on 'thermal conductiv-

ity' since the limiting high values of A must nevertheless be such as to ex-

clude the effect of convection in the heat transfer gap, and the lower limit

of the width of the gap is dictated by design possibilities. But, other things

being equal, we may investigate the effect of A on ?* by calculation methods.

Cases with extreme values of A are also of practical interest: 1) at forced

convection with a high rate, in the pipe the heat boundary layer, through

which the heat is transferred basically by thermal conductivity, is very thin,

of the order of tenths or hundredtksof a millimeter, Amin; 2) in natural con-

vection, around pipes of large diameter the boundary layer is very thick

(tens of millimeters), A max . The effect of the width of the gap on T* is

given in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.4. Variation of the average 'thermal conductivity' of
the mixture 2NO2 * 2NO + 02 in the gap as a function
of the pressure and temperature (Rl=0.4, R2=0.5 cm,
both surfaces inert):

1- T = 6100K, 2- 7000, 3- 8000, 4- 9000, 5- 10000;
dashed line X2 , dash-dot line X
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Figure 4.5. Effect of the width of the gap on the 'ther.Aal
conductivity' of the mixture N204 Z 2NO2 (T = 3000,
R, = 5.10-3 cm, inert surfaces):

1- R -RI=1 cm, 2- 0.1 cm, 3- 0.01 cm, 4- 0.001 cm.
21

We will also direct attention to the fact that A*, calculated for differ-

ent geometries (R2/R1  var) at the same values of P, T, and A, will differ

somewhat (Fig. 4.7). We must rememter this in the comparison of the experi-

mental data obtained by the heated filament method and by the coaxial cylinder

method.

If one of the surfaces is catalytically active, this has a noticeable

effect on the average 'thermal conductivity'. The effect of limiting activi-

ties of the surface (T 4 0 or T 4 -) and the finite catalytic activity of

each of them on T* was investigated in detail in ref. [225]. From an analysis

of the general expression for G (4.38), (4.30) it was established that if

chemical transformations occur in the gas with a finite rate, the definition
I
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Figure 4.6. Effect of the width of the gap on the 'thermal
conductivity' of the mixture 2N02 t 2NO + 0 4H

(R1 =0.4 cm, P =50 atm).

27--I

71.7,

Figure 4.7. Effect of the geometry of the gap on the 'thermal

conductivity' of the mixture N204 '2 2NO 2 (7=300
0 K):

1- R1=0.4 cm, R2 /RI=l.25, A=0.lcm; 2- 6.48.10,3;
37.1; 0.2339 [25]; 3- 5 l0 3 , 32.2; 0.162 [145];

4- 5.103 21; 0.1.
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I

of the concepts of 'inert' and 'entirely catalytic' surface should not be

given according to the absolute value of T, but in a comparison of the rates

of the chemical transformations iii the gas and at the surface, i.e., accord-

ing to the ratio */T.

From the estimates of the contribution of individual terms in formulas

(4.38), (4.30), it was found that when */T 
> 30 the surface may be considered

'inert'. If 4/T S 0.05, the surface may be considered as 'entirely catalytic'.

Working from this conclusion, we selected the range of variation of c in the

investigation of the effect of the finite catalytic activity of the surface

on A* (Fig. 4.8).

Investigations similar to those which were performed with G may also be

performed with the function X [231]. In particular cases X(r) is determined

according to the formulas:

Y ,-O R ,

K,.- K, (zj) R 1 (z)- (z,) 1 (Z)(z)
X "I I;T

I, (z2) K, (Z,) - 1, (z,) K, (z.)
I Ko (z.,) 1, (z) --1(.)K,(z)

,, R, 1'1 (Z) Ko l .)-" o (22,) K, (z,)

I K0 (,)/1, (z') +L /o (21) Kt (z)
,-o R2 11 (2 0 Ko (zi) + -K, (Z2) 10 (ZO)

At large values of the argument z > 10, in the coaxial cylinder method the

function (r) are determined by the expression:

? h(7 -Z) R /77s S(z1

WS .0 rh (z.-- !

ch(z 2-- z)

In the heated filament method, with simplifications accepted in the derivation

of the expression for G, the following formulas are valid:
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-0,./ t% ! .& R , , .',
R, __ I (z1)

R'' !--, ,(z) K ( )

I F &(z) I ,) :) 1 (Z:1
When z, zl, z2  10, these latter formulas are simplified:

7 (z

+ X eZp zi)J (Z$
-- IR, -

+ exp Z,)]

,-o =- X'p[-( - z,)] exp [(z$ -- i] +

In Fig. 4.9 the variation of the local thermal conductivity *(r) in a gap

with inert surfaces is given. It is apparent that the higher the 'reaction

capability' of the gas, the less is the region of wall effects.

Figure 4.8. Effect of the finite catalytic activity of the surface of
the surface of a cylinder on the 'thermal conductivity'
of the mixture 2NO 2  2NO + 02 (P=100 atm, R1=0.4 cm,

R2=0.5 cm, the surface of the external cylinder being
chemically and catalytically inactive, C210 6)

1- T=600°K, 2- 7000° 3- 9000° 4- 1000° , solid line represents '* _
dot-dah line represents T -TI+0,T2-0.
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At small temperature differences in the gap (of the order of 50), in the

calculation of the local 'thermal conductivity' according to formula (4.36),

we may use the value = (T) = const with an adequate degree of accuracy. At

values of AT of the order of 20* and T = 10000K, such an averaging with respect

to temperature O(T) leads to an error of the order of 7-9% in X* by r2(RI+R 2

This is associated with the fact that the rate constant of the reaction enter-

ing into O(T) depends exponentially upon the temperature. Consequently in the

calculation of X*(r) at large values of AT in a heat-transfer gap (or in a

boundary layer) we must use the mean integral magnitude O(T).

Figure 4.9. Variation of the local 'thermal conductivity' in
the gap of the mzixture 2NO 2 * 2NO + 02. Both
surfacds are inert; T= 950'K (T = 960, T - 9400K);
RI = 0.4 cm, R2 = 0.5 cm.

The results given in the brief communication [277] are surprising. With

correct general reasonings, the authors give very strange qualitative results.

On the basis of the dependence deriveu for X*(y) the authors established the

fact that when P = 1 atm and t = 600 C at a distance y = 5.10 cm from the

surface, the 'thermal conductivity' reacnies the equilibrium value X e. From

the results given (the analytical and numerical solution) it follows that even

when A = 0.1 cm, X* and T* at these parameters are equal to the 'frozen'

thermal conductivity. This is even more valid in a layer with a thickness of
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5"10 -3 cm. Our conclusion Is thus confirmed by the experimental values of the

average 'thermal conductivity' A ex [29, 144]. -I

The authors do not give the values of A! at which they made these esti-

mates. If the values of AT accepted were gt-it (o the order of AT in the

boundary layer) then the cause of such results may be the incorrect averaging

of the coefficients in the equation of continuity.

If we consider the two terms for the equilibrium composition and the

average 'thermal conductivity' of the mixture 2NO2  2NO + 02 in expansion

(2 - x3) and V di(rev)2 we may obtain the analytical expression (approxima-

tion II) [274]. In the heat transfer gap, in view of the smallness of the

temperature difference AT, the contribution of these terms is not great, but

it may turn out to be noticeable in the Investigation of heat transfer in the

boundary layer.

5. Comparison of Nonequilibrium Values of the 'Effective Thermal Con-

ductivity' with the Experimental Data

A validation of the chemical kinetic constants used in the calculations

of X* was performed in ref. [228].

The values of X* of the mixture N204  2NO2 obtained and the experimental

data of Coffin and O'Neal, Srivastava and Barua, Barua and Dastidar, and I
Dresvyannikov at P < 1 atm, within the limits of the error of calculation and

of the experiment, agree (Fig. 4.10) if we use the parameters of the inter- -
molecular reaction of the components determined from experimental values Vsm

in the calculations [46]. The agreement of the calculated equilibrium values

of Xel with the experimental data [29] at P > 1 atm is also satisfactory, al-

though in the region of the peaK of thermal conductivity Xexp is systematically

lower (by 10-20%). It is probable that this is associated with the error of

measurement by the spring thermocouples of several differences T 2 5' in this

region. At higher remperatures, where T 1 i0-200 was maintained, this error

is decreased and Xexp X e
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SOFA Figure 4.10. Comparison of the calculated

values of thermal conductivity of the

Z mixture N 0 2NO with experimental
data: a) Coffin and O'Neal [25], b) data
from refs. [137, 189], c) Dresvyannikov
[145].

man js'o '

• ' _, . * .i.o

4w ': r -A,,

Figure 4.11. Comparison of the calculated and experimental values of
the thermal conductivity of the mixture, 2NO 2 Z 2NO 

- 02:

1) smoothed values [29]; 2) experimental data [145];
solid line, 'frozen' thermal conductivity.
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We will note that the system N204  2NO2 is not the most fortunate selec-

tion from the standpoint of checking the effect of the rate of the chemical

reaction on the 'thermal conductivity'. The effect of chemical relaxation on

* of this mixture is felt noticeably when P << I atm, where accommodation

surface effects are manifested. But when P = 1 atm the nonequilibrium nature

of the chemical reaction N204 0 2NO decreases the 'thermal conductivity' in
2 4 2

comparison with X by not more than 1.5-2%. Thus, the range of pressuresel
being investigated is very narrow.

The experimental [29, 144] and the calculated values of T* of the mixture

2NO2  2NO + 0., obtained analytically from formula (4.37) and by numerical

solution of system of equations (4.23) on an ETsVM, at P = 1 atm, are practi-

cally equal to the 'frozen' thermal conductivity (Fig. 4.11).

The experimental values of X* [29] at P > 1 atm at the present time are

the only ones. Since in the determination of the 'thermal conductivity' [29]

the method of coaxial cylinders was used as relative, the dimensions of the

heat-transfer gap were not accurately determined. With an external diameter

of the internal cylinder of 0.8 cm, the width of the gap amounted hypothetically

to 0.6-0.8 cm, if, of course, there was no noticeable excentricity in the

apparatus. When P = 5 atm and 10 atri the calculated values of T* agree satis-

factorily with the experimental data [29] (Fig. 4.12). But when P = 30 and

50 atm and T > 650 K the difference in the calculated and experimental data

exceeds 20% and increases as the temperature rises. At the same time, the

behavior of X exp(, T) at high pressures is not subordinate to the dependences

established for an inert ('frozen') mixture or an individual substance. Usually

the effects of the pressure on the thermal conductivity of the latter (X smooth

- Xid)/xid amounts to not more than 5-7% at the same given critical parameters

of W, T. However, the increase in the 'thermal conductivity' of the mixture

under consideration when P 50 atm (Xe - Xf)/If amounts to approximately

30-40% (Fig. 4.13).

If in the course of the experiments or in the processing of the results

[291 no methodological eri 7 was committed, a hypothetical explanation of the 4
vergences between the experimental (29] and the calculated values at high
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values of P may be the variation of the mechanism of the decomposition of

NO2 with an increase in P.

However, in that region of temperatures and pressures where a divergence

between the calculated and experimental values of X* is observed, the experi-

mental investigation of the rate constant kpr2 was not conducted (Fig. 4.14).

rat .Je
/

/

o,*

! a

Figure 4.12. Comparison of calculated and experimontal values of
thermal conductivity of the mixture 2NO 2 - 2NO + 02
at P = 10 atm.

1) experimental data in section 1, 2) in section 2;
solid line represents calculated values for gaps of
different widths, R1 = 0.4 cm.

- lFigure 4.13. Effect of pressure on the
J'thermal conductivity' of the mixture

20/0.-. 2N0 2 ' 2NO + 02, observed in the experi-
0 119, ment (29].

bffl0 650 700 T"
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The thermal decomposition of NO according to the scheme 2NO 2NO + 0
2 2 2

is referred by Laidler [275] to the class of elementary gaseous reactions.

And this entirely agrees with the-investigations of Bodenstein and his co-

workers [43] and those of Rosser and Wise [59], at P = 1-2 atm the rate of

the reaction varies with the concentration of NO2 according to the law of a

simple second-order reaction. From thence the conclusion is suggested that

such a reaction is a simple bimolecular reaction.

Strictly speaking, many complex reactions in limited boundaries of the

variation of the parameters P, T are subordinate to simple kinetic laws. But

in a wide range of P, T the orders of magnitude of these reactions vary, which

speaks of the complex natura of the latter.

Relative to the decomposition of NO it was also established [252] that
*2

at high temperatures (T = 1450-20000K) and at high pressures a change of the

order of the reaction from second to first occurs. Troe [252] investigated
the decomposition of NO in a medium of Ar (the .concentration of NO2 amounted

to 0.05-2%) in a high-pressure shock tube at a general concentration of the
-5 3 3

diluent of 1.5.10 'Qr ' 2.5 10 - moles/cm , which corresponds to the

general pressure 2 'P '- 400 atm. When P > 300 atm, a deviation of the re-

action from the second order was observed, although the decomposition of NO2

according to the strictly first order scheme may occur at very high pressures

(P >>1000 atm), as follows from the arguments given above.

Following the Lindemann-Hinshelwood theory, we assume that the mechanism

of the decomposition of NO2 through the activated complex is as follows:

NO. + NO.= NO,, (NO2)*,

Relative to the activated complex (NO2)* the equation of kinetics is written:

k,
0 N O.

k-2

On the basis of the method of steady-state (275] (dPact /dt 0), we will

determine the concentration of the activated complex
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The thermal decomposition of NO according to the scheme 2NO2  2NO + 02
222

is referred by Laidler [275] to the class of lementary gaseous reactions.

And this entirely agrees with the'investigations of Bodenstein and his co-

workers [431 and those of Rosser and Wise [59], at P = 1-2 atm the rate of

the reaction varies with the concentration of NO2 according to the law of a

simple second-order reaction. From thence the conclusion is suggested that

such a reaction is a simple bimolecular reaction.

Strictly speaking, many complex reactions in limited boundaries of the

variation of the parameters P, T are subordinate to simple kinetic laws. But

in a wide range of P, T the orders of magnitude of these reactions vary, which

speaks of the complex natura of the latter.

Relative to the decomposition of NO2 it was also established [2521 that
at high temperatures (T = 1450-20000 K) and at high pressures a change of the

order ,of the reaction from second to first occurs. Troe [252] investigated

the decomposition of NO2 in a medium of Ar (the concentration of NO2 amounted

to 0.05-2%) in a high-pressure shock tube at a general concentration of the

diluent of 1.5.10 P ' 2.5 10 " moles/cm , which corresponds to thePAr

general pressure 2 g P 400 atm. When P > 300 atm, a deviation of the re-

action from the second order was observed, although the decomposition of NO2

according to the strictly first order scheme may occur at very high pressures

(P >>1000 atm), as follows from the arguments given above.

Following the Lindemann-Hinshelwood theory, we assume that the mechanism

of the decomposition of NO2 through the activated complex is as follows:

NO,--NO=NO, (NO)*,
k_1

Relative to the activated complex (NO2)* the equation of kinetics is written:

(No:)* NO + O.
k_3

On the basis of the method ot steady-state [275] (dP act/dt 0), we will

determine the concentration of the activated complex
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kjk2

4_4

Here k' 2 14"3exp(-71860/RT)sec" is the expression for the first-orderpr2

rate constant obtained by Troe by extrapolation to high pressures.

At low densities kr2eff k = k"r2. And thus,

k k'kp,2411 2

k~o ,; -'- I(*)~~k'r2 °

where V" 10 16.05 exp(-65000/RT)(cmi/mole/sec) is the second-order ratepr2

constant obtained by Troe in the range T = 1450-20000K up to pressures P = 80

atm. This latter essentially differs from the constant kpr2 , obtained by

Rosser and Wise and by Bodenstein [43, 59], since the decomposition of NO
2

at moderate temperatures occurs, although in accordance with a second-order

scheme with a somewhat different mechanism. V
From the ratio (*) i:: follows that the magnitude of P at which the

decomposition will occur according to the second-order scheme is determined

by the condition
__.. > 1.

kP,2  "

At T = 15000K this condition is fulfilled when P > 1000 atm. At a pressure

P = 1, 10, 80, 100, 300, 400, and 1000 atm, the values of k' ' 6.77 10" 3/sec

and the values of kp 2;8"103; i.04.0 and

2.63"10 , respectively.

The extrapolation of Troe's formula k" to the region of moderate temper-
pr2

atures (Fig. 4.15) investigated by Rosser and Wise and by Bodenstein, demon-

strated that the contribution of this mechanism in the range T = 600-10000K

is negligible.

Mal'ko assumed that thermal decomposition at moderate temperatures occurs

with the formation of the intermediate substances NO3 and N2 02

/0NO + NOz :;O- N/ + NO,
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ro+ 0 :'-:CC-.O + NO,

NQ.: + NO -- NO -O0.

* ,, - rO, . O" N i :

*4 0

of th recinoIhra eopsto fN2(-i
\--

-5

the constant determined by Rosser and Wise and by Boden-
stein k =(1/2)lO

12 .'6exp(-269OO/RT), 2- is Troe's
pr2 016.05 3

constant k" - 0 exp(-65000/RT) cm /mole/sec).
pr2

The effective rate constant of the decomposition of NO, of the second-order,

obtained from such a scheme,

stein A ;pr2  5,6i/2)101^2ep (V2600RT), -i To'

osat = 01e:p(1-250T)

within limits of t3-4% coincides with the constant k pr'ieon the basis

pr2rie.

of available information concerning the mechanism of the decomposition of NO2

I..

in the gaseous phase we cannot make either a qualitative or even a quantitative

conclusion conerning the variation of the constant kpr 2 [43,59] at P = 10-50

atm, and T = 650-8001K. For the final explanation of the divergence of the

experimental data [29] from the calculated values of )* of the mixture 2NO2

+ 2NO + 02, at the IYaE AN BSSR a repetition of the experiments was attempted.

In the course of the processing of the results of the experiment on calibrated

gases it was established that in an apparatus of the type described in ref.
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129J conditions of isothermr.city are not observed along the length of the

cylinders in the working section. This considerably complicated the process-

ir.g of the results of the experiment. After consideration of the corrections

associated with the overflows of heat along the cylinders, the constants in

the working formula were determined on the basis of data with respect to the

Cheual conductivity of He and N2, which were then used in the determination

of the 'thermal conductivity' of the mixture N20 0 2NO2 ' 2N0 + 02. These

new experimental values of the 'thermal conductivity' agree, with an error no

higher than t2-3% with the calculated values of A* obtained according to the

formulas described above in the entire range of P and T investigated (1-150

atm, and from T to 750°K). Only in the region of the peak of the thermal5

conducti-ity in the first stage of the reaction do the divergences increase

to 5-7%.

6. Generalization of the Values of the Nonequilibrium Composition and

tne Thermal Conductivity

From an analysis of the functional form of the expressions obtained for

the nc-nequilibrium compositi.n (4.28) and the average 'thermal conductivity'

(4.37) it follows thaL aside from the conditions P = idem; T = idem, for

similar.ty of the processes of heat transfer and mass transfer io the heat-

transfer gap in a mixture with finite rates of the chemical transformations

it is necessary that the following condition be fulfilled:

_51;f i-.n for idon.

By meai,s of this additional criterion of similarity, the values of the

nonequilibr4.um composition P-e generalized: x/x -x )
and also thf. average 'thermal conductivity' of the mixture N2 0 4 2NO2 -

2N0 + 0 We note that the generalized curves given in Fig. 4.16 determine

the 'thermi. conductivity' also of another different nonequilibrium mixture,

placed in t ie heat transfer gap of thr geometry under consideration.

At th( characteristic time of the chemical transformations, here the

chevical r,.laxation tim T hem is used, which in dist4nction from the time
.hem



I' ~f

of the establishment of equilibrium, does not depend upon the initial deviation,

but is determined only by the physico-chemical properties of the system and

by the external parameters. With.reference to the mixtures under consideration

the foll .ing expressions were obtained for Tchem [228]:

. /,- RACl

Figure 4.16. Generalized dependence (le-x*)/I re f(dif/re)

The time scale of the. diffusion process is determined by the method of

the theory of similarity from the differential equation of diffusion of the

2 P

reacting gases, Td f = 62/Dj, where D. De for mixture I, and Di = De for

Tdiff PI le- if3

mixture II (4.8).

The characteristic dimension in the heat-transfer gap of cylindrical

geometry is 6 = R1 ln(R 2/RI). If the gap between the cylinders, A = R2  -RI

is small in comparison with RI and R2 (in the investigation of the 'thermal

conductivity' by the coaxial cylinder method at large values of P), then

6 a R - R

2 1'
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Chapter V

THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF N 0 IN THE LIQUID PHASE
2 4

1. Degree of Dissociation of the System N20 * 2NO in the Liquid Phase

The experimental study of the equilibrium of the reaction N2 4  2NO2

in the liquid phase was conducted at atmospheric pressure at temperatures

T Tn b 294.5 K [1091112]. Duncall [109] studied the dissoci-
natural boiling

ation of nitrogen tetroxide only for three temperatures by means of the visual

calorimetric method, with a gas flame as the light source. According to Sone

[1111, from measurements of the magnetic susceptibility of nitrogen tetroxide

it follows that in the liquid phase 0.7% NO2 is contained. However, his work

contains an inaccuracy in the determination of the magnetic susceptibility.

The most reliable data were obtained by the spectrophotometric method in ref.

[112]. The concentration of the NO2 component in the liquid was determined

by means of comparison of data with respect to ads rption in the liquid phase

with adsorption of a known concentration in the vapor phase. The results give

a linear dependence between ig K and l/T.
x

Since a knowledge of dissociation is necessary in the solution of many

problems, such as, for example, those associated with the variation of the

aggregate state of the substance, a calculation was made of the degree of

dissociation of nitrogen tetroxide in the region of temperatures from the

melting point to the critical point in the vapor phase and the liquid phase at

at the saturation line (113].

A feature of the system under consideration is the inseparability of the

components N04 and NO2, no matter what the external parameters P and T may

be. At a liquid-vapor equilibrium, the variation of the syste, or its number A

of degrees of freedom, according to the Gibbs phase rule, is equal to

W = 2 + c - r- 2 + 2 - 1 - 2 = 1

i.e., only one independent parameter exists, such as F, T , or a, for ex-

ample, which hampers the opportunity of the application of many ratios obtained
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in the theory of solutions. In other words, it is impossible to trace the

property-composition dependence without variation of P and T.

In considering the dissociation reaction N204 2NO2 as an equilibrium

reaction (actually, at pressures P - 1 bar the time of the establishement of

chemical equilibrium in the system is 10"-10"5 sec in tha gaseous phase [114];

in the liquid phase equilibrium is established much more rapidly: the lifetime

of NO2 in a medium of N204 at a temperature T = 283.2 K and at atmospheric

pressure amounts to 0.2 10 sec according to the data in ref. [115]), we may

demonstrate that to each pair of values of P and T its own composition of the

mixture corresponds.

The de.gree of dissociation of the vapor at the saturation line was deter-

mined according to the methodology explained in Chapter II.

The activity factor y" of the entire system was found according to the

general rule as a measure of the deviation of the real molar volume from the

molar volume of an ideal (perfect) gas at the same values of P and T:

P

RTIn V;' .(V;4 - Vs.)dP.
0 '

The real molar volume is determined with a knowledge of the degree of

dissociation and of the experimental data with respect to the density of the

system in the gaseous phase [15, 16] and on the saturation line [116]. The

P-V-T data were taken from ref. [35].

In this case the activity factors Y" are:
i

1o' =log + x;

log =C'g S- xY;

c( A T Tcr'+2(1 x)(2T,,- Tr1-Tr")

RTcr/ 2,303 T.

+ - Pc, +2 (1- x;) (2P,"- P,-,- PrI)_
± Z~C] --- -b goT-

- log , , ( ,-).

Thus, LIe composition of the vapor at the saturation line is calculated

by the method of successive approximations. For the zero approximation the
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value of aO at y" = 1 is selected. Then by calculating y" and y" in the first
0 sm i

approximation, we find a". Two or three approximations are sufficient.
JA

This method of calculating y" is very laborious. With a sufficient degree NThsmehd fcaclaig(i0) (1) IE

of accuracy we may use the expression log y" log (0)
+ w1 lo (1

The degree of dissociation at the critical point determined according to

the first method amounts to acr = 0.321 and according to the second method,

a = 0.30, which is entirely adequate for engineering calculations.cr '

At equilibrium on the curve of the co-existence of liquid and vapor,

because of the equality of chemical potentials of the components in both phases

and with the same selection of the standard state of the activity of the i-th

component in the equilibrium phases are the same: a' = ai = a= x .

,IP 0 a 6  xPyZSince id i P /P t, a P P 0 , and i xPe = P/Zsm , by the

selection method we may determine the composition in the liquid phase at the

saturation line.

At low temperatures the connection between the compositions of the equi-

librium phase is described by the following expression [117]:

X; P, 7 X .

For the calculation of P we may use a generalized Riedel formula, estab-

lishing the dependence between the given value of the pressure of the saturated
0 0

vapor of the i-th component Ty = p i/P upon the magnitude of the critical

parameter Xcri and the given temperature T i  T/T -log i1 = 4(ri) +
+ (X crl " 7)Y(T i)

The values of the functions q(T) and 1(1) are given in ref. [118]. The 4

Riedel parameter is associated with the acentric factor w by the equation 4
Xcr1 = 5.808 + 4.930wi, and wi = (0.291-Z c/0.08), where Z = (P 1 /Vr)/

/RTcrI •
cr1*

For the component N204' WI= 0.350, and for N02U,2 = 0.375.
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Point !

natural boiling pt. critical point

Figure 5.1. Degree of dissociation of the system N204 $ 2NO 2
in liquid and in vapor at the saturation line.

cri~ic 1naur
point boil-ing 7S

pit triple point

Figure 5.2. Dependence of the zonstant of equilibrium of the
dissociation reaction N20)4 -+- 2N02 in the gaseous
and in the liquid phases at the saturation line
upon the magnitude of the reverse temperature lIT:

1- K' (PT); 2- K"(PT); 3- K'(P ); 4- K'(T).
x id x x x
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The calculated data concerning the degree of dissociation of the liquid

and vapor at the saturation line from the melting point to the critical point

are given in Fig. 5.1.

In Fig. 5.2 a curve of the dependence of the constant of equilibrium
2

K = x2/x is shown in the gaseous and in the liquid phases, respectively;
where 1) is K" id(PT) in an ideally (perfect) gaseous state; and 4) shows

the plotting of the experimental values of K"(T) [1121 from the triple point
X

to the normal boiling point. From the boiling point to the critical point the

values shown by the dashed line are extrapolated. The experimental point of

K'(T) at a temperature T = 293.2 K according to data from ref. [109] is desig-
x

nated by a circle.

Table 5.1 Degree of dissociation of liquid and vapor of the system
N204 1 2NO 2 at the saturation line.

TS.OK Ps. bars '

231,9 0,192 0,0M0170 0,06
270.0 0.320 030235 0,039
281,0 0, 0 0,000512 0,111
2SI.0 0,54 0,000310 0,133
291.0 1,028 0,60137 0,142
30),0 1,312 0, N3S2 0,154
310,0 2,037 0,00521 0,170
320,0 3,033 0, 0090 0,186
330,0 4,378 0,0142 0,200
340,0 6,329 0,0219 0,213
350,0 9,094 0,0311 0.225
360,0 12.94 0,0493 0,238
370,0 18,13 0,0714 0,252
380,0 24.94 0.092 0,264
390,0 33,66 0,127 0,275
400.0 44,66 0.161 0,287
410,0 58,'18 0,199 0,298
420,0 76,05 0,244 0,310
430,0 98,e3 0,303 0.319
431,35 1 2,49 0,321 0,321

In Table 5.1 the calculated values of the degree of dissociation of

liquid and vapor at the saturation line from the melting point to the critical

point are given.

2. Curve of the Vapor Tension

In the literature two works are known which generalize numerous experi-

mental data with respect to the curve of the vapor tension [35, 119]. The
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numerical values of the saturation pressure in both works agree within the

limits of accuracy of the experiment, in the range of the variation of the

temperature from the triple point.to the critical point. The magnitude of the

derivatives (dP/dT)s calculated according to the polynomial proposed in ref.

[1191 practically coincide with the data in ref. [35] from the triple point to

4100K. At higher temperatures the derivatives in ref. [119] lie lower and at

the critical point the divergences reach 5%. If we use the Planck-Gibbs rule

for analysis of the reliability of these data near the critical point, it turns

out that from the volumetric behavior of nitrogen tetroxide even a slightly

greater value of (dP/dT)c r follows than in ref. [35], which shows the prefer-

ability of these data.

In Table 5.2 the values of P - T are given, obtained by a generalizations s

of the data in refs. [14,15,36,37,38,41,55].

3. Curve of Orthobaric Densities

The analysis and processing of experimental data vith respect to densities

of liquid and vapor at the saturation line were given in ref. [116]. The

values of the density of the liquid and vapor obtained by the same means as

the values of Ps - Ts according to the data in [14, 36, 37, 38] are given in

Table 5.3.

4. Density of N20

The density of the liquid phase of N204 was measured by Reamer and Sage

[141 and by Tsymarnyy [161. Tsymarnyy's processed data agree well with the

data in ref. [14]. The matched data are given in Table 5.4.

5. Surface Tension

b

For a description of the dependence of surface tension upon temperature,

the Guggenheim equation was used [23]: T (i i )
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Table 5.4 Density p of N204 in the liquid phase, g/cm
3.

- , ______ ____ P. ama ___

, , I

-- 0 1,5050 1,5055 1.5060 1,5065 1 1.5070 1,5080 - - -
0 1,4845 1,4815 1,4850 1,4860 1,4870 1,4880 1,4900 1,4920

30 1,4630 1,4635 1,46-40 1,4650 1.4660 1.4680 1,4700 1,4720 - -

20 1,4415 1,4420 1,4430 1,4440 1,4450 1,4470 1,4490 1,4510 1,4590 1,4650
30 - 1,4190 1.4200 1,4210 1,4220 1.4240 1,4260 1,4280 1, 4365 1,4430
40 - 1,3960 1,3970 1,3980 1,3990 1,4010 1,4030 1,4050 1,4125 1,4205

50 - 1,3710 1,3720 1,3730 1,3740 1,3760 3,3780 1,3800 1,3880 1,3970

60 - - 1,3460 1,3470 1,3480 1,3500 ,3520 3,3540 1,3635 1,3730
70 - - - 3,3 90 1,3200 3, 3220 ,3210 1,3260 1,3370 1,3470

80 - - - 1,2875 1,2900 1,2925 1,2950 1,3085 1,3200

90 - - - 1,2560 ,2585 1,2615 1,2780 1,2915
100 .- 1,2180 3,2210 1,2245 1,2450 1,2605

110 .- 1,1750 1,1780 1,3826 1,2065 3,2255

120 .- 1,1265 1,3305 1,1620 1,1865
130 .... . .. 1,0635 31,080 1,1400

140 ... . ..- 1,0380 1,0840
150 .... ..- 0,9355 1,0120

160 ... . . . 0,9145

.. ~ - ________ - ________P. ama - _ _ _ _ _-

200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 C40

20 1,4705 1,4765 1,4825 1,4890 1,4945 ....

30 1,4500 1,4560 1,4620 1,4690 1,4750- -

40 1,428 1,4355 1,4120 ,4185 1,4550 1,4615 1,4680 1,4740 1,4800

50 1,4050 1,4130 1,4205 1"4270 1,430 1,4410 1,4470 1,4530 1,4583

60 1,,820 1,3900 1,3980 1,4050 1,4125 1,4200 1,4270 1,4310 ,4395

70 1,3575 1,3660 1,3750 ,3830 1,3910 1,3990 1,4065 1,4130 1,4200

10 1,3320 1,3115 ,3515 ,3600 1,36.90 1,3770 1,3860 3,3920 1,399.-,

90 1,3045 1,3155 1,3265 1,3365 1, 1t65 1,3555 1,3645 1,3710 1,37t.-,

100 1,2755 1,2875 1,3005 1,3120 1,3220 1,3320 1,3115 1,3495 1, 3565 

130 1,2430 1,2570 1,2725 1,2815 1,2960 1,3070 1,3170 1,3260 3,3360 j
120 1,2060 1,2235 1,2100 1,2545 1,2680 1,2800 1,2900 1,3000 1,3100

130 , 650 , 1855 1,2055 3,2210 1,2370 1,2505 1,2620 1,2750 ?,2815

.10 1,31( w) 1,120 3.1655 1,1815 1,2025 1,2180 1,2320 1,2460 1,2570

150 1,0580 3,O0l0 1, 1 I0 1,135 3 35 3,1820 1,1980 3,2140 1 2%-,
I 0,950 1,0315 , 06.50 1,0950 1,1200 1,405 1,1600 1,1780 1, l930
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The quantity a0 entering into this equation is determined according to experi-

mental data [122] (i = 1.6, 19.8, and 20*C; a = 29.52, 26.50, or 25.58 dynes

per cm and is assumed to be equal to 102.34 dynes/cm.

The value of a at a temperature of 19.80C was not assumed in the consider-

.ion, since it does not correspond to the fluctuation of the dependence a =

= f(T). The values of the surface tension calculated according to Guggenheim's

equation are as follows: at t = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 130, 140, 1500 C;

a 30, 25.5, 21, 16, 8, 12.7, 8.8, 5.25, 3.65, 2.15, 0.8 dynes/cm.

6. Heat of Vaporization

The results of the calculation of the heat of vaporization of N204 are

given in refs. [2, 40] and in Table 5.5.

7. Equation of State

The equation of state of liquid N204  2NO 2 up to 431.4
0K and 500 atm

[221 is as follows:

P A (T) + B (T) 4 + C(T) V.

where

A (T) = -- 0,085207 + 1,279672 0-1- 6,955S65 0-2 +
+ 16,465772 E- 15,560336 E - 3,870183 6O-'

B(T). 106 = 0,047883- 0,733055e-1 + 4,025217E I -
- 9,380286 0- 3 + 7,573269 6-4;

C(T). 1012 = 0,003775- 0,07"0625(-1 + 4
-- 0,079741 0 -2- 0,038026- .

8 T1100 0K.

and y is the density in kg/m34
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The mean deviation of the densities calculated according to the equation

from the data given by Reamer and Sage amounts to 0.13%.

Table 5.5 Values of the heat of vaporization of liquid N204
obtained according to the Clausius-Clapeyron equation.

P. am O TK 1 1 P akcal/kg F, .K kcal/kg
1,0 294,3 98,1 16,6 366,2 104,7
1,4 299,9 100,5 19,8 372,2 103,5
1,7 305,4 I0,7 23,4 377,2 102,12,2 311,0 104,1 27,7 383,2 100,0

383,2 38,202,7 316,2 106,4 32.6 389,2 97,43,39 322,2 105,6 38.2 394,2 91,24,2 327,2 105,9 44,8 400,2 90,0
5,2 333,2 108,.1 52,3 405,2 85,3
6,4 339,2 106,1 60,7 411,2 78,9
7,8 344,2 106,2 70,6 416,2 70,8
9,5 350,2 110,2 81,5 422,2 58,7

11,5 355,2 106,0 93,9 427,2 39,9
13,8 61.2 105,4 103,3 431,4 0,0

8. Heat Content

I!
The experimental results of the measurements of the heat content of

liquid N204 at atmospheric pressure [21, 41] agree well with each other. The

heat content of liquid N 0 at higher pressures was calculated by graphic
2 4

differentiation of data with respect to enthalpy calculated according to the

equation of state of the liquid phase given above (Table 5.6).

9. EnthalpyA

The enthalpy of the liquid phase of N 0 was measured at the IYaE AN BSSR

[19]. A satisfactory agreement was demonstrated between the calculated and

experimental data.

10. Thermal Conductivity of N 0

In the pu lished literature there is only one work concerning the thermal

conductivity of nitrojen tetroxide in the liquid phase [125]. It is devoted
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to an experimental investigation of X at pressures up to 340.2 atm and in the

temperature range of 4.44-71'C. In order to avoid heat losses from the edges

of the flat slab (the method of parallel plates) or end losses from the cylin-

drical experimental section (the coaxial cylinder method), the authors of this

work [125] applied the spheriL. l Baume method. The experimental gap between

the two working surfaces amounted i. 0.508 mm, which was refined in calibrated

experiments with mercury. The maximum temperature difference amounted to 20F

and 40F, depending upon the volumetric behavior of the nitrogen tetroxide.

Free convection was insignificant, since even for the saturation temperatures

the product Gr.Pr was less than 1000 [126]. Nitrogen tetroxide of 98% indus-

trial purity was then purified in a laboratory rectification column, and the

impurities amounted to less than 0.002 molar fraction. From a measurement of

the electrica power fed to the system, the temperature difference, and the heat

losses the error of measurement of thermal conductivity was estimated by the

authors as 0.0022 kcal/m/hr/degree and the experimental points lay around a

smoothed curve with a deviation of 0.00086 kcal/m/hr/degree. The data on

thermal conductivity are given in Table 5.7.

Table 5.6 Heat content C of liquid nitrogen tetroxide kcal/kg/degreeP

P. am

1.OC [ 100 140 110 220 260 309

20 0,354 0,311 0,330 0,318 0,306 0,298
30 0,370 0,359 0,347 0,336 0,324 0,315
40 0,388 0,375 0,:U;5 0,353 0,311 0,335
50 0,405 0,393 0,382 0,370 0,360 0,351
60 0,422 0,410 0, t00 0,38 0,378 0,37C
70 0,43 0,429 0,419 0,406 0,397 0,389
80 0,455 0,4116 0,436 0,424 0,415 0,407
90 0,471 0,465 0,455 0,440 0,434 0,415

100 0,486 0,480 0,471 0,460 0,453 0,445
110 0,532 0,526 0,508 0,500 0,493 0,485
120 0,691 0,612 0,536 0,587 0,578 0,567
136 0,832 0,783 0,746 0,733 0,708 0,699
140 1,185 1.051 0,976 0,934 0,890 0,866
150 2,265 I,C5f, 1,312 1,182 1,115 1,062
155 3.110 2,195 1,6(65 1,320 1,232 1,162
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Table 5.7 Thermal conductivity X of nitrogen tetroxide in the
liquid phase, kcal/m/hr/degree

1.0C

P . 1 0 2 0 3 0 1 4 0 s o5 017

1 001221 0,185 44
5 0O,1223 0,:sso. 1 G0;16010 0, 050,09971

10 0.1224 10, 187 101'46 0,1104 0,10580,0999 0,09m,10,0845
15 0,122C 10. 18,147 0,1105 0 10580,1000,0.093130.04h7
20 0,1227:0 189 11.0,1 110O 60, 1069 0, IOO'00h9: '0,0S49
30 0 2.0:u 191 0,N-) 1151 0, 1108 I 1I06i!0,100o0l11.0,0852
40 0,1233:0.11 090,1151,11100,0r,10.10080 09 4.t1, 08.5650 0, 123A, 0, 1197 -0. 157 0,.1113 010 OfN 0, 0110[,09.1710,0860
75 0,1213.0,126.!0,1165 0.1121 0gv107n0,1019 I09550,0868
100  0.1250 0,1213:0,1173_01129 0,1084_0,1027 _,096310,0877130 0,1'21,50,1228 0,1189 0),1145 0, 109910,1013 0,0978 0,0895
200 0.1279A12121" : 0,1203 O,1,Z.! 0 1114 0, 1057 0,0994 0,0913
250O 0,129-1:0,1257, 1218 0 ,11i77 0, 1 130 0, 1072 0) i1009 0,0932
300 10,1109 ,0,1271 0,1233 0,1192 0, 1145 0,1087 0,1023 0,0950

35 "0'32i 0:,1289 0,1248 0 D 1207 0, 110610,11 03 0, 1042 0,0967
400 0, 10,1263 :,1222 0,1176 10,1117 0),105910,0984

11. Viscosity of the Liquid Phase of N2

The values of the viscosity of the liquid phase of N204 [2] are given

in Table 5.8.

Tabe .8 Viscosity of nitrogen tetroxide in the liquid phase

" kcal/sec/m" ,

t. C

." "l I '" 1.I 3d%28 ' 370 2,971
I0 311 1.., ,.47' :1.83. !3 312.''7$ 2.1,35' :

15 ...... 1 J,'. 4 .. 1 3.. 1- 13.10., .,.,8 21610 2,321

20 532Ih2 4 '29 :9 ' :1,11132,' 2)f~ t;.; I30 5.3981 4812 .1,307 3 ., 1.123 :1 07., 2.357
40 5.,23 4.862 .,:122 3.879 13, 110. 3.023 2",;7 2,380
50 .5. 1 4,898 4. 30 3.919 3..1.01',O,3 2.'.1; '2, 39,;

5 130 -1.939 4,411 3,65 13.516 3.09 .2.724 2

100 5. 596 .5.007 4,470 .4:1 1 5'.5 2 3.129 ;.773 2,477
1.50 5,717 .. 112 1 5 46 7 4,077 3.603 3, 1h2.83I 2.3'
200 5 826 5.224 4,674 1. 1N59 3, 67o, :,242 12, 8')5 2.5 71
215, 5,913 5,331 14,771 4.235 13.72 3.293:2,921 12,10
300 - 5,481 414,93 4,302 13,787 3.333!2,951 '.bSl

4 ,901 4.375 3,8431 3.:84 3,0 17 2,6418
400 .. .. 3,b99 3,420 3,05:1 2.747
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Table 5.7 Thermal conductivity A of nitrogen tetroxide in the
liquid phase, kcal/m/hr/degree

P. a 0 20 30 40 50 60 70

1 0,12210,1185 f0,:.,14: i" 5 0, 12V-3 1 86 f0,;146 0,1103 0),10571090997
10 0,122410, 1870,1'146 0,1104 0,IV,8,0,0999 0.09350,0845

15 0, 226101 18810, 14710, 110 1058.)0,100010.01)40,0817I
20 127:0:189 '0, 148 0.11060 (:' 00001,,:0,0849
0 0.. 0. ,.0 , 0110 69' ,0 .1002.0 0.10 ,: 0,2 ,,0, ~~j, -0,,'1.,6 0 ' 1.00.,, ,: 04

30 0, 12.31 ;0, 10. 151 0,1108 0,10i.100,100;!.0.08'2
40 0, ;33;0. 191;0,1151 0 O1110 0.0610. I0080 .094.,0.0856
50 0.12.; 0, 197;0,157 0,1113 O, lOt;0, O110,094710.0860
75 0,1213:0,1205,0, 1165 0,1121 0,10760,10190 ,0955 0,0868
100 0.1250 0,12130, 1173 0,1129 0,1084 0,102710.0963 0,0877150 ". '1g' i 0,109910,10130 ,09780,0895150 10. 2. 0,1228 0, 1189 0,11450199,03.978,85

200 0,12791,0, 1242 0,1203 0, 1,.! 0,1114.0,1057 0,0994 0,0913
250 0.129.1,0,1257 0,1218 0,1177 0,1130 0,10720 ;100910,0932
300 0,1109'0,1273 0,1233 0,1192 0,11450,10870,i0250,0950
350 0,'324 0,1289 0,1248 01207 0, 11610,1103 0,104210,0967
400 339 0,1304 0,1263 0,1222 0,117610,1117 0,1059 0,0984

11. Viscosity of the Liquid Phase of NI0

The values of the viscosity of the liquid phase of NIO4 [2] are given

in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8 Viscosity of nitrogen tetroxide in the liquid phase

p.lO5 , kcal/sec/m2 .

I. '

P. amH .) I40I50l fA170

j.5,321 14,I71 6 . I - I
5:1.111.7.1 1.2, 8 .28 13..79,2.971

10) 5.11 1.7-1. 2,]' ~ u .11
15 5,317 , 1 1 3.S,.) 1. 9 1 1 .73 2 8 2. ;10 2.,321
20 -13.s2 ,.1 . '-"J2 31.3; 2992 2.615 2.-P')
301 5.39,8 4,812 '4,307 3,81l ,,125 .13017 2,6,i72,3357
40 15,423 4.862 1,322 3.,879 .1.140. 3,021'2.;6.' 2.3W0
.50 5,465 4,898 4. 363 13,919 3,.*x 1,"0.053 2.1:9.M 2,39,;
75 ,530 .,39 4,41.1 3, 05 3,516 3,0O9 2,72412,,';

I10 5,596 5,007 4,470 4.00i 3.,552 3.1292,73 2.477
15 ( 15,717 '5,112 4.567 4.077 3.60313,18612.836 2.53'
200 5,826 5,224 4,674 .1,159 3,6701 3,242 2.8 9512,571
2756 5,913 5,331 14771 14.235 13,726 3,293 2,92112.610
300) - 5.484 4.893 14,302 13,787 3,.33.2,951-, K651
31:41*- 4,966 4,375 13,843 3,3444 3.017I2,"
400) 3- 8 . - 09 3,420' 3,053, 2.747
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Table 5.8 (continued)

P. 1o 0 Isio I 10 10 122!0 140 I150 1 5,

5
10
15 2,018
20 2,039 1.753
30 2,069 1,796 1,509 1,218
40 2,098 1,827 1,549 1,266 0,984
60 2.120 1,860 1,595 1,330 1,055 0.780
75 2,176 1,927 1,690 1,434 1,180 0,919 0,60!

100 2,227 1,993 1,764 .524 1,295 1,050 0.775
150 2,275 2,D64 1,853 1,641 1,437 1,2203 0,917 I
200 2,324 2,120 1,908 1,713 1,511 1,295 1,086 0,8720 765
250 2,401 2,161 1,947 1,753 1,560 1,366 1,172 0,979 0 887
300 2,426 2,192 1,993 3,789 1,606 1,417 1.233 1,052 0.968
350 2,459 2,217 2,029 1,820 3,631 1,450 1,279 1.111 1,000
400 2,493 2,273 2 ,074' 1,860 1,672 1,498 1,335 1.19,3 1,091
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Chapter VI

THE CORROSION OF CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS IN A MEDIUM OF N2 04

In the selection of a coolant, problems of the corrosion resistance of

construction materials in the entire range of working temperatures and pres-

sures are essential.

Special requirements from the standpoint of corrosion resistance are

imposed upon materials used in reactor building. The most rigid requirements

are imposed upon the material of the TVEL jacket, and the permissible level

of corrosion is not higher than 0.02-0.05 mm per year [82].

However, even at comparatively low rates of corrosion of 10"-10l4 mm

per year, which are not hazardous at all from the standpoint of the strength

properties of the material, the problem of the accumulation of the solid phase

in the coolant because of corrosion during prolonged operating periods of

AES is esseqtial.

The solubility of the salts and oxides of metals in N 0 is negligible

2 4
[831, and therefore corrosion products are precipitated from the solution in
the form of a solid phase and during prolonged operation of the plant are

accumulated in the circuit. The solid particles in the circuit may also apprar

as a result of the separation of films, if the protective films formed on the

surface of metals in the process of operation ara inadequately thin and are

not firmly meshed with the metal.

The accumulation of noticeable quantities of the solid phase is intoler-

able in AES. The solid particles may create a clogging of the clearances

between the TVEL jacket, ahich in turn leads to local overheatings and to

the Jackets being burned through, and, consequently, to the breakdown of the

reactor. At a high flow velocity, the solid particles may have an erosion

effect on individual parts of the plant, and especially on the turbine blades.

Besides this, corrosion products may be carriers of radioactivity throughout

the circuit.
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In connection with this, very rigid requirements are imposed on the

corrosion resistance of materials for AES operating on N204.

1. Experimental Data Concerning the Corrosion Resistance of Construction

Materials of Power Plants in a Medium of N 0
2z:4

At ordinary temperatures, a number of alloys based on aluminum, iron, and

nickel exist, having a high degree of resistance with respect to nitrogen

oxides, which are used in the storage and transportation of nitrogen tetroxide

[83-861.

Such materials include stainless steels, aluminum, and many alloys based

on it. Non-ferrous metals, such as silver, copper, zinc, and cadmium are not

resistant at these temperatures. Carbon steel and nickel have only a low

degree of resistance. In the presence of teflon [86] an intensification of

the corrosion of stainless and carbon steels is observed.

Extensive material on the study of the reaction of metals with individual

nitrogen oxides at increased temperatures and at atmospheric pressure was

collected in refs. [87, 88] and in later works [89, 90].

The investigation of corrosion resistance of construction materials in

an equilibrium mixture of nitrogen oxides at temperatures of 100-700'C and

a pressure up to 150 atmospheres was conducted in the plants represented in

Figs. 6.1-6.3 [91].

Short-term tests with a soaking time of 350 hours were conducted in the

plant represented in Fig. 6.1.

In autoclaves 3 fabricated from stainless steel Khl8NlOT, the specimens

being tested were placed on metal suspensions. The autoclave was hermetically

sealed and nitrogen was blown through it, the heating was switched on and

the temperature in the autoclave was brought up to the given magnitude. Then

to remove the nitrogen, the autoclave was blown through with nitrogen tetroxide
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and the pressure in it was brought up to the given value. At these parameters,

the specimens were kept for a definite time. The tests were conducted in a

temperature range of 100-7000C at pressures of 20-150 atmospheres.

Nitropeen 2r0 cm
Nijtromen 2 m 37 - -

r3 13 33

54

A

Figure 6.1. Diagram of a plant for performing short-term corrosion
tests at high temperatures and pressures:

1- service tank; 2- evaporator; 3- autoclave;
4- refrigerator; 5- neutralizer.

Long-term tests, with a duration up to 11,000 hours, were conducted at

a temperature of 5000C and a pressure of 50 arm in the autoclaves represented I

in Fig. 6.2.

Ii the lower part of the autoclave was located liquid nitrogen tetroxide,

and in the part the specimens being tested. After the loading of the speci-

mens and the nitrogen tetroxide, the autoclave was sealed. Electric furnaces

were placed on the upper and lower parts of the autoclave.

For the development of a constant pressure in the autoclave, the tempera-

ture in its lower part, for the entire experiment, was maintained at 130±50 C.

At this temperature, the tension of the saturated vapors of nitrogen tetroxide

was equal to approximately 50 atm.

In the upper part of the autoclave, where the specimens being investigated

were placed, a temperature of 500±100C was maintained. The temperature was

automatically regulated by means of an electronic potentiometer.
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Figure 6.2. Autoclave for the performance
of long-term corrosion tests at high

_- temperatures and pressures:

1- autoclave; 2- suspensions for specimens

For corrosion tests in conditions of a t.roughflow of N204 an apparatus

was developed whose simplified diagram is shown in Fig. 6.3.

AiD?

Ajor 7

I-1

<
w arIi L I - 7

Figure 6.3. Diagram of an apparatus for performing corrosion tests
in a flow of N204 at high temperatures and pressures:

1- service tank; 2- pump; 3- flowmeter; 4- heater; 5- low-temperature regen-
erator; 6- high-temperature regenerator; 7- high-temperature working section;
8- electric heater; a,bc- working sections in the zone of temperatures of
80-100'C; d- working section in gaseous phase at temperatures of 300-350OC;
e- working section in gaseous phase at temperature of 550'C; f,g" working
sections in liquid phase after condensation.
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From a barrel, by means of nitrogen with a pressure of 1.5 atm, liquid

nitrogen tetroxide was transported to the service tank 1. The filling of the

service tank occurred through a connecting piece with open drainage from above.

In the filling of the tank by 90%, the excess liquid was removed via a

siphon pipe and passed through a monitoring device, by means of which the fill-

ing was visually monitored.

AU

The circulation of the N204 in the circuit was accomplished by a pump.

The nitrogen tetioxide passed, in sequence, into a heater 4 with steam heating,

to low-temperature regenr-rators 5 connected in series, a high-temperature

regenerator 6, and an electric heater 8.

Seven working sections were arranged in the path of the motion of the

coolant: sections a, b, c in liquid N204 in the zone of temperatures of 800

to 1000C [sic]; d in the gaseous phase in the zone of temperatures of 300 to

350*C; e in the gaseous phase at a temperature of 5000 C; and f, g in the liquid

phase after condensation at a temperature of 100-110'C.

If we assume the profile and cross-sections through which the fluid must

pass in the working sections, it is possible to test specimens of various

types (round and flat) and to provide any velocity of the flow of the coolant.

The necesoary pressure in the system was created by means of feeding

nitrogen into the service tank 1 from an external additional high-pressure line.

The monitoring of the pressure was accomplished according to a whole series

of acid-resistaiit manometers, installed at various points in the system.

The flow rate of the nitrogen tetroxide entering into the system was

monitored by a calorimetric flowmeter.

The iltvestigation of the corrosion resistance of metals in industrial

nitrogen tetroxide at high temperatures was performed by the weight method. How-

ever, this imethiod does not make it possible to determine the rate of corrosion



with an adequate degree of accuracy or to study the kinetics of the corrosion

processes at temperatures of 20-50 C. For these purposes, a methodology of the

reqistometric determination of very small rates of corrosion of wire specimens

in nitrogen tetroxide was developed [91, 921.

The resistometric method of determining the rate of corrosion lies in

the measurement of the electrical resistance of specimens with a small cross-

section, placed in a corrosive medium.

The range in the resistance of a wire, specimen as a function of its cross-

section is e.;pressed by the formula

I
P (6.1)

where R is the resistance of the specimen in ohms; p is the specific resistance

of the metal in ohms/cm/mm 2; Z is the length of the specimen, in cm; and r is

the radius of the specimen, in mm.

Consequently, corrosion losses of metal in the process of testing may be

determined as the difference of the radii before and after testing and thay

may be calculated according to the formula

Ar = r.((6.2)

Here R0 and R are the resistance of the specimen at the initial moment ard

at moment of time T.

Thus, by measuring the resistance of the specimens located in a corrosion

medium, we may, according to the variation of the resistance, determine the

magnitude of the variation of the radius of the specimen, i.e., the corrosion

losses.

Among the undoubted advantages of this method is the possibility of watch-

ing the course of the corrosion process without withdrawing the specimen from

the medium being investigated and without removal of the corrosion products in

industrial plants.
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Among the shortcomings of this method is its limited applicability: it

can be applied only for media with low and medium electrical conductivity.

Another limitation is associated with the high degree of sensitivity of this

method to temperature oscillations.

At the present time measurements of small resistances are technically

possible with a high degree of accuracy (0.03-0.05%), which makes it possible

to use the resistometric method for studying small rates of corrosion.

/VI

T

II

Figure 6.4. Cell for measuring the rate of

corrosion:

I- current leads; 2- measuring cell; 3- specimen;
z ,.w 4- casing; 5- packing.

The investigation was conducted on wire specimens with a diameter of 0.1

to 0.2 mm. After degreasing, the wires were twisted into a coil and placed in

the cell (Fig. 6.4). The fastening of the specimen to the platinum current

leads was accomplished by means of contact welding for stainless steel and with

an aluminum 1-itermediate piece in a case of aluminum. The currept leads of the

cell were connected with the wires of the measuring circuit by means of silver-

plated contacts. To decreabe the resistance of the connecting wires to the
3maximum, PShch-6 was used, the resistance of which did not exceed 4.10 ohms

per meter. For monitoring the effect of temperature on accuracy of measurement
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of the resistance in the thermostat empty sealed cells with specimens of the

material being investigated (standards) were installed in the thermostat. The

resistance of these specimens remained practically unchanged in the entire

course of the experiments, which testified to the satisfactory accuracy of the

measuring system and the thermostat coupling.

A diagram of an apparatus for studying the kinetics of the corrosion

process of metals by the resistometric method is given in Fig. 6.5.

I.

Figure 6.5. Diagram of an apparatus for studying the kinetics of

the corrosion of metals by the resistometric method:

1- measuring cell; 2- thermostat; 3- electric heaters;
4- small turbine; 5- contact thermometers.

The specimens being investigated, in cells 1 filled with N204, were placed

in a thermostat 2, the temperature of which was maintained by means of electric

heaters 3, contact thermometers 5, electronic relays 18, and solution mixing

turbines 4 at a constant level, with an accuracy of ±O.010C. The resistance

o the specimens was measured by means of a direct-current single-double bridge

of type R-329 10.

The methodology described made it possible to perform a long-term contin-

uous study of the kinetics of corrosion processes and to measure a rate of

corrosion of the order of 10 4-10
5 mm per year with an accuracy up to 1.10'6

mm per year. A condition of the achievement of such an accuracy is the ade-

quate uniformity of corrosion and invariability of the specific resistance of

the specimens during the experiment.
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By means of the methodology developed, the kinetics of the rate of corro-

sion of stainless steels and aluminum in nitrogen tetroxide at a temperature

of 500C was studied L421. In Fig, 6.6 the characteristic kinetic curves of the

rate of corrosion of sainless steel Khl8NIOT in gaseous nitrogen tetroxide

at a temperature of 50% are presented. In all the cases investigated, the

kinetic curves have the same nature. The rate of corrosion at first drops

sharply and then remains constant.

Figure 6.6. Kinetics of the corrosion of steel KhI8NIOT in
N204 at a temperature of 500C.

2 4

Such a fluctuation of the kinetic curves testifies to the foration of

passivating -.xide films on the metal surface, which determine the corrosion

resistance of the aluminum and the stainless steel in nitrogen tetroxide.

The kinetic curves may be described by a single empirical equation

V . ) (V - V ) (- aif) -VC (6.3)

where V is the rat i of corrosion at moment of time e; V is the rate of

corrosion at the initial moment; and V is the stifiestat te of corrosion.

Equation (6.3) demonstrates that s

V V)p -- , (6.4)
V'_ ,)303 '

i.e., the dependence of lg(V-Vs) upon T must have tb form of a straight line
st

with a cip at a/2.303. A check demonstrated that linearity is observed in

almost all the cases investigated.
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Films formed at a temperature of 500C on the surface of stainless steel

are quite thin and are not observed visually. Only in solutions containing

HNO 3 are dark films, the surface oi which is less than 0.5 micron, formed on

the surface of the steel after prolonged contact with N204. Films formed on

aluminum and its alloys during prolonged contact of these materials with N 0
2 4

at a temperature of 500C may reach several microns. The thickness of such

films may easily be determined under the microscope. For the determination

of the thickness of thin oxide films on aluminum and its alloys an impedance

method has been developed [93].

V V

Figure 6.7. Kinetics of the corrosion oi steel Khl8NlOT in liquid
N204 , containing small quantities of HNO3 , at a
temperature of 50°C.

In the liquid phase of N204 containing a small admixture of HNO 3, the

kinetic curves of the corrosion of stainless steel Khl8NlOT have the form

given in Fig. 6.7. The rate of corrosion at first increases, passes through

a maximum and decreasing, approaches the steady-state value. Apparently, at

the first moment in the contact of the air-oxide surface of the steel with

N204 nitric acid hampers the formation of the protective film [92]. Only

after 100-250 days does the formation of an equilibrium protective oxide film

in the given conditions end, after which the corrosion process becomes steady-

state.
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A considerable share of the corrosion, losses during the test fall in the

pre-steady-state period, the duration of which depends upon the conditions of

the fabrication and treatment of the specimens. For the purpose of decreasing

the dutation of the unsteady-state'regime and decreasing corrosion losses in

this period, different methods of preliminary passivation, as given in Table

6.1, were tested.

Table 6.1 Conditions of preliminary passivation of specimens of
KhlSNIOT steel.

Passivation Passivation
Composition of passivating solutions temperature time,

°C hours

30% HNO3 + 2% K2Cr207  18-20 4
57Z HNO3  18-20 4
5% HNO + 0.5 K2 Cr207  18-20 4

30% HNO3  18-20 4

Oxidation in the air 300 240

After the appropriate passivation, kinetic curves of the corrosion of

stainless steel in the same conditions were taken.

As is apparent from Fig. 6.8, all forms of preliminary passivation gave

the expected effects. The magnitudes of the maximum rate of corrosion in the

pre-steady-state period, the duration of this period, and the steady-state

rate of corrosion decreased considerably.

Thus, in the process of preliminar , treatment, a passive film is formed

on the surface of stainless .Lee, :hich has good protective properties and

,makes it possible to decrease corrosion losses in the pre-steady-state period

considerably at a temperaturp uf 500 C. Liquid N2 04 , apparently, not only pro-

vides conditions for the stability of this film, and consequently also of the

passive state, but also improves its protective properties. The decrease of

the steady-state rate of corrosion to a fraction of its former figure is a

favorable consequence of passivation.
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NOW

8 -

19

'V2

Figure 6.8. Kinetics of the corrosion of preliminarily passivated
Khl8NlOT steel in liquid N204 containing HN03 at a
temperature of 50C:

along the vertical, rate of corrosion mm/yr.104 ; along the horizontal,
duration of tests, days; A- passivation in 57% HNO3 at 18-20C, 4 hrs;
B- passivation in 30% UN0 3 + 2% K2Cr207 at 18-20

0 C, 4 hrs; C- passivation
in 5% HNO 3 + 0.5% K2Cr2O7 at 18-20C, 4 hrs; D- passivation in the air
at 300'C, 10 days.

With an increase in temperature, the rate of corrosion of stainless steels

increases somewhat [94-96]. At a temperature of 100 0C a loss of weight within

limits of 0.0005-0.003 g/m /hr (Table 6.2) is observed. In the transition to

higher temperatures, losses of weight are replaced by a gain (Figs. 6.9, 6.10).

Poore 3500C the corrosion resistance of stainless steels varies but little.

In the region of temperatures 100-700C a whole number of stainless steels

and alloys based on nickel exists, all having high corrosion resistance. The

surfaces of these materials, when in contact with nitrogen oxide, are coated

with dense oxide films. The corrosion of stainless steels at temperatures of

500-700C amounts of 0.0002-0.002 g/m 2Ir.
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Table 6.2 Corrosion resistance of metallic materials in N204 at
high temperatures and pressures. Duration of tests,
360 hours.

TepriRate of corrosion, g/m 2/hr
Material ature, 2 a tm 150 at m l 50 a t m

Steel St.3 1 -0.2-2 -
700 +0.18 -

Steel l8KhNV 100 -0,0047 +0,009
350 - +0,009
500 - +0106Js -

Steel 20SCL 100 -0,73 -
350 -- -0,29

Stel 2hl3600 - +0,5!
,te KI3100 --0,0025 - J

350 +.0,0005 +0,00.5 ±0,0040
500 ±0,000.3 +G,00b2 ,.0013
600 - "00~9700 +0,0012 +000

Steel 3Khi3 350 - ±00003 +0,013
500 +0,0006 - -

Ste h5600 - - +0,0084Ste h5100 -0,0017 - -
350 +0,0008 --0,0022 +0,0040
500 +0,0008 +0,0006 +0,0002
600 - +0,0002 -
700 +0,0008 -

Steel Kh28 100 -0,0007 -

350 4+0,0006 -

500 +0,0007 -

'00 +0,0007 - -
Steel I.Khl7N2 .500 .+0.000! +0,0006 +0,0019
Steel Yhl8Nl2M2j 500 +0,000! --
Steel

lKhl2N2VNF 350 +0,0014500 +0,0017
-(0,0007-

Steel Khl8NlOT 100 0,0015) -
350 +0,0006 +0,0017 -40.0055
500 +0,0003 +0,0013 +0,0008
600 - +0,0004 +0,.0036

Steel 700 +0,0005 +0,0003 -

Khl6Nl5WNB 500 -0,0002 +0,0022 +0,0010
Steel Khl8NllB 500 -0,0003 +0,0007 -
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Table 6.2 (continued)

Temper1 Rate of corrosion g/m 2/hr

Material oc 20 atm 50 atm 150 atm

Steel i 0 0' 0,C322 - .1 -
Khl8Nl2MZT 2- -0,..3 +0,.15 I -0.(4.'I 3 +0,0 I-0,cni6 " +0, ;3S

70 +0.0307 +OO'.02
Steel Kh20Nl4S2 -0,( 3 +0.0312
Steel

(KH21N6M2T +0.00 - -. X 0 +0,C'a4 ---
Steel Kh2lN5T 500 -o,0010 - -
Steel Kh23N18 350 -0,C33 +0.0022 +0,0030
Steel 500 +0,0003 +0.0013 +-0.0008

Kh23N28MZDZT .OD -0.0012 - -
350 -0033 -0,0019 +0.0042
500 +0,0003 -0,0007 -

I600 - - +u,00D35
Steel 700 +0,0006 --

OKh23N28MZDZT 35f -- -0,0003
Steel Kh25'""L 3 --0,60 +0,0045

600 - , 0010
Steel Kh32N8 350 - +0.0006- -
Steel KhI2N20TZY 100 -0,M000

350 +0.0016 +0.0016 +0.0055
500 - +0.0022 -Steel KhN35VT 100 -0,0044
350 - +OOO04 +0,0064
500 - +0,0004 -

Steel ... - +0,0042

OKh2ONlOMZDZS5 500 +0.0074 -
Alloy KhN73T2YUB 350 - +0.0011 -

500 +0,0016 -
Alloy KhN78T 100 -00057 - -

350 -0,0036 +0.0020 -
500 -0.0014 +0 0021 -

Alloy KhN54VI5T 350 -0,0006 +0,0019 +0,0040
500 - - +0,0022

Nickel N-1 100 -0,16 - -
350 -0,0017 -0,0011 +0_0011
500 +0030O6 -0,0006 -
1'00 +0.0090 +0,0033

Pig iron
Schl5-32 100 -1,14 - -

Chrome-nickel
cast iron 350 -0,53 -- -

Cobalt 500 - +0,05 -.
Stellite 500 - +0,04 -
Molybdenum 500 - -t-0,8  

-
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In conditions of a throughflow of nitrogen tetroxide, the rate of corrosion

of these steels is somewhat higher than in static conditions, but at 5000 C,

25 atm, and a flow velocity of 25 v/sec does not exceed a magnitude of 0.005 g2

per m per hour (Table 6.3), which is permissible for the materials of TVEL

jackets. Al].o, the fact that oxide films formed on the surface of stainless

steels are preserved in flow-though conditions, which testifies to their firm

meshing with the surface of the metal, is essential.

2
g/m /hr

*2 eqqoooo

Figure 6.9. Dependence of the rate of corrosion of stainless steels
In N204 upon temperature at a pressure of 20 atm:

I- steel Khl8NlOT; 2- Kh25; 3- Kh28; 4- 2Kh3.

g/m /hr . o3
4004

/ 000 .700 500 - "

Figure 6.10. Dependence of the rate of corrosion of stainless steels
in a medium of N 204 upon the temperature at a pressure
of 50 atm:

1- Khl8NlOT; 2- Khl6Nl5MZB; 3- 2Khl3; 4- Kh25.

In Fig. 6.11 the comparative characteristics of the resistance of stainless

4
steels at a temperature of 6000 C in N 0 and in air are given [97]. As is

2 4apparent from Fig. 6.11, the resistance of stainless steels in N 204 at high

temperatures is above the resistance of these materials in the air at the same

temperatures.

The high corrosion resistance of .tainless steels in N2 04 , both in static

conditions and in conditions of a throughflow of the coolant, is preserved for

a long time (Figs. 6.12, 6.13). The nature of the dependence of the corrosion
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Table 6.3 Corrosion resistance of metallic materials in a fow of N2 04
5000C, 25 atm, 28 m/sec.

mm/yr

00

upon time at 500 C remains the same as at 50 C (Fig. 6.6). Such a nature of

the dependence testifies to the fotmation of passive oxide films on the surface

of the steel in the reaction with N 0,, The steady-state value of the rate of
2 4'

corrosion of steel Khl8NlOT at 500 C and 50 atm for static conditions is equal

to +0.0008 g/;n 2/hr. In conditions of a throughf low the steady-state value of
2

the rate of corrosion is equal to +0.002 g/m /hr.

mm/yr

Figure 6.11. Rate of corrosion of stainless steels in the medium
of N204 and in the air at a temperature of 600'C,
in a time of 10,000 hours:

1- air, 1 atm; 2- N 20 4, 50 atm.
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With an increase in the velocity of the flow, the corrosion of stainless

steels increases somewhat (Fig. 6.14). A similar picture is observed with an

increase in pressure (6.15).

-j .

C.,

' -*

Figure 6.12. Dependence of the corrosion resistance of stainless
steel Khl8NIOT upon the soaking time in N204 in static
conditions at a temperature of 500'C and a pressure of
50 atm.

IN4

Figure 6.13. Dependence of the corrosion resistance of stainless
steels upon soaking time in a flow of N204 at a
temperature of 500'C, a pressure of 25 atm, and a
velocity of 25 m/sec.

1- I'hI8NIOT; 2- Khl6NlSMZB; 3- lKhl4Nl8V2B

1.5 20 25 Al/SW I
Figure 6.14. Effect of the velocity of the flow on the corrosion

of stainless steels in N204 at 500
0 C, 25 atm, 400 hrs:

1- Khl8NlOT; 2- Khl6Nl5MZB.
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No noticeable variation of the mechanical properties of Khl8NlOT and

OKhl8NlOT steels after prolonged soaking of them in nitrogen oxides at 5000C

and at 50 arm is observed (Table 6.4).

vy

II

AV?

Figure 6.15. Effect of pressure on the corrosion of stainless
steels in N204 in static conditions at 500 C:

I- Khl8NlOT; 2- Khl6Nl5MZB; 3- 2Khl3; 4- lKhl7N2.

The satisfactory corrosion resistance of stainless steels in a medium of

nitrogen oxides at high temperatures and pressures is confirmed by experience

of the operati6n of a number of plants and test stands. Thus, apparatuses for

making corrosion tests in'static conditions, fabricated from Khl8NlOT steel,

operated at temperatures up to 6000C and at pressures up to 150 atm for a

number of years without noticeable changes and continue to operate at the

present time. An apparatus for the investigation of corrosion resistance in

flow-through conditions operates in a medium of nitrogen oxides at a tempera-

ture of 500'C and a pressure of up to 28 atm for 5000 hours. A necessary con-

dition of the corrosion resistance of the evaporators and condensers is a high

degree of purity of the nitrogen t,,troxide.

Table 6.4 Variation of the mechanical properties of steels after
tests in N204 at 5000 and 50 atm.

Duration of Ultimate strength Yield point Relative
Material test, hours kg/mm2  kg/mm 2  elongation

Khl8NIOT Initial 63.6 31.2 34.5
the same 5070 62.7 30.8 29.0
the same 6100 64.0 30.3 33.4
OKhl8NlOT Initial* 50.2 20.0 40.0
the same 5070 61.3 26.4 36.8
the same 6100 61.3 28.2 42.3

Data taken from handbook [98].
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A number of other apparatuses and test stands for the investigation of

the thermophysical properties of nitrogen tetroxide fabricated of stainless

steel Khl8NIOT have been operating for 500-1500 hours. During the operating

time of the apparatused no primary corrosion of the welded Joints has been

observed.

The corrosion of welded connections was checked in special hollow thin-

walled welded specimens, filled with helium, in conditions of a flow through

them of gaseous nitrogen oxides at 5000C and 25 atm for 2000 hours. After the

tests no leaks of helium were observed, which testifies to the complete preser-

vation of hermetic sealing of welded connections in the process of the tests.

in distinction from stainless steels, carbon and low-alloy steels do not

have adequate resistance to nitrogen oxides. At a temperature of 1000C a con-

siderable loss of weight is observed in these materials. The rate of corrosion

of carbon steel St.3 and low-alloy steel 20SGL reaches a magnitude of 0.21 and
2

0.73 g/m /hr, respectively (see TabJe 6.2). And on the specimens, together with

oxide films, friable, powdery, and resin-like sediments form. With an Increase

in temperature, the loss of weight is replaced by a considerable gain. The

surface of these materials is coated by a thin friable layer of corrosion

products.

The rate of corrosion at 5000C and 50 atm amounts to +0.03 g/m 2/hr for

carbon steel St.3, and for steels 20SGL and 18KhNVL, +0.05 and +0.06 g/m2/hr,

respectively.

Carbon and low-alloy steels are not recommended for use in AES using N 0
2 4

as a coolant, since their corrosion in the entire range oi operating tempera-

tures occurs with the formation of powdery sediments and resin-like substances.

Nickel and alloy KhN78T are also unsuitable for operating in nitrogen

tetroxide. The corrosior of these materials at temperatures of 50-1000C occurs

with the formation of salt.

Armco iron is even less resistant, as thick, easily-removed layers of

oxides of Iron are formed on its surface. The rate of corrosion amounts to
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-0.036 g/m2/hr at 500'C and 50 atm. Cobalt and an alloy based on it, stellite,

show a considerable gain in weight in these conditions. The rate of corrosion

is equal to +0.05 and +0.04 g/m 2/hr, respectively. The surface of the speci-

mens is coated with a black film. The corrosion is irregular.

Molybdenum is subjected to considerable corrosion in N204 at 5000C and

50 atm. Its rate of corrosion amounts to +0.18 g/m2/hr. The surface of the

specimens is coated with yellowish hummocky sediment.

2
Grey cast iron, the rate of corrosion of which is equal to 1.2 g/m /hr,

also has little resistance at 100°C. The corrosion is point-like in nature.

In the region of temperatures of 100-1500C at a pressure of 20 atm, alumi-

num and alloys based on (Table 6.5) have a high resistance with respect to

gaseous oxides of nitrogen. Their rate of corrosion does not exceed 0.002 mm

per year. Anodized alum-jxum D16 is an exception, as its rate of corrosion at

100'C is equal to 0.016 mm/year. The surface of the majority of the alloys,

after testing at 100C, remains unchanged; after tests at 1500C the specimens

are coated with bluish films of iridescent colors.

Table 6.5 Corrosion resistance of aluminum and aluminum alloys in
N204 at high temperatures and pressures (test duration,
360 hours, converted to mm/year).

20 atm 50 atm

Mdterial
IC. W Ic 10 C 20 OC 200 OC

-"- O ,9.10"'

AMg <2.10- " <2.10-3 <2.10-3 1,35.10-2

AM - <2.10-' - -
<2.10-' 1,9.10-8--Mg M < 2- 10-3 - --

,A'. 6M. <2.10 "' <2- 2,4.0 "

A14i5VM lC 10-3 <2.10-s <2.10-' -

<AK; <,-a - I-<2.10-3 4,8.10-'
A 10'-3 <2.10 -

AL <2"10" - <2.10-3 -
- <2.10- 2,3.10-3 -

Z16 !5.10- - 4,2.10- -anoill J
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With an increase of temperature to 200°C the rate of corrosion of certain

aluminum alloys increases insignificantly, but on the surface of the specimens

grey, friable films, easily washed away, are formed. An increase in pressure

from 20 to 50 atm increases the rate of corrosion by tens of times.

Thus, the application of aluminum alloys is possible only up to tempera-

tures of 100-1500C.

Titanium and titanium alloys (Table 6.6) are very resistant in an equilib-

rium mixture of gaseous oxides of nitrogen at 2000C and 20 atm. The rate of
-3corrosion of all the materials tested Is less than 1.10 mm/year. The surface

of the specimens after testing remains without visible changes. Oxide films

are formed on specimens of all-y OT4 and a gain in weight is observed.

Table 6.6 Corrosion resistance of titanium alloys in N204 at2000C and 20 atm (test duration, 360 hours)

Material Rate of corrosion, mm/yearSVT1l-i 1.0.10-3

VTI-5 1.0.10- 3

AT6 1.0.10- 3

OT4* 7.5.10- 3

The tests were conducted at a temnperature of 600 C.

Titanium alloys, in distinction from aluminum alloys, are not sen' itive

to the water content in nitrogen tetroxide.

As packing and sealing materials, aluminum, fluoroplast (polyfluoroethy-

lene resin) and mica have shown good results.

For friction pairs at temperatures of 50-1000C, steels, ceramics, certain

carbon-graphite materials, cytale plastics, and others may be used.
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2. Study of the Structure and Composition of the Solid Phase of Corrosion

Products of Construction Materials in a Medium of N 0

As was noted above, one of the important problems in the question of

selecting construction materials for AES using N204 as a coolant is the forma-

tion of the solid phase of the corrosion products.

0

While at temperatures of 500-700 C the reaction of the metals with N 204

proceeds with the formation of oxide films, providing high resistance of a

large number of stainless steels and alloys based on nickel, in the low tempera-

ture part of the circuit this reaction occurs bascially with the formation of

salts and resin-like substances, although together with this on the surface of

the metals oxide films are also formed. The accumulation of these salts in the

course of time may lead to stopping up the pipes of the heat-transfer apparatus

(heat exchanger) in the low-temperature region of the circuit.

Aside from this, the salts carried away by the flow of coolant into the

zone of high temperatures, decomposing there, are transformed into the corre-

sponding oxides and in the ?orm of solid particles may spread throughout the

circuit, causing erosion of the apparatus and increasing the radioactivity of

the coolant.

For reliable forecasting of the acciuulation of the solid phase in N2 04

according to data concerning the kinetics of the corrosion process, it is

necessary to kncw the chemical nature and pruperties of the substances formed.

The solid products of the corrosion of steel Khl8NIOT formed in the N 0

2 4
in the process of corrosion tests at a temperature of 500 C, depending upon the

ratio of iron and chromium compounds in them, change their color from light

brown to emerald green. In a dry atmosphere they are stable, but in the

presence of moisture they decompose with the liberation of brown vapors of

nitrogen oxides.

For the purpose of identification of the compounds entering into the

composition of the products of the coirosion of steel Khl8NlOT, their infrared
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spectra were studied. The IR spectra of the products of corrosion are charac-

terized by very clear absorption bands at 1018-1030, 1043-1060, 1280-1292, 1300-

1310, 1425-1440, 1460-1490, 1510, 1540-1550, 1560-1585, 1610-1614, 1680-2250--1
2260 cm . As a result of the comparison of the spectrum with the characteris-

tic absorption frequencies of a number of molecules and groups of atoms, the

presence of which was assumed in the compositicn of the products of corrosion,

the following facts were established.

The corrosion products do not contain absorbed N 0 or absorbed ?NO in
2 4 3themselves [99-100]. in the spectrum of the corrosion products the absorption

bands which are characteristic for ion nitrates and nitrites, according to the

data in refs. [101, 102] are absent.

The absence of nitrite ions in the composition of the specimens investi-

gated is also confirmed by the method of microcrystotoscopic analysis. In the

IR spectra the absorption bands of the ions NO+ and NO2 are also not observed

[101]. The strong absorption observed at 1280-1292 and 1610-1650 cm is char-

acteristic for symmetrical (1255-1300 cm 1) and asymmetrical (1610-1655 cm"I)

valency oscillations of the group ONO2 of covalent nitrates [101, 102]. The-1
strong absorption bands in the region of 1460-1600 cm are also characteristic

for this group [103].

The absorption bands of average intensity at 2250-2260 cm" deserve special

attention, as they are proper to the nitroso ion NO+ [101, 1041.

Thus, the analysis of the infrared absorption spectra of the corrosion

products unambiguously testifies to the preserce of covalent nitrates of the

metals and nitroso ions in their co-nposition.

According to data from emission spectral analysis, iron, chromium, and

nickel are present in the corrosion products.

The investigations explained below were performed by A. M. Sukhotin, P. P.
Samoylyuk, V. P. Istomina, V. P. Istomina, N. Ya. Lantratova, G. A. Rubinchik,
and 0. G. Antropova.
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In the comparison of the absorptlon frequencies of the corrosion products

with available data concerning the IR spectra of individual compounds of these

metals, the presence of the tetranitroferrate ion was established [105]. With
-I

a consideration of the absorption band at 2250-2260 cm of the nitroso ions,

which may be proper to complexes. of other components of the mixture and not

merely to iron complexes, we may atisume that the corrosion products of Khl8NlOT

steel are a mixture of ay.hydrous nitroso nitrate complexes of metals: (NO +) x

x [Fe(NO3 ) 4 ] ; {(NO+ ) [Cr(N0 3)4] .}N 2 34 ; (NO+ )2 (Ni(N0 3 ) 4 ] -2.

The corrosion products of nitrogx;, tetroxide are identical in the liquid

and gaseous phases.

For the purpose of coafirming the assumptions expressed with respect to

the results of the study of the IR spectra, certain properties of the corrosion

products were investigated: hygrosopicity, thermal stability, solubility in

polar and non-polar solvents, and others. It was established by x-ray struc-

tural analysis that the corrosion products have a crystalline structure.

In the absorption of moisture, the crystals are transformed into a resinous

mass, to which the amorphous bslo ,f the x-ray photographs of the specimens

being flooded with rt res'wifies. In the process of further absorption of

moisture, the nitrate complexes are reformed into crystalline hydrates of the

ion nitrates.

The thermal stability of the corrosion products was studied by the thermo-

gtavimetric method. On the differential thermal analysis curve of anhydrous

corrosion products, consisting primarily of iron compounds, three endoeffects

are observed which are characteristic for the thermal decomposition of the

nitroso tetranitroferrate [105]. The curves of the thermogravimetric analysis

testify that the process of decomposition is completed at a temperature of 220'

T* T this case, the weight losses of the specimens amount to 83-86%. No

'plateau' i- observed on the curves, which is also proper to the decomposition

of nitrate complexes of the nitroso ions of iron and chromium.
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The existence of corrosion products in the form of nitroso nitrate com-

plexes is also indicated by their solubility.

Corrosion products rapidly dissolve in polar solvents (nitromethane,

dioxaie, acetonitrol), forming stable yellowish-brown solutions. The stability

of the tetranitroferrate and nitroso ions in these solutions, which is a char-

acteristic feature of the solutions of these compounds in polar solvents, is

confirmed by the IR spectra. In non-polar solvents (such as carbon tetrachlor-

ide, for example), the corrosion products do not dissolve.

The behavior of the compounds with relationship to aromatic hydrocarbons

is unique. In the introduction of the corrosion products into benzene, on

the bottom of the vessel a thick red oily mass is formed. Later it slowly

dissolves in the hydrocarbon, with the formation of a precipitate. A similar

picture is observed in the introduction of nitroso tetranitroferrate into

benzene [105].

The corrosion products, like the nitrate complexes, react energetically

with diethylene ester [105, 106]. In introduction i..to water, it rapidly dis-

solves with the liberation of brown vapors of nitrogen oxides. Later the solid

phase is separated and precipitated from the solution, which is explained by

the hydrolysis of the corrosion products, with the formation of the hydrates

of the oxides of the metals.

Thus, the investigations made of the composition and the study of certain

properties of the corrosion products give grounds to assume that they consist

primarily of nitrate complexes of the basic components of the stainless steel:

iron, chromium, and nickel.

Together with the investigation of the chemical nature of the corrosion

products, the picture of their formation and the kinetics of their accumulation

in the system were studied.

For performing, the investigation, hermetically sealed glass vessels were

developed, the external shape and diagram of which are presented in Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.16. Dig':am of a vessel for studying the kinetics of the
accumulation of the solid phase of corrosion products:

I- body of the vessel; 2- specimen; 3- bleed; 4- tube
for filling; 5- volumetric expansion compensator;
6- point of seal; 7- level of solution in vessel;
8- microscope subject stage; 9- objective lens of
microscope; 10- particles of solid phase.

The vessel was fabricated from molybdenum glass and consists of a body 1, a

bleed 3, and a tube 4, with a volumetric expansion compensator, 5. The body

of the vessel (cuvette) is made in the form of a cylinder with a height of

10-12 mm with two plane-parallel optically transparent bottoms, with a thick-

ness of 1-1.5 mm. The bleed (tap), intended for placing a specimen into the

cuvette, is sealed into the shell of the body of the vessel. For filling the

cuvette with nitrogen tetroxide, a tube 4 is sealed into this tap at an angle

of 600.

Specimens fabricated from sheet steel Khl8NlOT, with a thickne;s of 0.1

mm in the form of corrugated bands with a height of 10 mm and a length of 250

mm. One degreased specimen each was placed into each cuvette, after which the

tap 3 was sealed. In the cuvette the specimen was placed spirally along the

generatrix of the body, and in this case a view of more than 80% of the surface

of the bottom of the cuvette was provided. After pressurizing the vessel with

inert gas at a pressure of 4 atm, it was washed with alcohol and dried. The

cuvettes prepared for the tests were filled with nitrogen tetroxide containing

a small admixture of acid and were sealed.
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The accumulation of the corrosion products in the course of the experiment

was monitored by the microscopic method of the determination of the granulo-

metric composition of the particles contained in it [107, 1081. The dispersion

analysis was performed by means of a biologically inert MBI-12 microscope by

means of photographing the bottom of the cuvette, with random selection of the

field of view.

After the determination of the granulometric composition of the particles

contained in the initial N204, the cuvettes were placed in a thermostat and

were kept there at a temperature of 50*3°C.

The photography was accomplished at a temperature of 18-200C every 15

days. For a uniform distribution of the particles in the volume, before the

cuvettes were photographed, they were shaken for 3 minutes and then allowed

to settle on the specimen stage.

The completeness of the precipitation of the particles was monitored by

means of visual inspection of the entire layer of N 0 under the microscope.
2 4

The magnification of the microscope during photographaing of the specimen

amounted to X27. The quantity of fields to be photagraphed wa. determined

according to the formula

Z 1 0/0.785d2

field of view

and at the magnification accepted amounted to 6 fields; df is the diameter

of the field of view. For the purpose of increasing the accuracy of the

results obtained, the quantity of fields photographed was increased to 30-36.

The count of the particles in the dispersivity intervals was accomplished by

the method of projecting the negatives of the microphotographs onto a screen

with a total magnification of X200. The greatest length of the crystal or unit

was accepted as the dimension of the particles. The content of the particles

in dispersivity intervals of 1 ml of nitrogen tetroxide served as the compara-

tive accumulation characteristic.

The calculation of the quantity of particles in this volume was performed

according to the formula
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N = (A l000)/ZphFfovh

where A is the total quantity of particles of the given interval of dimensions
2

in all the fields of vicne; Ffov is the area of the field of view of mm ; and

h is the height of the "'ayer of liquid in the cuvette in mm.

In the inspection of the precipitates under the microscope it was establ-

lished that the precipitating solid phase of the corrosion products is a mix-

ture of individual crystals of various dimensions and units (aggregates),

partially consisting of a large central crystal overgrown with small crystals.

In the initial stage of the process of corrosion, crystals with a dimen-

sion of 5-30 microns accumulate most rapidly in the system. Together with

this, the distribution of the particles in the 5-200 micron range beginning

at 15 days is described satisfactorily by a single curve, which testifies to

the uniform nature of the relative growth of the quantity of particles in each

interval of dimensions. After 45-60 days the content of the particles in this

range remains approximately constant. However, in connection with the continu-

ing corrosion of the steel, the general mass of the crystals increases continu-

ously because of the growth of the large defect crystals. The increase in the

general mass of the crystalline solid phase in the same period of the corrosion

process corresponds with respect to order of magnitude to the expected accumu-

lation according to data from corrosion losses.

Thus, the process of the corrosion of Khl8NlOT steel at 500C in a limited

volume of nitrogen tetroxide is accompanied by the saturation of the liquid

phase by soluble corrosion products and by the precipitation of the crystalline

solid phase into a precipitate. The kinetics of the crystallization of the

solid phase at the initial stage of the process are characterized by a sharp

increase in the total quantity 4nd dimensions of the crystals.

Later a stabilization of the dispersed composition of the particles

having dimensions of 5-200 microns is observed. A growth of individual large

crystals is also observed. Such a picture, apparently, will be observed in

the corrosion of materials in the entire low-temperature part of the circuits

of AES.
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On the basis of the data obtained with respect to the kinetics of corro-

sion and the chemical composition of the corrosion products, we may determine

the general quantity of the solid phase in the process of prolonged contact of

steel with nitrogen tetroxide. Data on the kinetics of the accumulation ard

the dispersed composition of the corrosion products make it possible to make

a rational selection of the filters in the system.

The process of corrosion of stainless steel in this range of temperatures

may be represented in the following manner.

In the reaction of the steel with the nitrogen tetroxide, on its surface

an oxide film is formed, which also determines the magnitude of the steady-

state rate of corrosion. An insignificant part of the metal going into solution

enters into the formation of this film. The basic fraction of the metal makes

the transition to a solution in the form of a crystalline solid phase of the

corrosion products, which consists primarily of a mixture of nitrate comple,es

of the metals of type M(NO3)n N204 where M is the metal and n is the valency

of the metal. In particular, iron, chroritum, nickel, and titanium, probably,

form the compounds (NO+ )[Fe(N 3)4]; {(NO
+)[Cr(NO 3)4] }; (NO+) 2 [Ni(N0 3)4.

The mechanism of the processes leading to the formation of the solid

phase in nitrogen tetroxide, depending upou its composition, may be described

by the following equations:

the system M-N204:

Ml + (X + 3 n )NzOi+M(NO,,)nXNiO,+nNO 3;

24 3the system M-N 20 4 -HN0 3

M + X +t I n N,,O +nHNOt-+M(NO.),,XNO,+

2""- n NO+ 2 2 ,3 .0+nN,,

-nHNO3+ I n N,1,

or, in summary, M + (X + 2n) N2 04 - M(NO 3)nX N20 + nN2 3
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Tnus, in the system M-N2 0 4-HNO3 the total reaction of the process is the

same as in a case of M-N2 04

These equations generally reflect the mechanism of the process of the

formation of the corrosion products. Actually, this process occurs via a

number of intermediate stages, including, probably, the reaction of the nitrogen

tetroxide with the oxide film.

In the region of high temperatures (above 200 C) the formation of the

complex compounds of the metals with nitrogen tetroxide is impossible because

of their thermal .ntability. In this range of temperatures, the corrosion

of steel occurs with the formation of only the oxides of the metals: either

in the form of protective oxide films, firmly meshed with the metal, or in the

form of powdery corrosion products. The corrosion of the metals in this case

is entirely determ'Jned by the protective properties of the oxide films.

3. Discussion of the Results of Corrosion Tests of Construction Materials

in a Medium of N20

Experience in the operation of AES with two-circuit schemes using water,

CO2 , and especially single-circuit schemes with a boiling-water reactor, have

demonstrated that construction materials may be used if the rate of their

corrosion does not exceed 0.02-0.05 mm/year [82].

The investigation of the corrosion resistance of the materials Khl8NIOT,

EI-847, EI-654, EI-629, EI-432, Kh-25, 3Kh13, aluminum and titanium alloys,

graphite AG-1500, high-chrome cast iron, fluoroplast, and others, as used in

modern reactor construction, in a medium of N204 , demonstrated that the rate

of corrosion of the materials indicated amounts to a magnitude of the order of

0.001-0.01 mm/year.

In the temperature range of 100-7000C a large number of stainless steels

and alloys based on rickel exists, having a high degree of corrosion resistance.

The surfaces of these materials, in contact with nitrogen oxides, are coated
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by dense protective oxide films. The fact that the oxide films formed on the
surface of the construction materials in a medium of "204 are preserved in

flow conditions (at a velocity pf 25-40 m/sec), which testifies to their firm

meshing with the surface of the metal., is essential. In the tests of welded

joints no intercrystallite or pitting corrosion was established, and their

corrosion resistance is the same as that of the basic material; in preliminary

strength tests no change in the mechanical properties of steels Khl8NlOT or

OKhl8NlOT was ascertained after their prolonged soaking in N 204 at 50 atm and

5000C.

Comparisons made of the corrosion of stainless alloys at 6000C in N204

in the air also demonstrated that in a medium of N204 stainless alloys have

a greater resistance than in air.

The presence of low-t~aperature corrosion (up to 1500C) of stainless steel

Khl8NlOT required the study of the structure and composition of the solid phase

of the corrosion products. The experimental data made it possible to give

preliminary recommendations with respect to the selection of the type of filters

and the purification system for a N 204 coolant. These filters are being tested

and have shown positive results in test stands during 1966-1970. As with any

other new coolant, a thorough and careful treatment of the technology of disso-

ciating nitrogen tetroxide as a coolant and working fluid for atomic electric-

power stations is required.

The investigations made of the corrosion resistance of a large quantity

of conventionally used construction materials in reactor and power machine-

building demonstrated that for all units of AES operating on N204 for a tempera-

ture level of 200-7500C and at pressures of 1-170 atm.ab. corrosion-resistant

construction materials produced by Soviet industry are available, which can pro-

vide reliable and long-term operation of pcwer plants using N204. This conclu-

sion is confirmed also by the results of tests of a model gas turbine operating

on N204 in 1969-1970 on an experimental power test stand with a gas-liquid cycle

having a thermal capacity of 1050 kilowatts.
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